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Publishers’ foreword
Students of Niels Engelsted at the University of Copenhagen in the late 1980s, we
have followed his thoughts ever since. During our careers, teaching and doing
research in psychology at universities in Denmark, Ireland and Brazil, his ideas have
played a crucial part. We therefore believe that the following series of 212 letters,
which he posted to us and a small circle of friends, one letter a day from spring to fall
2019, are of such great importance that they should be shared with a larger audience
than he intended. For that reason, we have taken upon ourselves to publish the
letters, and precisely as they were originally received, unedited, with typos, devoid of
references, and all.
The letters address the lifelong works of Jens Mammen and Niels Engelsted
and more specifically their latest two books in General Psychology published in 2017
in Jaan Valsiner’s The Springer Brief series: Niels Engelsted’s Catching Up With
Aristotle: A Journey in Quest of General Psychology, and Jens Mammen’s A New
Logical Foundation for Psychology.
The books are a recapitulation of central issues in their works within Danish General
Psychology, partly in collaboration as researchers and teachers at Copenhagen
University and Aarhus University in Denmark. A short outline of the two books and
the researchers’ theories can be found in Aboulafia, A. and Dahl, M.: GroundBreaking Innovations in General Psychology.
You can find the two researchers’ bibliography at www.engelsted.net. Some of their
texts are in English and all texts are free to download.
The two researcher’s collected works are central within Danish General Psychology
developed from the late 1960s until today. According to the authors, general
psychology deals with what is common in psychology and examines the possibility
that psychology can be understood as a coherent unitary science with its own special
domain and thus theories and methods of its own.
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Introduction to the letters

We shall not cease from exploration,
and the end of all our exploring
will be to arrive where we started
and know the place for the first time.

T. S. Eliot (Letter #173)

The letters are a joyful telling in an artistic composition of text and illustrations, now
and then with a touch of humor and poetic beauty, and they are also a great
intellectual challenge. Niels Engelsted draws on his profound knowledge of
philosophy, science and psychology told in a generous and ingenious way, feeding
our curiosity, inviting us on an eventful voyage bound for yet undiscovered land.
Engelsted introduces and discusses what he calls Mammen’s psycho-anthropological
theory and his own psychogenetic theory. The point of departure and motivation for
writing the letters was to investigate the relations between the two theories - what
they have in common and what divides them and in what ways they jointly may bring
further innovations to the theoretical field of general psychology.
An important motivation for Jens Mammen to engage with general psychology was
the inability of traditional cognitive psychology to capture the specific human
characteristics. His psycho-anthropological theory is about the general structure of
our activities, i.e. the historical and spatial subject-object relations in our natural and
societal world understood as a dual relationship: our sensing and our selecting
objects in our world. In principle we have these two different ways to meet the world:
The sense-categorial, where we perceive our world, and the choice-categorial, where
we are actively choosing, grabbing, handling or holding objects in our world.
According to Mammen’s theory we are in a double relation to our world because the
objects we relate to have the property of a double structure: 1) the objects’
appearances and features, their qualitative identity, described by sense categories
and 2) the objects as unique substances distributed in time and space with historical
threads back to their origins, their numerical identity, described by choice
categories. This extremely important distinction is about the existence vs. the
appearance of the objects and the corresponding selection of and sensing the objects.
Sense categories refer to discrimination between objects, whereas choice categories
refer to the identification (pick out, grabbing) of objects. Mammen argues that the
discrimination of objects by sensing is only possible by virtue of a choice-categorial
framework. There must be a minimum of selection and retention to make it possible
to identify an object as a singular or as this unique object. It is in other words not
possible to identify objects by sensing them alone. The two sets of categories follow
two different logics: the logic of the eye and the logic of the hand.
Human activities spin invisible threads and bonds, tying the individual to objects
beyond their features, especially to other persons, e.g. as attachments. The dual
relationship is two cords twined together in colorful patterns, where tying and
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breaking bonds shape the dramas and ‘fate’ of human lives as told in the Nordic
mythology about the Norns, who are twining threads into patterns and dramas of
each person’s life story, the human web of history, culture, and science.
The specific characteristic of the duality in human relations to the world of objects is
the ability of the human sense to maintain things in their “historical depth” in time
and space as numerical identities despite their changes as qualitative identities. By
this ability to sustain the history of relationships, humans can hold on to and perceive
an object as the same object - only changed, which is the basic precondition for
science.
Mammen not only describes the subject’s choice- and sense-categorial relations to its
world in a psychological language, but also in the more formal and stringent
mathematical language of topology and mathematical logic. The understanding,
based on the subject’s practical being in its dual subject-object relationships, forms
“a new logical foundation for psychology” and promises to be a strong analytical tool
for dissolving reductionisms and one-sided mechanistic understandings in
psychology.
According to Engelsted Mammen’s distinction is truly essential, not only for
psychology, but also for mathematics. He embraces Mammen’s distinction as a
revolution within psychology and sees it as a structure that confirms and extends his
own general theory about the psycho-logic.

Early in his research Niels Engelsted posed the most essential and big questions of
general psychology such as: What is psyche? How did it get into the world? How did
the psycho-logical life develop further on in the evolution of animal life?
For Engelsted, the basic challenge has been to situate the foundation of psychology
in biology and evolution without reducing the qualitative and distinctive properties
of psychological phenomena. How can the psychological be understood as something
belonging to the world described by the natural sciences and simultaneously be
something quite different with qualitative new properties, not describable by the
natural sciences alone?
The first psychology founded by Aristotle was according to Engelsted a general
psychology. Aristotle’s four-stage psycho-biological classification and A. N.
Leontiev’s four-stage evolutionary sequence of animal life two millennia later were
combined as important sources in Engelsted’s quest for a general psychology. He
develops these further by travelling about four billion years backwards in the history
of evolution to the origin of life. His psychogenetic theory places the domain of
psychology where it originated: In the natural world.
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Engelsted divides the psychological domain into four subdomains in an evolutionary
order: Sentience of the living being, Intentionality of the animal being, Mind of the
mammalian being, and Consciousness of the human being. Like in Aristotle, the later
stages contain the earlier stages as in the Russian matryoshka doll. The first of these,
sentience, involve all living beings and their sensitiveness to impacts from the
environment. The last three subdomains (2.-4. below) are psychological (epistemic)
stages, described in their evolutionary origins and further development into the next
stages.
Engelsted has developed an original theory for each of them, based on a materialistic,
dialectical, and historical methodology, and grounded in our knowledge of the
evolution of life and human history. The four subdomains in the landscape of
psychology are both illustrated in a unifying atlas and told in an exciting and wellargued story.
1. Sentience is common to all living beings, who have an interface relation or a cell
membrane now-and-here relation to the environment, determined by immediate
causes (stimulus/response), describable by Mammen’s sense-categories as an
awareness of presence. Delivers the present moment
2. Intentionality is common to all animal beings, who have an interspace relation to
the world, created by the organism’s locomotor activity, directed toward aim-objects
as future goals (seek-and-find), hence deliberated by transcending the constraints of
reactive causality. Intentionality is a defining mark of the psychological. Delivers the
future
3. Mind is common to all mammalian beings, who have internalized the psychological
as an act relation in the world to an ‘inner scene’, tied to the mammalian brain
evolution, e.g. of the olfactory brain, paleo-cortex, and limbic system as a functional
basis of the deliberated mammalian mentality with the ability to look back. Delivers
the past
4. Human consciousness is common to all human beings and unique to humans as the
only living species at this level of evolution and history. The uniqueness of
consciousness is explained by concrete dialectic leaps in human evolution, including
a ‘march of double-negations’. It is a theory about the origin of human society
grounded on work and surplus labour as the unique human way of life, e.g. explaining
the difference between the social and the societal. The human way of life based on
work and surplus labour leads to a new and radical deliberation as a reexternalization of the mammalian mind as ‘mind products’ in the human culture,
endowing humans with the ability to go outside themselves, seeing themselves as
object. Delivers a view from the outside (‘God’s eye view’)
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A central question in the letters is to what extent Engelsted’s and Mammen’s theories
can complement, inspire, and enrich each other in the ongoing construction of a
future general psychology. Engelsted says in the first letter, that “the comparison and
discussion made in these letters […] are only the latest round in a decades-long
investigation”, but the letters are the first attempt to investigate the relations between
the theories in depth.
A common issue of Mammen’s and Engelsted’s theories is the intersection between
agency and causality, which has fragmented psychology from its start and created
multiple psychologies and dualisms, e.g. the psycho-physical problem (mind-world
problem and the mind-body problem). On one side contemporary theories
understand the psyche in physical terms of causal interaction and reactions, and on
the other side in humanistic terms of intentional activities. This fragmentation and
disorder are a substantial part of the longstanding ‘crisis of psychology’, which is a
focus in the letters.
An exciting question is, if the theories can point a way to a new theoretical union of
the fractured psychology. If the schism between a Galilean and an Aristotelian
psychology can be healed by placing the understandings under the same hat and
thereby solve the apparently dualistic contradictions between the natural sciences
and the humanities as a rupture in the cosmos.
Exciting to see is also if Mammen’s theory about the human sense (the concrete sense
of humans) can be integrated with Engelsted’s theory of human consciousness in
such a way as to lead to a deeper understanding of ourselves. We think that this issue,
following the ancient Greek aphorism "Know Thyself", is uttermost important in
today’s critical era of the Anthropocene Age.

Every letter has its own story within the broader adventure that Engelsted invites us
to participate in. With a departure in classical Greece, it is like an Odyssey bound for
uncharted fields, zigzagging the dangerous waters of Scylla and Charybdis towards
new unknown destinations and discoveries. Under way, we are passing a lot of
important milestones in the rich history of philosophy and science, and in the history
of psychology, and we shall meet new and original theories of the psyche's evolution
and the origin of human society - all of which you can take an active share in.
We welcome you on board and wish you an exciting voyage.
Annette Løw Aboulafia, Associated professor, annette.aboulafia@gmail.com
Magnus Dahl, Docent emeritus, magnus@dahl.bio
Roskilde University, Department of Psychology, Denmark.
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A personal commentary
Davood Gozli
Department of Psychology, University of Macau, China
It was September 2017, during the bi-annual meeting of the European Society for
Cognitive Psychology (ESCoP) in Potsdam, when I first encountered the names, Niels
Engelsted and Jens Mammen. Neither of the two were at the conference, but their
recently published books were on display at the publisher's booth (Engelsted, 2017a;
Mammen, 2017). That I quickly noticed the two books, and that the books made such
a strong and lasting impression on me, was in part due to a feeling of being out of
place at the conference. Like someone running through a maze and looking for an
"exit" sign, I was looking for possible ways out of cognitive psychology—with its
restrictive scope and irrelevance to the lived experience of humans—in search of a
view of the broader psychological domain. Without yet realizing their significance, I
simply took note of the two books and planned to read them later. In retrospect,
discovering Engelsted and Mammen was perhaps the most important event for me
at that conference. Searching for a way out of a "maze", I believe, is not unique to my
case. Without general psychology, fragmented fields of research tend to enclose
themselves. Without general psychology, students who occasionally strive toward
big-picture thinking, toward deeper implications or relevance, must struggle in vain
to grasp the rest of psychology from within enclosed fields.
Beginning to read, first, Mammen's (2017) A New Logical Foundation for
Psychology, the deep relevance of his work became quickly apparent. In light of
Mammen's work, I could better understand why so many fields of psychological
research, despite their limited scope, can present themselves as self-sufficient.
Students joining a research laboratory are trained to ask questions within a particular
paradigm that has typically cut ties from other parts of psychology. Many students
believe that if they just work long enough within their fields, they will eventually gain
contact with general psychology. Wishful thinking being a powerful force, some of us
even insist that the rest of psychology must be reducible to whatever process or
mechanism we happen to study. This was the core of my discontent before and during
the ESCoP conference. Engelsted and Mammen showed a way out and (equally
important!) a way back into cognitive psychology, helping me understand my
discontent in light of a non-reductive general psychology.
Mammen's framework, especially when combined with Engelsted's key distinctions
(e.g., domain vs. field; see Letter 48), is crucial for a better understanding of both the
psychological domain and psychological fields. In addition to unveiling the neglected
domains of human psychology, Mammen's (2017) introduction of choice categories
enable seeing the role of scientific decisions that enframe a research paradigm and
present it as self-sufficient. It explains why working within a mechanistic paradigm
will never yield access to general psychology. Once we are aware of choice categories,
and their function in science, we can embrace their application reflectively, as
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Engelsted demonstrates in several places (e.g., Letters 48-55 & 75). It is important
that Mammen’s framework explains the relative success of mechanicism and shows
how to move beyond it, rather than rejecting it entirely.
After some familiarity with Mammen's work, I turned to Engelsted, beginning with
his commentary on A New Logical Foundation for Psychology ("Hope, faith, and
love"; Engelsted, 2017b), then to Catching up with Aristotle: A Journey in Quest of
General Psychology (Engelsted, 2017a). Catching up with Aristotle is an intricate
and multi-layered argument composed in an enticing and humorous style.
Engelsted's humor indicates a deeper feature of his style. In particular, his humor
does not involve throwing jokes at the reader from a distance. What we read, instead,
are inside jokes from one scholar to another. Such a regard for the reader suggests
that the author and the reader must be equally familiar with their subject-matter. We
could say Engelsted subjects his reader to high standards, though it might be even
better to say that he simply presupposes that the standards are met and that he is
writing for a reader who is interested, sufficiently serious, and hard-working (getting
the jokes, among other rewards, requires a shared background of seriousness). I
found this demanding style to be rare and refreshing, and I saw it as an invitation to
read slowly and to read around the book.
Thus, with a group of students, we spent a half-year with Catching up with Aristotle.
Our readings and discussions around the book included Hegel, Marx, Alexei
Leontiev, and portions of Henrik Poulsen's (1991) Conations, and an earlier article
by Engelsted (1989).
"Is this psychology?", students frequently asked. The few students who dedicated
themselves to studying Engelsted's book were rewarded by discovering a much wider
vision of psychology and a sense of freedom. "Yes, this is psychology. Psychology
includes much more than what we were told." We should acknowledge the
background against which most of us encounter the works of Engelsted and
Mammen. Already during undergraduate studies, we typically learn to associate
psychology primarily with inferential statistics. Observing the students' shock and
disbelief at the idea that psychology can be about psychological themes and questions
brought mixed feelings. Another significant impact of reading Engelsted was related
to the place of evolution (biological and cultural). Evolution, treated by many
psychologists as an obvious and banal topic, instrumentalized by others as a mindless
engine of predictions and productivity, was brought to life, once again, with renewed
questions! In short, a certain degree of unlearning or de-schooling seems inevitable
in studying Engelsted's general psychology.
While reading Engelsted, I also found myself returning to Mammen's works, trying
to draw connections between the two theories. If Engelsted and Mammen are both
concerned with general psychology, why is there not a transparent connection
between them? (see also, Dahl & Aboulafia, 2019) The force of the question only
increases once we discover the longstanding friendship between the two authors.
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Having already wrestled with this question myself, I became very excited to hear
about Engelsted's Letters. The letters are motivated by the question of how to
synthesize the two projects of general psychology. While doing so, we are given a representation of both projects, the motives behind the projects, and a glimpse of the
surrounding cultural-intellectual background. The letters are an exceptional gift to
students of psychology, showing the role of theory in connecting psychology (as a
field) to its domain, and in connecting psychology with other disciplines, including
evolutionary biology, comparative cognition, anthropology, political economy, and
cultural studies.
In writing about my appreciation of Mammen's and Engelsted's theoretical works,
the analogy between theories and maps would be useful, especially if we distinguish
between at least two types of maps. The first, let us call it "self-sufficient", type of map
aims to instruct and guide the user. The path of influence goes only in one direction
and the user of the map has no way of influencing it. There is an authority attached
to the first type of map, which can only invite submissive discipleship. The second
type of map, by contrast, invite the user to test it and explore with it, in the real world
and in imagination. These maps are "alive" and want to be "populated" with material,
with observations, with anomalies that can guide the extension of a map. Engelsted's
and Mammen's theories are examples of the second type of map, which is to say they
are wonderfully open and insufficient. By virtue of their insufficiency, they do not
enclose upon themselves. They give ground for further attempts to connect and
explore. Engelsted himself shows us how we can go about populating the maps by
casting it over new fields, extending it to philosophy of science, anthropology, and
politics.
I would like to add a few notes about the form of the letters. I believe the facts that
(1) they take the form of letters and (2) they are pictorial letters are both significant.
Both deserve reflection. We live and work in the era in which all our activities, not
least of all scholarly activities, are described in terms of consumption and production.
We are consumers of information. We "consume" books and articles. We strive to be
productive, to "produce" grant proposals, articles, books, and so forth. With that
context in mind, we can stop and think about the letter as a form of communication.
Compared to other ways of presenting one's ideas, a letter resists capture by the
consumerist frame of mind. Letters are not consumed. They are exchanged between
human beings. A letter implies responsiveness and availability to another human
being—an I-Thou relationship, to use Martin Buber's (1937/1958) words—both on
the part of the sender and on the part of the receiver. The two sides assert their
wonderful insufficiency, their openness to each other and to a future that does not
belong exclusively to either one of them. Borrowing Engelsted's terms, a letter implies
hope, faith, and love.
What can we note based on the pictorial form of the letters? Although the pictures
do not serve one single purpose throughout the collection, they do consistently add a
layer of voice to the text. The "voice" in the pictures tends to provide a light-hearted
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accompaniment. At times, Engelsted seems to be poking fun at people who are taking
the whole business a little too seriously (and, thus, not seriously enough!). Think, for
instance, of the memorable image of Sigmund Freud wearing his round purple
glasses (Letters 12 & 21). Other times, the pictures invite a pause, or they demonstrate
the workings of an invisible time machine (with quick jumps across history), or they
enrich the text with further images. Writers like Walter Benjamin and John Berger
have described how a caption placed under a picture can bring out new meanings
from it. Engelsted is here doing the reverse, expanding the potential of his text using
visual accompaniment. In both cases, the extra element (the caption or the pictures)
add use value to what is already there (see Letter 87 for Engelsted's discussion of use
value vs. exchange value).
The letters on the history of ideas, many of which are presented as “detours”, should
not be viewed as optional tangents or unrelated topics. What Engelsted calls a detour
is often a change of perspective without a change of subject-matter. As such, when he
introduces a new thread in the letters (e.g., German Idealism, American pragmatism,
political economy), he is adopting a fresh viewpoint with respect to the same subjectmatter, namely general psychology. By taking the psycho-anthropological and the
psychogenetic theories into a historical context, Engelsted is doing something akin to
laboratory work. He tests whether and to what degree there are resonances between
the two theories, the ways in which the two theories—and their possible synthesis—
might have prefigured in the works of other thinkers. His selective presentation of
the history of ideas, therefore, itself contains many clues about Engelsted’s project.
An appreciation of particularity (and contingency) runs through Engelsted's psychogenetic project. He points out that there are multiple possible paths into general
psychology (Letter 57) and that his particular path went through studying natural
history and evolution. He distinguishes between studying mechanisms of evolution
(generalities of the evolutionary process) and history of evolution (particularities of
the process or, in other words, taking note of what actually happened). The
importance of this distinction cannot be overstated! If we study mechanisms of
evolution alone, with emphasis on general features, we demystify the process to the
point where nothing (of course, in retrospect!) is surprising. By contrast, if we study
the history of evolution, we can pay attention to events that seem (even in retrospect!)
highly unlikely. The highly unlikely and highly impactful events have been labelled
"Black Swan" events (Taleb, 2007). The evolutionary "leaps" that constitute the four
corners of the puzzle of general psychology are essentially Black Swan events (e.g.,
the emergence of sentience; the emergence of goal-directed movement; the
emergence of the capacity to inhibit motor response; the capacity for surplus labor),
whose identification requires attention to the history of evolution.
To think that these Black Swan events are postulated to offer ad hoc solutions to a
series of problems is to vastly underestimate the coherence of Engelsted's project.
Every postulate pays its way by explaining, not one phenomenon, but a constellation
of phenomena. The emergence of response-inhibition in mammals, for example,
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explains not only the ability for deliberate action, but is also linked to REM sleep, the
phenomenon of depressive mood, equifinality, tool-use and insight, and in general
the mediating capacity that is Mind (Letters 62ff). Each major postulate is similarly
overloaded and connected with other parts of the theory. Engelsted has made certain
decisions, but the decisions are explicitly presented to the reader (not smuggled in
through the backdoor!) and they are careful, minimal, in the style of an expert chess
player who can see that a "decision" is, in fact, forced. Whether or not a particular
decision is forced, Engelsted shows the necessity of theoretical decisions in general,
i.e., the necessity of adopting presuppositions that enable a line of inquiry (e.g., see
Letters 48-55 & 75). These are instructive applications of Mammen’s choice
categories in scientific inquiry. Choice categories, therefore, are not only objects of
our theorizing. We also employ them in constructing theories.
At the beginning of the Letter series, I was naively looking to see whose theory could
subsume the other. But the relationship between the two theories is much more
complicated and interesting. One of the most exciting moments in the Letter series is
when Engelsted describes the difference between aim-object and thing-object and
then attempts to map them onto Mammen's categories. Showing how this works, or
does not work, is to me the most pressing aspect of the relationship between the two
projects. An aim-object is implied in the subject's form of life (Aristotle's entelechy,
i.e., the subject's intrinsic goal-directedness). The subject is directed toward a
particular object and (the outcome of) the search is not fully determined by sense
impressions. That is to say, choice category (numerical identity) is in play from the
outset even before a thing-object is present. Thus, choice categories are extended
beyond our (human) existing bonds. Their application is not confined to familiar
objects within a familiar world.
But are Mammen's choice categories originally reserved for our existing bonds and
familiar objects? Or are the two categories (choice and sense categories), instead,
flexible analytic tools with unforeseen potential (use value)?
Related to this is a question about the gap between the subject and the object (the gap
of interspace; see Letter 180). The gap does not have to be the literal absence of an
object. Even if (hypothetically) I know about, and have access to, all the objects in the
world, the "search" never ends (it can show up again in "handling" or
"consumption"), because those objects can at any moment reveal to me something
new, mysterious, or puzzling. When we are disappointed or surprised, we are
confronted with "gaps" (interspaces) that we had missed before in an existing
relationship. When we insist on I-Thou relationships, in contrast to dominance and
control, we are insisting on the conscious preservation of the interspaces of human
relationships, with their uncertainties, ambiguities, and intractabilities.
Letter 181 notes Mammen's observations about the objects of our lived world.
According to Mammen, we ought to take seriously the fact that (most) objects around
us, as well as the context/world within which we face those objects, are familiar to
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us. Engelsted responds: But this familiarity is not a free gift! The familiarity should
not lead to the denial of gaps (interspaces), the achievement of familiarity, the
possibility of falling out of attunement with a familiar world (discovering someday
how unfamiliar it is). I think Engelsted's approach brings out new meaning from the
concept of choice category, not letting it be exclusively associated with bonds,
familiarity, contact, etc., but also with search, unfamiliarity, and loss/absence of
contact (see also, Mammen, 2019). He reminds us (Letters 177, 184, and 212) that
search, and activity in general, presupposes particular things, but also a type of thing
at which the activity is directed.
The sense/choice distinction, in other words, is present throughout the four stages of
subject-object relation (searching for, tracking, handling, and consuming this
particular object, because it is of the right type of object). Reflecting on this matter,
Engelsted suggests that the difference between Mammen's approach and his might
be due to a subtle, though decisive, difference in the moment they imagine the
subject-object relation (Letter 212). Whereas Mammen begins after sense, Engelsted
begins before sense.
That I find myself leaning toward Engelsted's approach might be a consequence of
my temperament (I have rarely felt the world to be a familiar place), but I also have
reasons. Let us return once again to the trinity of hope, faith, and love, and
specifically, love in the sense agape (the love that nurtures, cultivates, humanizes,
civilizes, etc.). Love-as-agape is an ancient idea and has been discussed by many,
including the relatively recent Charles S. Peirce (1893/1955). Peirce's socalled agapism is the assumption that there exists a purposeful force—an
"evolutionary love"—that guides the process of evolution. Setting aside the question
of whether this force exists outside human culture, we can draw a connection to
Mammen’s choice categories.
Loving someone—an offspring, a student, or a friend—in the sense of agape, requires
keeping track of them in time, being open to and encouraging their growth and
transformations. But the idea of agape suggests something more radical, which can
only be captured by Engelsted's position before sense, before the aim-object
corresponds to a thing-object. Hope, faith, and love, in this sense are enacted by a
subject who is confronting an unfamiliar (senseless) world.
With societal human beings, agape acquires human meaning, which is not
necessarily benevolent. Peirce, given his ideas about authoritarian "fixation of belief",
and Engelsted, given his Marxian influence, would both acknowledge that agape is
the same type of force that brings about the "fall" of humans into false consciousness,
mob mentality/collectivism, consumerism, and other forms of regression and
conformity. A sense category applied to something, e.g., acceptability of an
economic-political power relation, might require undoing.
At times, we might choose revolution/chaos over evil; we might choose to become
strangers. "The stranger proclaims: To you, World, I refuse." (Wallis, 2020).
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Refusing the established order can show up in relatively mindless or childish acts.
Recall, for example, how Saint Augustine interpreted stealing from the pear tree with
a group of fellow adolescents as a kind of force toward annihilation (of sense
categories?). Reflecting on the spirit of refusal of World, i.e., the dominant or
established ways of making sense, we might be tempted to generalize the
aforementioned difference between before sense (Engelsted) and after sense
(Mammen) to a between without sense (Engelsted) and with sense (Mammen).
Unsettled and disoriented, left without sense, the human is once again in need of
agape.
If the World of Psychology can only offer us methods of labor through increased
fragmentation, then we ought to join the Stranger and refuse. Fortunately, Engelsted
and Mammen, fellow strangers whose books found me in Potsdam, have shed light
upon alternative paths. Reading these Letters might create an initial disorientation
that is useful, if not necessary, for grasping Engelsted's general psychology and its
implications. After all, isn't disorientation the expected response to an improbable
and impactful (Black Swan) event?
But the rewards of persistence, and working through the letters, include entry into a
path of resistance against fragmentation, alienation, and the longstanding crisis of
psychology. What a great way to rekindle a genuine passion for psychology! I hope
that students of psychology (I imagine them in clandestine reading groups spread
across the globe) notice and keep in mind, in addition to the rigorous style of
development and presentation, the overarching spirit of commitment and generosity
that runs through the letters.
I am grateful to Niels Engelsted for writing the letters. I am also thankful to Magnus
Dahl and Annette Aboulafia for taking charge of publishing the letters and for inviting
me to write a commentary.
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CONTENT
INTRODUCTION – Letters number 1-10
The two arms of Mammen’s work and his important connecting discovery is
introduced, and the purpose of the letters explained (1-3). As background, the two
modes in philosophical history, the mathematician’s, and the physician’s, are shortly
resumed and the psycho-physical problem identified (4-10).

MAMMEN EXPLAINED – Letters number 11-29
The aim of Mammen’s Human Sense and its root in Russian Activity theory is laid
out (11-14). How his first arm—the psychological—takes human work as its general
model is described (14-19). Science becomes a model, too, and this by way of the
concept of numerical identity is generalized to a wide spectrum of human social
relations (20). The background of his second arm—the mathematical—is explained
(21-29): First from his past as a native in mathematics and physics (21); next from
the need of an upgrade of physics in psychology with a number of ensuing options
(22-24); and finally from a development in mathematics itself, the axiom of choice
(25-28), ending with a summing up of Mammen’s contribution (29).

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY – Letters number 30-56
First general psychology is defined negatively from what it is not and from the crisis
of psychology, its antipode (30-31). Then a detour defines it in opposition to
philosophy, psychology’s traditional dominating big sister (32-43). The difficulty of
the shared subject matter is pointed out (32-34). The story of psychology’s departure
from the philosophy department is told (35) and the conceptual difficulties involved
discussed by way of William James, Charles Sanders Peirce, and their psychophilosophical hybrid, American Pragmatism, in the process introducing German
Romanticist philosophy and the concept of dialectics (38-39). Told is then how
psychology tried to defend its independence with reference to scientific methodology
and how this split up the psychological domain and created multiple psychologies
(44-47). Why the necessary distinction between domain and field is the solution to
this calamity is explained (48) and with the concept of domain the general model of
general psychology is introduced by George Henry Lewes with instructions added by
Karl Bühler and Lev Vygotsky (49). Told is how mind and/or behaviour has been the
traditional domain bids in the history of psychology (50-52), and since conscious
awareness (knowing) cannot be meaningfully left out, the problem with the shared
subject matter is back, but can be solved with the distinction between knowing as
problem (epistemology, philosophy) and knowing as fact . (epistemics, psychology)
(53-55). Finally, the general psychology as field is outlined (56).
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ENGELSTED INTRODUCED – Letters number 57-61
First mentioning an interest in biology and studies in animal psychology as my
background (57), it is told how Aristotle’s four-stage psycho-biological classification
and Leontiev’s four-stage evolutionary sequence were combined into a general
psychology with four epistemic subdomains in evolutionary order: Sentience,
Intentionality, Mind, and Human Consciousness (58-60). Finally, the sequence is
presented as a progress in dimensionality (61).

MIND – Letters number 62-70
Though neither evolutionary first nor last, the presentation of the four subdomains
starts with mind to make two things clear to English speakers. First that mind is
precisely what it is traditionally thought to be, the organ and repository of
representation and deliberation of John Locke and David Hume. Secondly, and
contrary to popular thought, that it neither identifies the psychological, nor exhausts
it, but is only one subdomain of four (62-63). Mind is explained as a mammalian
brain evolution with a function of deliberation based on response-repression and
memory-consultation as seen in REM-sleep and tied to the evolution of the olfactory
brain, paleo-cortex, and limbic system (64-66). As an input-output system with
memory storage and executive functions, the possible similarity between the mind
and the computer is discussed (67-69). Finally, it is emphasised how many essential
features we share with the other mammals, including an access to the past (70).

HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS – Letters number 71-133
The theory proposed has as premise first that the human being is unique, and leaps
therefore happen in evolution; secondly, that human consciousness is intimately
connected with society as the unique human way of life. The issues of evolution,
human uniqueness, and human society must therefore be addressed before human
consciousness can be explained.
Evolution and the human difference – Letters number 71-83
The seminal degree or kind conflict between Darwin and Wallace is told (71-73).
Options are presented and a decision made (74-75). Visiting Mendel, Lamarck, and
de Vries, the roles of mutation and behavioural change as evolutionary movers are
discussed; and Baldwin’s combination of behavioural change and natural selection is
introduced (76-78). Which psychological features and behavioural acts can shape
evolution is reiterated from the classical understanding (79) to Leontiev’s (81) and
Rousseau’s hunting hypothesis (82), ending with Dutt’s tell-tale translation of
Engels’ The part played by labour in the transition from ape to man (83).
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Work and society from Locke to Marx – Letters number 84-91
With the labour theory of value, John Locke links property to work, which leads
Proudhon to call property thievery with reference to a breach of the social contract
(84-86). Studying the industrial revolution and the capitalist mode of production,
Marx makes his great discovery and tells Proudhon wrong (87). The labour theory
of value can be—and are—challenged by the theory of price as only value (88), but the
historical role of surplus production is incontestable and hence the labour theory of
wealth (89). Finally, it is told, how Marx, by way of Morgan, wanted to pursue the
question of work and property into the prehistorical past (90-91).
Human society explained – Letters number 92-110
Explaining the difference between the social and the societal (92), it is shown that the
division of labour in Leontiev’s hunting hypothesis is only social, while the human
society is defined by a combination of a social and a societal relation, but the missing
relation is added when the surplus labour in breeding and parental care is included
as proposed in my 1984 theory (93-94). Introducing the hunter-gatherer society (95)
and palaeoanthropology (96-97) the different virtues of hunting for meat and plant
gathering are discussed (98). The evolutionary options they leave are shown (99), one
of which is the sexual division of work in hunter-gatherers where the objective
asymmetry between the tasks of hunting and gathering with female gathering
introduces the aspect of surplus labour defining of the human society (100). Finally,
the theory is summarised (101). Mammen’s alternative idea that gift-giving is the
root of human emergence is discussed (102), and though social gift-giving is not
societal surplus labour, the pivotal role of gift-exchange in the early society as
discovered by Mauss is told (103). By way of Hawkes, Harris, and Lévy-Strauss, it is
shown how this gift-giving further strengthens the surplus-labour theory (104-106),
which is summarised again (107). It is explained why the new societal formation
requires exogamy (108), eventually leads to the institution of marriage (109), and
finally the historical class-divided society (110).
Human consciousness explained – Letters number 111-133
The understanding of human consciousness as the ability to go outside yourself and
see yourself as object is adopted from German philosophers. First Fichte’s selfcontradiction, Schelling’s self-conscious spirit, and Hegel’s march of doublenegations, then Feuerbach’s self-objectification and Marx’s severance and
alienation—including my personal attempt to make sense of the Young Marx (111-16).
Contrasting human consciousness with the animal instinct, the difference is further
explained (117). Bringing the philosophical insights to palaeoanthropology and the
emerging hunter and gatherers, it is proposed that human consciousness saw its
beginning when gathering mothers were charged with supporting non-young as if
they were young, where the contradiction was only made liveable with the hilarious
concept of the non-non-young ,and the non-non concept spread to other spheres to
become the rotor of human consciousness (118-19). Next language, the twin of
human consciousness, is introduced, visiting the ideas of Darwin, Engels, and
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Vygotsky (120-21). The Vygotsky-Piaget debacle, whether language acquisition is
social or individual, is resumed, Vygotsky wins. Followed by the Skinner-Chomsky
debacle, whether language structure is learned or native, nobody wins (122). The
latter conflict is resolved with Saussure’s distinction between language and speech
(123). How the language structure entered the human mind together with the nonnon-moment of the human consciousness, turning signals into signs, is explained and
related to Saussure’s distinction (124). The universal grammar is described as an xray image of the essential human relations, creating a duplicate but interchanging
world of words, which becomes the unique human world (125). How the human child
enters this world is told with reference to Tomasello and Helen Keller (126), and how
the need to enter this world has shaped natural selection and brain evolution is shown
(127). Told is how the proposed human origin is mimicked in the universal culturalhistorical figure of the trickster (128) and in human mythology, most curiously in the
story of the Fall of Adam and Eve (129). Finally, based on the findings of
palaeoanthropology, an educated guess is made as to the date of the crucial event
(130). Lastly, the whole argument about the origin of human uniqueness is
recapitulated (131-32) and concluded (133).

INTENTIONALITY – Letters number 134-155
Following Brentano, the third founder of modern psychology, who launched an
Aristotelian act-psychology against Sechenov’s and Wundt’s Galilean s-r
psychologies, the ideal intentionality is made a defining mark of the psychological
and related to the psychologies of James and Aristotle (134-135). The ideal
intentionality is anchored to material physics by way of the second law of
thermodynamics (136-37), and to the definition of the living being as an entity
inherently related to an outer source of energy (138). The difference between plants
and animals (139), in particular between the receptive photosynthesis of plants and
the active locomotion of animals (140), is explained. The logical four-stage sequence
of locomotion closing the interspace between the animal and its food—between the
subject and the object—is described and related to mental concepts and fields of
psychology (141-143). The objective basis of the vocabulary of life and psychology is
discussed, and following Tolman, it is explained how the mental concepts are first
founded in and operationally defined by behavioural relations, which explains how
the domain of psychology can emerge from physics as a corollary to the second law
of thermodynamics (144-145). Next it is argued that the great divide in the interspace
passage before and after sense corresponds to the divide between Mammen’s choicecategory and sense-category (146). After paying our respects to inner stimuli (147),
the classical psycho-physical mind-world problem is revisited, reiterating the story
from Locke’s primary sense qualities to Kant Copernican revolution, which holds that
knowledge of space and substance in the first place must be a priori rather sensory
(148). Accepting Kant’s argument, the a priori knowledge is brought back into the
real world by a Keplerian twist to the Copernican revolution, linking the mind-world
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relation to the developed concept of the interspace (149-150). The general interspace
is the same, but the concrete varies across species, which leads to the concepts of a
life-worlds, walks of life, and econiches (151), and further to the concept of foodchains, in the process providing some important insight to mammalian psychodynamics (152). With reference to some seminal psychological experiments, the
relation between locomotion and sense (interspace and interface) is again identified
with the essential distinctions in Mammen’s mathematical theory (153-54); finally,
Mammen’s own understanding of his holding place in the interspace-passage is
pointed out (155).

SENTIENCE – Letters number 156-167
Sentience—sensing—is introduced as the fourth subdomain of psychology, aligned
with Mammen’s sense-category, and declared the enigmatic hard problem (156).
Though inexplicable, something can be said about it, however; first about its stimuli
(157); then about its evolution from the single cell to the multicellular organism (158);
then its strange phenomenological quality (159); then as the stream of consciousness,
which defines the present moment (160); then as a possible phenomenon of quantum
physics (161-62). Lastly, Mammen’s suggestion that the hard problem can be
explained by linking it to cellular decision making is introduced and discussed (16367).

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY CONCLUDED 168-172
Reiterated is the mission of general psychology (168), its structure with four
subdomains: sentience, intentionality, mind, and human consciousness (169), its
dimensionality and phylogenesis of knowing (170), the four fundamental stages
through interspace (171), and finally the three ways of the psycho-logic as first a
relation in the world, then internalised in the mind, then re-externalised as mindproducts in the world (172).

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION – Letters number 173-210
The discussion is my attempt to see Mammen’s theory through the prism of my
general psychology; in particular, aligning my theory of intentionality with his
axiomatic categories and matching it with his concepts of activity and object. In the
process, among a host of other things, our common point of departure is discussed
and whether we are really on the same side (174-177); object as aim and object as
thing are distinguished (178-79); my confusion is revealed and a decision made (18990); Mammen is seen as the new Fechner, but is he also a Galilean and in interface
mode? (191-93); occasioned by Kurt Lewin’s anti-Aristotelian Galileo-accolade (194195), the disappearance of history is lamented, and its regrettable social impact
shown (196-97); history as an essential aspect of cosmogenesis is emphasized (198)
and related to the Aristotelian mode of understanding (199); after again
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recapitulating my basic argument (200), a mystery is solved and Mammen’s subject
presented as a ghost, placed in the machine and freed again (201-204). Finally,
Mammen’s two extraordinary feats are underlined, first the potential significance of
his dual topology in psychology (205), then the extraordinary potential of his
introduction of psychology into mathematics (206-209). In conclusion, Mammen’s
choice-category and sense-category-topology is hailed as a break-through for the
understanding, as it places the Aristotelian and the Galilean understanding under
one hat and heals a wound in the universe (210).

ADDENDUM – Letters number 211-212
An important clarification occasioned by an astute response from Davood Gozli.
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Letter #1

Niels Engelsted 2019

This is the first in a series of letters, the purpose of which is to investigate the
relationship between Jens Mammen’s work and my own.
Mammen’s work consists in a
psychological theory and a
mathematical axiomatic system.
They are both anchored in an
important distinction, which
Mammen unfolds in the theory and
the system. In this way psychology
addresses mathematics and
mathematics psychology in a very
productive and meaningful way.
This is new.
The distinction is truly essential, not
only for psychology, but also for
mathematics, which means it, in its
different guises, is essential for
nearly everything. The distinction
itself is ancient, but it is new that it
is unfolded in such a clear and
instructive way.
Since the essential distinction is
general, it allows for more
applications and interpretations
than one. Though my own work was
made independently of Mammen’s
work, it became obvious to me that
his distinction was highly applicable
and useful for me too.
With two slightly different interpretations in the stereoscope, both become
enhanced, and depth added to the distinction. At least
this is the ideal hope behind the comparison and
discussion made in these letters, which are only the
latest round in a decades-long investigation.
So, what is that essential distinction? More tomorrow.

Letter #2

INTRODUCTION

My point of departure is Mammen’s distinction,
which I hold to be true.
The core of Mammen’s discovery consists in the following.
1. There are two different principled ways to meet the world.
The sense-categorial,
which is passively receiving.
The choice-categorial,
which is actively grabbing.
2. The choice-categorial corresponds to Axiom of Choice in mathematics.
Unheard of in the field of mathematics, this axiom is not rulebound; it is an
existence claim (Roger Penrose).
3. The mathematical correspondence means that Mammen’s two ways can be
treated mathematically in axioms and corresponding provable theorems.
4. The two ways can be combined. In most daily activity they are combined.
Mammen’s mathematical analysis proves that when combined, the composite is
also choice-categorial. (Axiom 11).
5. The two ways are represented in
a historical split in the history of
science. The split is recognizable
in many different fields.
Mammen: ” You can just think of the so-called mind-body or mind-world
problem, the split between the natural sciences on one side and the human or
social sciences on the other side, the split between a causal and a hermeneutical
or moral understanding of humans.”

+

=

6. Not least in psychology, the split has caused havoc, leading to the so-called
crisis of psychology.
7. The possibility in mathematics to recognize, identify, compare, and unify the
two ways, and thus make a parallel and sideways investigation of the dual issue,
offers a potentially decisive contribution to the reparation of a fractured
psychology.

Letter #3

INTRODUCTION

(follow up and adding.)
1. What is received sense-categorially is a pattern. This is
called qualitative identity. In principle, a pattern allows for an
infinite number of sources. Qualitative identity cannot separate
and identify a specific singular entity in time and space.
2. What is reached for choice-categorially is an object with
space-time coordinates. This is called numerical identity.
Numerical identity precisely separates and identifies a specific
singular entity in space and time.
3. In the history of science, the two approaches are known as form and matter,
respectively. Form is the formula for a class of things, while matter refers to the
existence of the individual material thing in space and time. (Existence means
the same as numerical identity). The approaches are also defining the distinction
between the abstract and the concrete, and between the ideal and the
material.
4. Form or formula can also be called rule. Qua its nature, mathematics is
dealing with the ideal and abstract, unfolded in formulas according to rules. That
was why Zermelo’s axiom was so shocking and revolutionary. In the midst of all
the rulebound mathematics, an existence axiom all of a sudden popped up and
claimed to be valid!
5. This became the cue for Mammen, the mathematician, to go look for the same
in psychology as a possible solution to the crisis of psychology.
---------------THE SERIES OF LETTERS will unfold in the following way.
• First, we will take the time to look at a little philosophy and science history.
• Then we will introduce and explain Mammen’s psycho-anthropological
theory.
• Next, we will introduce my psychogenetic theory and by way of comparison
see where something can be added to Mammen’s presentation.
• Finally, we will try to retrieve something new and worthwhile from the
comparison.
Hopefully, it will be finished before summer.

Letter #4

INTRODUCTION

1. The ancient roots of philosophy and science are two.
Medicine — born from witchcraft and shamanism.
Key concepts are epicrisis, the medical case history, and
diagnosis, the cause and nature of the illness.
Methods are observation over time and intervention.
Mathematics — born from surveying and counting.
Key concepts are form, rule, and undeniable truth.
Methods are contemplation and reasoning.
2. Taking their cue from mathematics, two math-fans open the ball. Searching
for the eternal and never-changing foundation of the world, they
reach opposite conclusions. Plato, the aristocrats’ philosopher,
says that like the geometrical formulas, only ideal forms are
unchangeably true and therefore real. The material is ever
changeable, corrupt, and false. Ideal forms therefore constitute true
reality.
Not so, says Democritus, the merchants’ and artisans’
philosopher, the material is just as true and real. If only
matter is divided into its smallest parts, like the points on the
geometrical line, an indivisible element is reached, atomos,
and atoms, for ever the same, are the only true reality.
3. Plato’s idealism emphasising form and Democritus’
materialism emphasising matter are usually seen as antagonistic, and in
many ways they are. Observe, however, that both doctrines agree that since the
changeable world our eyes observe is false, our senses are subjective and
deceptive, which proves that only reason should rule. Here philosophy, led by
mathematics, begins its exodus from the ordinary common-sense understanding.
4. Aristotle, who was Plato’s student but also a trained physician and thinking
like a physician, for at time managed to reunite the philosophically
divided form and matter and rescue worldly observation and
common-sense understanding. Using living nature as his paradigm,
he found the unchangeable in the perpetual and repetitive striving of
the living beings to realize their essential life-giving goals and thus
fulfil their nature. Like in epicrisis and diagnosis, to understand this striving and
nature, natural studies and empirical observation were required; your eyes would
serve you well and not deceive you.
(To be continued).

Letter #5

(history continued.)

INTRODUCTION

1. Around 1200, Plato, head philosopher in the Catholic
Church since the early Middle Ages, was replaced by
Aristotle. With Aristotle’s promotion, the previously
disallowed natural studies were also promoted. By 1600,
the surge in natural studies and science, Aristotle had
licensed, led to Aristotle’s own demise, when Galileo
Galilei showed that Aristotle’s
biological paradigm was flawed:
Falling balls and orbiting planets do
Apostolic Palace, Vatican
not strive for predefined future goals
(causa finalis), they react to the here-and-now
physical forces working on them (causa efficiens).
2. With Galileo, mathematics was back in the driver’s seat. One cannot
understand the universe, he said, ”unless one first learns to comprehend the
language…in which it is written. It is written in the language of
mathematics…without which it is impossible to understand a single word of it;
without these one is wandering in a dark labyrinth.”
3. It was also a return to the material
elements of Democritus and the ideal
formulas of Plato, which Galileo, using
his mathematical language, was able to
reunite in a new way that was more
suitable to physics than Aristotle’s
biological paradigm. This started the
modern scientific revolution.
4. Galileo’s new paradigm is called
mechanical physics because interacting elements in
motion is the principle in mechanical machines, which
perform work by transferring and transforming physical
force through a chain of cogs and levers. Not surprisingly,
the new science was accompanied by a surge in the
invention of new machines, which added to the physical
understanding, which in turn led to new inventions.
(To be continued.)

Letter #6
(history continued.)

INTRODUCTION

1. Galileo was model and mentor for the international science club of math
geniuses and math fans founded and led by the Jesuit priest and mathematician
Marin Mersenne. Among its illustrious members were two, who came to
define the future of psychology.
2. Having visited Galileo in Pisa, Thomas Hobbes chose to
dump Aristotelian psychology and build a new objective
psychology on the mechanical paradigm, explaining the
human being as a mechanical machine with input, output, and
connecting processes (later known as stimulus-response).
3. Mersenne’s schoolmate from the Jesuit college, René
Descartes, agreed that living beings were mechanical machines.
He also agreed with Hobbes – and with Democritus and Galileo
– that sense experiences like colour, smell and taste, which had
no objective counterparts in the mechanical world of physical
bodies, were therefore epiphenomenal and secondary sense
qualities, subjective, or, as Hobbes said, the great deception of sense.
4. Descartes did not believe, however, that the human being could be explained
as a mere mechanical machine. The human being had an x-factor in addition,
which the animals did not have.
5. As a good Catholic, Descartes joined the ancient tradition that explained the xfactor as the soul. The human being was a creation of God and endowed with a
godly spark, which the animals were without.
6. As a brilliant mathematician, who invented the coordinate system, which
could picture the trajectory of bodies in motion, Descartes also joined the
Platonic tradition from the dialogue Meno, in which Socrates identified the soul
with mathematical reason.
7. Divided between machine and soul, Descartes’ world became a dual affair with
a sphere of material things in motion, called res extensa, and a sphere of
thinking and reason, called res cogitans.
(To be continued.)

Letter #7
(but first a commentary on the x-factor)

INTRODUCTION
1. Prior to Galileo, everybody agreed to
existence of a human x-factor
(Democritus had a special soul-atom).
After Galileo, there would be two
positions.

2. The two positions divided the two
discoverers of evolution by natural
selection. Charles Darwin insisted
on absolute continuity, while Alfred
Russell Wallace thought that the
human being had an x-factor making
us qualitatively different from our
animal forebears and needing a
specific explanation besides natural
selection.
3. In psychology, John B. Watson’s
behaviorism, based on Ivan Pavlov’s
stimulus-response and Darwin’s
evolution, represents continuity, while
Lev Vygotsky, also anchored in
Pavlov, represents discontinuity, as
humans through the word are
informed by the cultural-historical
world, animals do not have part in.
The x-factor issue is highly important in our present context.

Letter #8
(history continued.)

INTRODUCTION

1. When it became clear that Galileo’s two contrary spheres would not be able to
interact, the psycho-physical problem was born.
2. A student of Descartes, Baruch Spinoza, tried a solution that made the
world of psyche and the world of bodies the same (God = Nature), and added
striving (conatus). His pan-psychism came to play an important role in the
later history of philosophy, but not in psychology. Neither did the solution
Gottfried Wilhem Leibniz came up with inspired by Spinoza. Leibniz, a
mathematical genius, who was first to invent the calculus to perfectly describe
trajectories in Descartes’ coordinate system, combined atoms from Democritus,
souls from Plato, and striving from Aristotle to make a grand synthesis; only it
was too deep for most, who wanted something more accessible.
3. John Locke delivered. As a physician, Locke was not averse to common
sense and compromise, and picking up after Hobbes, rather
than a new paradigm, he builds a platform to hold the different
mind issues. It was upon Locke’s common-sense platform, most
post-aristotelian mainstream psychology was later to thrive.
4. As a physician, Locke insisted on observation and experience
(empiricism), and rejected the innate ideas (nativism), which
provided mathematicians like Descartes with their necessary truths. Locke said:
There is nothing in the mind, which was not first in the senses. The
enigmatic colour, taste, and smell phenomena, which had troubled his
predecessors because they didn’t fit into the mechanical world of bodies in
motion, were no problem at all, he said; the secondary sense qualities were
creations of the working mind, while the primary sense qualities were true
witnesses to the res extensa world of physics.
5. The case would have rested here, (in many ways have), had it not been for an
Irish rebel, George Berkeley, who, as a former missionary among the
American Indians, had learnt a trick or two. In a masterly
treatise on perception psychology, Berkeley argued that also
the primary sense qualities are bodily produced, which meant
that everything really was in the mind; and, consequently, that
we would have no knowledge of the world except from what
the senses produced. Esse est percipi, he said. Reality is the
perceived.
(To be continued.)

Letter #9
(history continued.)

INTRODUCTION

1. Berkeley’s position has been called subjective idealism. Subjective idealism
means that we have no knowledge of an objective world outside our own
individual mind; and there may not be one.
2. The characterization as subjective idealist is grossly unfair to Berkeley and an
insult to his ingenuity. His argument was basically this: 1) The world is objective
and real, independently of the individual experience, just as common sense says.
2) It exists only in perception, however. 3) This is only possible, if the world is
perceived by some over-individual entity or mind. 4) This is the proof of the
existence of God! 5) Now pass me the bishopric, please!
3. David Hume agreed with Berkeley, except on the last part
about God. Knowledge of the world is only derived from sense
perception and observation, (empiricism), but as this is
induction, it can never be certain. Ergo: We cannot with
certainty know about the external world. Belief in God will not
save us; neither can we know about him. Technically, Hume’s
position is not subjective idealism either; usually it is called scepticism.
4. From Hume, the road split up into continental philosophy (Germany) and
analytic philosophy (Britain).
5. In Germany, awaken from his slumber by Hume,
Immanuel Kant constructed an ingenious conception of
subjective idealism, which at the same time made the
physicists’ rex extensa an immanent and unquestionable
certainty. As I interpret it, it’s quite brilliant, so Kant’s
deserves his picture. Following Kant, and adding Spinoza, the German
Romanticists took an equally interesting course with Fichte as subjective
idealist, Schelling as pantheist, and Hegel as objective, dialectical idealist. All
this have played hardly any role in psychology, which took the other road.
5. In England, led by James Mill and his son John Stuart Mill, British
Empiricism after Hume developed a line of positions that reduced the world to
sense data and rightfully can be called subjective idealism. It morphed into
Logical Positivism, and with the linguistic turn, into brands of Philosophy of
Language, where words take the place of sense impressions. The road also led
from Wittgenstein of Tractatus with its logical language to Wittgenstein of
Philosophische Undersuchungen, where social linguistical codes and language
games came to define reality, a sort of social subjectivism. In my opinion, this
road has contributed little to our present subject.
(To be continued.)

Letter #10
(history continued.)

INTRODUCTION

1. If we cannot explain it, at least we can measure it, the physics
professor G. T. Fechner seems to have thought. Following
Galileo’s instruction to measure what is measurable and make
measurable what is not, he turned the psycho-physical relation into
a Galilean function x = f(x), started to measure and found a law.
2. Following Fechner’s lead, the physician Wilhelm Wundt
founded scientific psychology as a positivist science, measuring
conscious experience variously stimulated in experimental physical
setups. As it only worked credibly within a narrow range of sensory
psychology and simple perception, the project broke up in three
different directions.
3. With the attempt to broaden the study of conscious experience beyond the
simple physical experiments, it became subjective psychology or
phenomenology. It was the paradigm in Copenhagen (the Copenhagen School
of Phenomenology), when Mammen and I started here as students.
4. Following Descartes and searching for the psycho-physical link in the brain,
Wundt’s former roommate, Ivan Sechenov, founded objective psychology,
which in Russia and America gave rise to a rich line of psychology. From the
reflexology and stimulus-response psychology of Sechenov followed Ivan
Pavlov’s classical conditioning, which in turn was taken up by John B.
Watson to create behaviourism, which with Thorndike, Tolman, Skinner,
Hull, and Neal Miller developed a series of worthwhile contributions. As
already suggested by Hobbes with Pascal’s calculator in mind, Hull compared the
mind to a computational machine, which—still based on the stimulus-response
paradigm—steered behaviourism into cognitive science, computer science,
and cybernetics.
5. In Germany, Dilthey had divided science into Naturwissenschaft, which
explains (i.e., causal relations), and Geisteswissenschaft, which
understands (i.e., meaning relations). Wundt’s psychophysics dealt only
with the first, so subsequently he added a second psychology dealing with
meaning called Völkerpsychologie. As it dealt with history, language, customs,
art, and so on, it was a cultural-historical psychology. When focusing on
cultural symbols (e.g., Jung), signs (e.g., Vygotsky), or codes (e.g., Wittgenstein),
this is a psychology of reception and representation, not in principle
different from the stimulus-response paradigm.
6. In fact, except for Skinner’s, all the post-Aristotelian psychology
mentioned, basically has been receiving rather than serving.

Letter #11

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. The beginning can never be the worst place
to begin.
“What does it mean to be a human being?”
The introduction to Mammen’s doctoral thesis from
1983, The human sense, opens with this question,
asked by his high school religion teacher, who “with
irony and logic” showed “that the science of the day and
psychology had no answer.” Here were both a challenge
and a mission, but after years of study, Mammen had to
dump
his original thesis, “since it
had not been possible to overcome the
metaphysics in the appeal to language and
conceptual logic, which should explain why the
human being was not an animal or a machine.”
The Human sense was the subsequent attempt
to accomplish the mission using a different logic.
2.In this commentary shall be included other
works also, as for instance the most recent, A
New Logical Foundation for
Psychology, Springer, 2017, and
A Grammar of Praxis, Springer,
2019. The axioms and the
mathematics are elaborated in
these later works and there are
some additions in response to my
work and our discussion, but the
basic theory remains
fundamentally unchanged.
(To be continued.)

Letter #12
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1, Mammen’s studies confirmed that something was amiss in contemporary
psychology. Despite their apparent difference, the major domains of psychology
shared a one-sided bias towards the instrumental, playing the human being as an
instrument. Underneath, they all endorsed the basic paradigm of receiving,
basically treating the human being as the intervening variable in a Galilean
scientific scheme. The mechanistic stimulus-response paradigm was easy
recognizable in the supposedly contrary objective and subjective psychology
(hence the two-headed dragon). But with closer scrutiny, the mechanistic aspect
was also revealed beneath the disguise in the supposedly less mechanistic and
one-sided cultural-historical psychology.
As illustrated above, it was against these three unlucky mutations that Mammen
took up arms. So how did he do it, what sword did he wield?
2. Mammen’s search for a solution led him by
two different paths, which were eventually to
meet in his work. One was obvious and
mainstream, straightforward and pedestrian.
The other was deep and subterranean,
elusive, and perplexing. We shall look at
them in turn.
(To be continued.)

Letter #13
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED
1. Like everybody else, Mammen was a product of
the World Spirit of his day. For people with any
brains, the World Spirit in 1970’s and 80’s was
Marxism, and Marxism for psychologists meant
the Russians Ivan Pavlov, Sergei Rubinstein, Lev
Vygotsky and Alexei Leontiev.

2. Having toured through Psychophysics, Gestalt psychology, Gibson, New Look
and Cognitivism, and paid the tribute there was to pay, Mammen’s Russian entry
in the dissertation was Rubinstein with his theory of consciousness and
activity. Judged to be on the right track, Rubinstein was still too idealistic,
though, so to find his foundation, Mammen finally turned to Leontiev and his
Activity Theory.
3. The reason Vygotsky was bypassed in favour of
Leontiev was their different emphasis in their
basic understanding of the human being;
Leontiev’s fitted better with Mammen’s own
understanding, while Vygotsky’s was considered
too idealistic.
4. In passing, it may be added that both
Rubinstein and Vygotsky were censured by the
Soviet regime for being too idealistic. Rapid
industrialization was the order of the day for the
young worker
state, and this naturally gave work top priority.
Allegedly, there was a spat between Leontiev
and Vygotsky on the issue, but other sources
say it is hearsay. Mammen’s choice had nothing
to do with Stalin and industrialization, of
course, though a schism did exist between
Danish Leontiev-inspired Activity Theory and
Danish Vygotsky-inspired Cultural-historical
psychology.
(To be continued.)

Letter #14
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Of the several magnificent reasons to choose work, the first
is that work and tool use have been selected as the defining
human mark by all materialist philosophers since antiquity
beginning with Democritus. The first philosophers told a
story in which in the beginning wild men were roaming the
wilderness alone like human atoms, fending for themselves
like Robinson Crusoe in Daniel Defoe’s 17th century novel.
Then how, like Robinson, they learned to make tools, to
work, and to build shelters before—before both in time and
importance—they began to have social intercourse with other
men and learn cooperation and speaking.
2. Certainly you will know Robinson Crusoe, but you may also know the above
scheme from the famous ‘great speech’ Protagoras makes in Plato’s dialogue.
3. Allegedly, Protagoras was a young porter Democritus brought
into his school from the street in Miletus, believing he was a
mathematical prodigy. He may have been, but Protagoras didn’t
care for mathematics; he was interested in culture and language
(think of him as an Athenian Vygotsky) and went on to become
the founder of the humanist sciences. The split between
natural science and the humanities begins here.
4. Protagoras had been taught well, however, and when challenged in debate by
Socrates/Plato he followed Democritus’ Robinson scheme. Only, as a Sophist and
popularizer, maybe even populist, he presented the story in form of a traditional
creation myth with gods and all.
5. You should read the wonderful tale
yourself, * but it tells how the human
beings—because of a great sin—became
endowed with unique ‘godly’ powers. From
Athena, insight and language; from
Hephaestus, tools and work; from
Hermes, trade and human bonds.
6. Faithful to Democritus, Protagoras placed Hermes as the latecomer, but the
following discussion about the origin of the human being, right up to our time,
has been about the order of arrival on the chess board of these three pieces.
(To be continued.)
* http://www.bard.edu/library/arendt/pdfs/Plato-Protagoras.pdf, p. 18-21.

Letter #15
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. It would have pleased Democritus greatly that his straight materialist story was
back again with Greek Epicurus, who picked it up and expanded it. Epicurus’
Robinson version was subsequently reiterated by Roman
Lucretius, whose book, when rediscovered after having
been lost for a thousand years, inspired the geniuses of the
Italian Renaissance, Galileo among them.
2. Copying Lucretius, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau made a version, which inspired the literati of the
French Enlightenment; and Rousseau’s botanymentee Jean Baptiste Lamarck
subsequently upgraded the story
with the concept of evolution after
which the human being no longer started out as a
solitary wanderer but had descended from a tribe
of apes.
3. Karl Marx, who wrote his doctoral dissertation on
Democritus and Epicurus, endorsed the materialist
understanding of man based on work. In Capital from 1865, he
writes: “The use and fabrication of
instruments of labour, although existing
in the germ among certain species of
animals, is specifically characteristic of
the human labour-process, and Franklin
therefore defines man as a tool-making animal.”
4. In Marx’s German Ideology from 1846 we read: “The
human beings can be distinguished from animals by consciousness, by religion
or anything else you like. They themselves begin to distinguish themselves from
animals as soon as they begin to produce their means of subsistence, a step
which is conditioned by their physical organisation. By producing their means
of subsistence, the humans are indirectly producing their actual material life.”
5. And in Grundrisse from 1858, Marx explains what particular
physical organisation is needed: “No production possible without
an instrument of production, even if this instrument is only the
hand.”
(To be continued.)

Letter #16
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Friedrich Engels, Marx’s comrade-in-arms
and benefactor, wrote a version of the classical
story, which was a cross between Rousseau and
Darwin. A repeat of the old battle between the
idealism of Plato and the materialism of
Democritus, it was written as a rebuttal of
Darwin’s new notion (inspired by his cousin
Francis Galton) that mind and brain had been
leading human evolution. No, no, no, said Engels:
Work is the source of all wealth. Next to nature,
which supplies it with the material, work is the source of all wealth. But it is
even infinitely more than this. It is the prime basic condition for all human
existence, and this to such an extent that we have to say that work created man
himself. (My translation and shortening).
2. Engels was quoted in extenso by Leontiev, and why
not? Engels was subsequently proven right by
palaeoanthropology; the many fossils unearthed in Africa
proved that the hand did precede the brain in human
evolution, and that hominids had progressed with a line of
more and more advanced stone tools.
3. True, other
animal species do
use tools, as Marx
admitted, but it is
still an
unquestionable fact that work and
production have created the human
world with all its marvels.

It was not, however, just because this is true, and everybody agrees that
Mammen sided with work. It was because work has another magical property.
(To be continued.)

4.

Letter #17
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. The work process not only produces means to satisfy
human goals and needs, it also produces new knowledge.
When the object
held in the stone
mason’s hand is
hammered, the
objects inherent
properties are
revealed, and this principle is basically
the same from the stone age to the
forefront of modern science.
2. The parallel between work and science becomes obvious when we realise the
similarity between work and the primary method of Galilean science, the
scientific experiment.

3.
Keeping the object under strict experimental control
was how psychology was founded first as real science.

Letter #18
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. The deep connection between work and science is truly deep. As Marx says,
work transforms nature and man himself; and as more and more nature is
transformed in work, more and more scientific knowledge is revealed. Work in
general is science. Or, as Mammen writes: “Science is general work.”
2. The inherent
connection between
work, humanity, and
knowledge can be
pictured in this way.

3. In the 1844 Manuscripts, Marx expresses the above in deep and evocative
passages where his long family line of Trier rabbis meets up with Hegel:

4. Mammen’s Marx-quote is placed on the frontpage of his dissertation and
explains the title: The Human Sense.
(To be continued.)

Letter #19
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. While the ethereal philosophy of work and humanity may be difficult, the
essential distinction Mammen extracts from work is not.
The object’s description.
The object’s physical existence in
space and time.
It is these two different aspects Mammen names
respectively Sense Category and Choice Category. The
first name is self-explaining, the second not, but will later be explained.
2. The distinction is important and well known in all walks of life.

3. The difference between originality and likeness makes all the difference; it
must be the thing itself and not a replica. But, of course,
some people turn this
on its head.
4. Yes, well, but
originality still does
make all the difference,
not only in police work
and art, but in science
t00, as Mammen’s textbook example shows.
(To be continued.)

Letter #20
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Gregor Mendel’s experiment is the key
illustration in Mammen’s book. By keeping the
numerical identity of his peas closely monitored,
while the qualitative identity of the flowers varied,
Mendel deduced the laws of genetical inheritance.
Had he not all the time kept track of
his objects, kept them in his hand, so
to speak, this would not have been
possible. The close similarity between
work and science shows again.
2. Going from the holding hand in work and science to the holding hand in love,
Mammen in his work now extrapolates from the essential object attachment in
work and science,
which keep track of
the real thing, to the
similar attachment
in human bonds.

3. The idea is that keeping track of
numerical identity is essential in human
bonds as it secures the connection back
in time, the common history. The same
goes for objects with unique history or
sentimental value. Mere qualitative
identity would not do that.
4. In a sweeping generalization, Mammen next extends this numerical identitybased attachment to all human bonds. Mentioned are love, parental love,
friendship, solidarity, faithfulness, ownership, reverence, conservatism, but also
nationalism, hate, prejudice, xenophobia, chauvinism and racism.
5. And all this is due to the human sense, the sense of numerical identity,
which is the human x-factor and “the basis for our spiritual life, for our ties to
and embeddedness in human culture, and for our soul as the sum of our
affections, concrete obligations, and commitments to objects and other people.”
(Mammen in ANLFP).
(To be continued.)

Letter #21

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

(The examination continued.)
The arcane way.

1. Yes, they were. In A new
logical foundation for Psychology (ANLFP).
A tell-tale clue for any astute analyst. You
should not let the missing context mislead you
into thinking any different. The following story
can be reconstructed.
2. Once upon a time there was a boy so
passionately in love with mathematics and Galilean science that the realm of
rules and laws was his paradise.
He would have stayed forever had not the
siren song of axioms, theorems, lemmas
and proofs been so intensely strong that he
had to flee the bubble and seek refuge in
the land of humanity.
3. In his search for humanity, the boy
chose psychology and was in for a shock. His new science
danced to the same tune of sensory criteria and rules as the
land he had just escaped. Only the music in psychology was
not luring, but weak, distorted and third class.
4. This presented the boy with two different missions, opposite missions,
perhaps even contrary missions. (1) He could free psychology of the false music
and save it as the science of humanity. (2) He could teach psychology to play the
music right and make psychology an updated Galilean science.
5. Did he have to choose?
Could they be done at the same
time? Could they be made into
the same? Having his task cut
out for him, the boy bravely
soldiered on.
(to be continued.)

Letter #22
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Though not many psychologists seemed to have
noticed, the science of physics had moved on since
Galileo’s mechanical physics was adopted as paradigm
for psychology in the 17th century, and Mammen
rightfully laments that psychology has been trailing so
far behind the curve.
2. True, there was some important progress made
thanks to semi-mathematical fields like
information theory, computer science and
cybernetics. But rather than going beyond
Galileo, these applied fields confirmed Hobbes’ and
the Galilean’s view that animals and humans were
basically machines, and, consequently, that
machines could be made to perform like humans. This
was not exactly what Mammen had in mind.
3. A few psychologists did become inspired by the
astounding revolutions in modern physical science.
Wolfgang Köhler, who had studied physics with
Max Planck, copied the idea of a physical field and
went on to found Gestalt Psychology. The Gestalt
psychologist Kurt Lewin also made a field theory,
which was supposed to revolutionize the social
sciences. Danish Edgar Rubin, a cousin to Niels
Bohr, copied Bohr’s idea of complementarity, and
with direct reference to Bohr’s Copenhagen School
named his institute The Copenhagen School of
Phenomenology. (Mammen and I started here).
4. Was this the solution? Is Lewin’s field topology with its vector forces so
different from the basic stimulus-response paradigm? Do Köhler’s
psychophysical isomorphism and Rubin’s complementarity add anything or do
they only introduce new dualisms when the task was to
overcome dualism in psychology?
5. Yes, yes, Mr. B., phenomenology certainly possesses a
truth in its own right; but it also emphasizes the problem
rather than help to solve it. So, do the modern new physics—Galileo 2.0—have
any solution to offer psychology? What did Mammen think?
(To be continued).

Letter #23
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. First let us see what options were available
after Galileo had supplanted Aristotle’s
biological paradigm, which sees all things as
striving for future goals (causa finalis), with his
own physical paradigm, which sees all things
determined by immediate causes and effects
(causa efficiens).
2. There were the
unreformed like the
English naturalist John
Ray, who still denied
that humans and
animals can be reduced
to mechanical
machines. There were
the revolutionaries
like Thomas Hobbes,
who insisted that
animals and humans
could and should be
reduced to machines.
There were the
doubters like
Descartes, who agreed
that animals could be
reduced to machines
(res extensa) but
insisted that the human
being in addition has a
soul (res cogitans).
There were the radical
panpsychists like
Spinoza, who said that
mind and matter were
simply one and the
same reality.
3. So where would Mammen fit into this scheme?

(To be continued.)

Letter #24
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. What according to Mammen do Galileo 2.0 and
advanced physics have to offer?
2. Mammen writes in ANLFP that modern natural
science shows that all the following features,
supposedly unique of life and psyche, are already
found in inanimate nature: “the extended now;
spontaneity, not bound by causal determinism; activity and not just reactivity;
discontinuity and leaps; distal relations beyond causal chains; irreversibility of
time; contextuality instead of atomism; inexhaustibility instead of finite and
complete definitions of matter; and individuality and history of parts of matter
beyond the sum of their immediate universal features. It is already there!”
3. But if essential features of psyche are already in inanimate
nature, it means that psyche itself belongs to the inanimate nature.
This would be panpsychism, and Mammen admits that “the
solution to be presented here is not far from that.”
4. A panpsychist solution, which preserves the features of psyche,
is, of course, much preferable to a Hobbesian one, which
eliminates them, but though Mammen is drawn to it time and again (e.g., the
Full Monty in the Study Letters), panpsychism presents a major problem. If “our
descriptions of life and psyche and of inanimate nature [have] now been made so
compatible that it is hard to see what is what,” where does that leaves room for a
science of psychology? To adopt panpsychism would be like bombing the village
to save it, so Mammen draws back and merely makes all the above features
“pervasive preconditions for life and psyche.”
5. The tactical retreat leaves room for psychology and for Mammen’s human xfactor, the human sense, as the defining psychological feature, which, added to
our natural science foundation, forms “the basis for our
spiritual life, for our ties to and embeddedness in human
culture, and for our soul as the sum of our affections,
concrete obligations, and commitments to objects and other
people.” This would be a
Cartesian solution.
6. Yes. The Cartesian
reversal is a key to Mammen’s theory; and, of all
places, he found the key in his beloved
mathematics!
(To be continued.)

Letter #25

(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Yes, but much water had run under the
bridge since the classic’s teacher Thomas
Hobbes had been converted by a copy of
Euclid’s Elements, he happened to find on a
table in a manor house.
2. As the thinkers kept thinking,
mathematics had been moving on.

3. Yes, knights or not, the controversial axiom was Mammen’s clue.
(To be continued.)

Letter #26
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. The axiom of choice says that you can
pick an element from a non-empty set
without having to identify it first, which with our
police example is easy to understand, so why did
Roger Penrose and others find it alarming?
2. The reason is that it is the defining description,
measure, order, or rule
itself that makes the
mathematical object in the
first place. Without such prior identification or
ordering there simply is no mathematical object!
Now Zermelo’s axiom of choice claimed there could
be one without such prior identification.
3. Trouble or no trouble, the issue Mammen
was struggling with in psychology had
popped up in mathematics also, and he was
not late to recognize it.

category define on
one side, the hand,
the numerical
identity, and the
existence, while on
the other, the eye, the
qualitative identity
and the rule.
Mammen also worked
out the distinction in
a mathematical
system with
axioms and
theorems.
(To be continued.)

4. With a foot in each camp, his two key
concepts choice category and sense

Letter #27
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED
1. Ouch! Yes, at its core, mathematics seems
to have some fundamental problems, too.
2. But maybe there are only so many
fundamental problems in the world; maybe
somehow it was the same problem in
mathematics and psychology?

3. Mammen’s intuition told him that it was. It also told him that his Odyssey in
psychology might have given him the inroad to address it in mathematics.
4. Basically, it is the hold-in-hand-thing again. The only way to assure
consistency is to be able to hold the object in your hand. Or, as Mammen
repeatedly emphasizes, in the final instance, the only
way to prove consistency is to be able to map your
theoretical system unto a concrete, material reality,
an object with numerical identity.
(Which to my ears sounds like
Aristotle’s answer to Plato’s
heavenly realm of ideal forms.)

5. With the distinction between the
logic of the
hand and
the logic of the eye, as he
aptly calls it, Mammen’s
axiomatic system is intended to
work out his insight in
mathematical form and offer it
to the mathematicians as a
possible solution to one of their
most fundamental problems. If
Mammen is successful in this
pursuit—called in mathematical experts have long been
working to prove his theorems—it would be a marvellous
contribution to science. To mathematics, of course, but it
would also underpin and bestow honour and respect to
psychology.
(To be continued.)

Letter #28
(The examination continued.)

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Good advice! It is not for mere mortals to follow
our knight into the dark labyrinth (pace Galileo!)
of axioms, theorems, and
proofs, but neither do we
have to. Whatever will be the
final verdict on the
contribution to mathematics
of Mammen’s axiomatic system, the final verdict on his
contribution to psychology can be made right away.
THE DISTINCTION MAMMEN HAS UNCOVERED IS OF
FUNDAMENTAL AND LASTING IMPORTANCE.
2. The distinction can be summed up like this.
3. If we add the basic psychological theme of representation and stimulus-

response, which Mammen criticizes, and the activity theme of Leontiev, which he
adopts, the first goes to the left, the second to the right.

Letter #29

MAMMEN EXPLAINED

1. Summing up, Mammen’s contribution can be divided into three,
which need to be distinguished.
1. Carving out an essential distinction.

2. Offering it to mathematics in a format of axioms and theorems.

3. Offering it to psychology in form of a psycho-anthropological theory.

4. Twenty years ago, in a lengthy commentary to Mammen’s Study Letters, in
which he explained his axioms for dummies, I used the terms MAXI (Mammen’s
Axioms) and MAPSY (Mammen’s Psychology),
and challenged MAPSY with my own
psychological interpretation, EPSY (Engelsted’s
Psychology), which Mammen immediately
counter-challenged with MONTY, a panpsychist
counter-interpretation. Though not totally
unaffected by EPSY, in Mammen’s subsequent
presentations, I believe MAPSY remained
basically unchanged. These letters could
therefore be called a repeat of my original
commentary, an illustrated pop-version, if you
like. I do hope to add some new light, however.

Letter #30

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. 1. My own field is general psychology (Mammen’s too). Honoured more in
the breach than in the observance, general psychology is most quickly defined by
what it is not.
2. It is not psychology in general, the tote bag of items found in the
content lists of beginner’s textbooks and courses, though these are
occasionally named ‘general psychology.’ More than bunching and
listing is needed.
3. Neither is it the leftovers from the common table when
applied psychology has taken its fill, as it has often been
explained. Though general psychology in a sense could be called
the skeleton of psychology, it is certainly not its carcass.
3. Slightly more informative, general psychology is the exact opposite of the
crisis of psychology. Where the crisis creates chaos and
disorder, general psychology is a call for
coherence and order. Where the crisis
fractionates and disbands psychology, general
psychology is the attempt to rally psychology as a science in its
own right. If the crisis is a demand for capitulation, general
psychology is psychology’s declaration of independence.
4. For a long time, the crisis has had the upper hand to such an
extent that general psychology has become a nearly
extinct species, surviving only in small numbers in
obscure ecological niches.
5. Not only does that explain why general psychology has
practically disappeared from the agenda as a scientific
issue, it explains why we have to go all the way back to
Lev Vygotsky and
Karl Bühler in 1927
to find a serious
discussion of the
crisis of psychology
and its solutions. Later it was hardly ever
talked about; the crisis had become the new
normal. This vow of silence is the true crisis
of psychology, of course.
(To be continued.)

Letter #31

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. When the centennial for Wundt’s scientific psychology was celebrated in 1979,
and a status report afterwards was made, obviously, the vow of silence had to be
suspended; and when the dam was temporarily opened, out it gushed.
2. Sigmund Koch, who made the report for the American Psychological
Association, ended with a conclusion so sad, that he had to make it witty.

3. Suffice here to give a representative sample from an old teaching poster of the
despair and chagrin caused by the crisis of psychology among savants of
psychology. (http://engelsted.net/GPIC/GPic%20jpgs/GPic3.htm )

Letter #32

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. 1. To explain a little better what general psychology means is best helped by
a short discussion of philosophy, psychology, and science. The subject being
important, we shall allow time for that little detour. It can begin like this.
2. Though a must, general psychology is not presently a recognized colour on the
official palette. It has even been called ‘philosophy’ by other psychologists.

Considering that many of the great philosophers in history—as their titles
attest—were great pioneers in theoretical psychology, the epithet should be a
badge of honour. It is not meant to be. An interesting little drama is involved.
2. Originally, there was no clear distinction between philosophy and science but
with Galileo a split opened. Physics and natural science quickly took off in search
of the known and unknown unknowns in nature, but psychology lingered and for
a good reason.
3. The joker is right; and
whether or not Linnaeus
just wanted to spare
himself the trouble, to
merely write ‘Know Thyself’ in the slot in Systema
Naturae where Homo sapiens (his own term) was to
be defined, was rather profound, as we shall later see.
4. Still, Hegel was right to warn against confusing familiarity with true knowing;
you can therefore say that
here, in the human field, the
search is unique by being for
the unknown knowns!
What is it to know? What can
we know? How can we
know? This remarkable
feature has been shared by philosophy and psychology alike. Philosophy asking,
how it is possible? Psychology asking, how is it done? In due course, we shall
look at this difference again.
(Detour to be continued.)

Letter #33 (Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Eventually, philosophy and psychology began to drift apart, each with its own
different emphasis on the issues they shared. You read it from the Wikipedia
definition, which tells that philosophy ““is the study of general and
fundamental problems concerning matters such as existence, knowledge, values,
reason, mind, and language.” The different emphasis is this. While psychology
deals with these matters as subject matters, philosophy deals with general
and fundamental problems, enigmas and mind twisters, which these matters
illustrate when subjected to scrutiny and rigorous logic.
2. Rigorous logic is here the operative word; it is no mistake that philosophy was
born a twin to mathematics. Neither is it a
mistake that so many philosophers in history
have been doubling as mathematicians (and vice
versa).
4. From long acquaintance, I know you can
always trust the philosopher to get the
argument right; if the conclusions are
dubious, you should look at the premises.
5. Where do the premises come from
then? From pure thought and inborn
ideas, some have claimed, but, of course,
they are mostly mined from life and
world.
6. As the Galilean thinking and methods, by way of sensory physiology, began to
spread among the psychologists in the philosophy departments, an upstairsdownstairs division of labour
began to develop where the
philosopher did the thinking, while the
psychologist became auxiliary staff
doing the manual labour and menial
tasks. The term ‘housemaid of
philosophy’ was even applied.
7. Many, if not all,
found the setup
idyllic; it is not
surprising therefore
that this is still the understanding
among many philosophers.
(Detour to be continued.)

Letter #34

(Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Incidentally, is Mammen doing the same
thing with his mathematics; that is, feeding
his axioms with raw material from
psychology?
2. A cursory glance may perhaps lead you
to think that, but Mammen is not cherrypicking. If I am understanding him right,
he is doing the exact opposite. He is
planting a tree with its roots firmly into the
ground. It’s the hand-and-existence-thing
again. Mammen’s crucial claim is that only
the correspondence with—the mapping unto—objects of the real material world
(numerical identity)
will in the end
guarantee the
consistency and hence
validity of
mathematical axioms (philosophical premises, too). His take on Zermelo’s choice
axiom is that existence is needed for rules not to fly off. The eye needs the
support of the hand. Further, that this hand-eye-existence-rule complex is at the
heart of human psychology; and what is more, psychology itself will be
inconsistent and invalid if it is not able to project that recognition—the choiceand sense category duality—unto its own theories.
3. You should notice the
inherent connection
between Mammen’s
project and the sorry tale
our detour is narrating.
Simplified, the split
between philosophy and
psychology becomes the
classical split between
form and matter, and
Mammen’s mission is to
reverse that movement
(and teach mathematics
from his example).
(Detour to be continued).

Letter #35
(Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. As the strain grew in the ancestral family home, eventually a divorce between
philosophy and psychology became unavoidable. In 1879, the physician Wilhelm
Wundt. as the first, led out the exodus. His example was quickly followed,
the Danish
engineer Alfred
Lehmann among
the first.

2. A bad divorce goes a long way to
explain the distrust and enmity that
still may linger between the two
tribes and
explain why the
term ‘philosophy’ becomes not praise but a smear and
vilification in the mouth of many psychologists. But there is
more.
3. With the call to be ‘a real science’, the
psychologists had painted themselves into a corner, leaving a
lot of psychology outside, and out of reach.
4. There were four ways out of
this uncomfortable situation.
a) Go for a general psychology. b)
Run back to philosophy. c) Seek
refuge in applied psychology. d) Break up psychology. They were all tried, as we
shall now see.
(Detour to be continued.)

Letter #36
(Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. There were a few brave but vain attempts for a general
psychology to keep the whole together, the first of which to
be mentioned here was Principles of Psychology, a
comprehensive and hugely inspired textbook, informed by
Darwin’s theories and published by the American William
James in 1890, after nearly ten years of work and
threatening reminders from the publishers.
2. Of character, James seems to have been a contrarian. His most
famous psychological theory reverses the normal order of things
and challenges common sense by claiming that it is the fleeing
from the bear and not the sight of the bear that
causes the emotions of fear and anxiety. But
being a dissenter was in his blood from the
beginning. When on a zoological expedition to
South America as a young man, he protested
that
it was all about boring description and not about Darwin’s survival
of the fittest. Sent to Europe by his family to cure the depression
caused by this disappointment, he visited the new
German psycho-physical laboratories, and back
home was offered to set up a similar one at Harvard.
But when he did, and his American laboratory
became a great success, he didn’t rejoice but
complained that it was boring beyond belief.
3. Disappointed again, his nerves snapped, and James
decided to flee “that measly little science”, as he called it,
and take refuge in philosophy. To do that, he had to find a
new original philosophical doctrine to make his name, but
first he had to find someone to take over his psychophysical laboratory at Harvard.
4. Wundt’s mistreated Ph.D. student
Hugo Münsterberg was lured into the
position. But no sooner had Hugo
arrived in America before he turned
practical and singlehandedly founded
applied psychology. Turning psychology into a useful and
eclectic toolset, it in no time dwarfed philosophy and scientific
psychology in importance and turned them and their problems into occupations
for nerds.
(Detour to be continued).

Letter #37
(Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
1. William James got his philosophy, Pragmatism,
from his older, lifelong friend from Harvard’s
Metaphysical Club, Charles Sanders Peirce.

2. Peirce, the son of a mathematics and
astronomy professor was a precocious
child, who, motivated by his father,
could recite Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason in full. He went on
to make important work in mathematics and logic and founded
a new philosophy and a completely new field called semiotics.
3. Peirce’s semiotics is an abstract triadic model, which stands on and
generalizes the basic empiricist relationship to
cover and treat a wide range of relationships as
signs with the same three corners or positions.
Furthermore, the positions can be rotated, and
more triangles added through ‘semiosis’, thus
creating a complex and spreading web in which
everything is connected to—or signifying—
everything else. Treating things as signs instead
of things, it offers a logic or language that can
hover above the manifold and extract pure form
precisely as mathematics and logic are supposed
to do. It also offers no end of possibilities for
interpretation and application.
4. At the outset, Mammen’s categories stand on the same basic relationship,
which he generalizes to cover both mathematical logic and the wider world, so
are Mammen’s and Peirce’s ideas basically the same? They are not; at best they
are family. Peirce lifts off into the world of signs, while Mammen remains
anchored to the ground with his insistence on numerical identity. In fact, it is
precisely this material anchoring he wishes to formally impose on logic and
mathematics. It is simply what makes his project original and unique.
5. Similarly can be said about Peirce’s logic. It deals with the dual pair
intension (qualities, attributes, significance, or connotation) and extension
(objects, denotation), and is this duality not the same as Mammen’s distinction?
It is, of course. But if as important as we believe, it must be found everywhere.
And it is. Mammen in ANLFP himself mentions the subject-predicate complex
in language as an example. But again, Mammen’s numerical identity thing makes
all the difference.
(Detour to be continued).

Letter #38

(Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. To get to the German Romanticists and Hegel, we must
start with Locke. The story is simple and goes like this.

2. Peirce knew his Hegel, and though he found the Prussian’s method more
accidental than rigorously systematic and his treatment of “Firstness,
Secondness, and Thirdness” inferior to his own, and even at one time arrogantly
called Hegel “a seminarist”, who had “discovered that the universe is everywhere
permeated with continuous growth…a century and a half after the differential
calculus”, he also called him “in some respects the greatest philosopher that ever
lived” and admitted that “the truth is that pragmaticism is closely allied to the
Hegelian absolute idealism.” Obvious is, at any rate, that their penchant for
development by triangles is allied. In Peirce’s semiotics,
the two legs are united by the interpretant. In his logics
they are united according to the equation intension x
extension =
information. It
is easy to
understand with
our police example.
3. There are other definitions of
information, by the way. All family, all useful.
(Detour to be continued.)

Letter #39
(Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Hegel called his system dialectics, and since it will come up again
later, we might as well give it a word here.
2. Peirce was right when he said that Hegel’s work is all about
continuity, but it is continuity in the breach, discontinuity. And though
the notion of a logic based on contradiction is itself a contradiction and
must upset a mathematician and logician for whom contradiction is the
same as disproof, I don’t think Hegel was just a “seminarist”, who, as
Peirce in a dark mood intimates, failed to understand that
½ + ¼ +1/8… will leave no abyss but in the end safely reach 1.
3. From Hegel’s Philosophy of Science, Friedrich Engels summarized Hegel’s
dialectics in three dialectical laws. This naming has been the cause of endless
misunderstanding as it is laws only in the wide proverbial sense that makes
‘survival of the fittest’ a law too. Rather than laws like Newton’s,
which explain, the dialectical laws are conceptual figures, which
make plain. That is, focus our attention on crucial
relationships and critical aspects, which may otherwise
be missed or forgotten.
4. The first law is the triangle-thing, like
Peirce’s semiosis, only emphasising
opposition between the poles. Beginning with
the oppositely loaded electron and proton
forming an atom, instances can be found everywhere.
5. The second law is merely the observation that even continuous, quantitative
change will eventually encounter an abrupt phase shift, ‘if only the
water is heated long enough.’ Personally, I fail to see why this should
count as dialectical since no opposition is encountered; but maybe it
was enough for Engels that the law challenged the axiomatic continuity
of Galilean physics and its calculus that ruled supreme in his and Peirce’s time.
Today, of course, catastrophe theory has done wonders for this law, and
discontinuity and breaks are now everywhere commonplace.
6. The third law is the first law set in motion and by far the most interesting and
intriguing. Contrary to resetting in mechanical physics
and negation in mathematics, it claims that in real life,
nothing is ever really annulled but carried along as
both a dynamic internal conflict and an enrichment of
the ongoing process of development.
(Detour to be continued).

Letter #40 (Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. The influence of Hegel’s dialectics is easily recognized in John
Dewey, who can be summed up in the formula: Hegel and Darwin
embracing the Pragmatism of Pierce of James, and who became the
most famous American philosopher after the two founders and much
more influential.
2. In Letter #10, I used tennis as an analogy for the active and the
reactive psychology, respectively. If we stick with that analogy,
Dewey’s returning point was simply that the serving and returning
become dialectically intertwined. The receiving
player attempts to negate the opponent’s serve with her serve
return, which the first player in turn tries to negate with his
answering shot. But here is the point, 1 is not completely
annulled in 2; it is therefore still present in 3, like 1-2-3 will be
present in 4, and so on as the rally continues as an ongoing
dialogue. Dewey’s message was precisely this: In practice, the
difference between action and reaction becomes academic as each side
immediately becomes a reflection of the other and thus adds history (Hegel’s
negation of the negation) to the ongoing process.
3. Dewey famously unfolded this lesson in a commentary to stimulus-response
psychology. His seminal 1896 article on the concept of the reflex
arc was received with such acclaim that it has been voted one of
the ten most important papers ever to appear in the
prestigious Psychological Review.
4. Most famously, however, Dewey unfolded the idea in the
doctrine that made him the world’s most influential
educationalist: Learning by doing. The boy addresses the
world, which in turn addresses the boy, who answers, and so on
in the ongoing lifelong conversation between the learner and the
world. In this way the boy actively adapts to his cultural
environment, not much different, said Dewey, from what the
organisms do in Darwin’s nature.
5. Mentioned here in passing should, of course, be
George Herbert Mead, Dewey’s friend from
Chicago U., whose model of how persons come to
know themselves through the interaction with
others, is straight out of Hegel. We shall return to that in due time.
(Detour to be continued.)

Letter #41 (Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. The philosophy William James took from Peirce began like this in 1878.
2. Peirce agrees with Kant that
perception of the object without
having a concept is impossible but
disagrees that it is in the head on
beforehand. Rather, the concept
rests in the hand of the perceiver,
in the practical activity. S0, where
the run-of-the-mill British Empiricists after Hume identified objects with the
eye, Peirce took a hint from Fichte and identified it with
the hand as well. In Peirce’s American philosophy,
Pragmatism, the perceiver is a doer, not a mere
spectator.
3. Identifying an object with its effects seems inverted to
common sense and again makes you think of Hegel, who said that things are
made from the impact they make on things that oppose them.
Which does make sense if you think of how the river is made by the
landscape that hems it in, and, in return, the landscape by the river
that scours and carves it.
4. Liking the inversion, James, the contrarian, embraced Peirce’s Pragmatism
almost unchanged. Only he
added the survival of the
fittest thing from his
beloved Darwin, and
basically said that like
fitness is measured by
survival, truth is measured
by practical applicability,
its cash-value. If belief in
God should prove to be of advantage, for instance, it would be true. Truth should
be rewarding and supple, he insisted.
5. The evolutionary pragmatism is recognizable in his definition, from when he
was still a psychologist, of our consciousness, the seat of experience, as an
organ evolved by natural selection to consider, expect and prepare, and “the
pursuance of future ends and the choice of for their attainment as …the mark and
criterion for the presence of mentality in a phenomenon.”
(To be continued.)

Letter #42 (Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Peirce and James emphasize the hand that Mammen is emphasizing; and
James and Dewey emphasize the evolution that I am emphasizing. So why is
Pragmatism not a solution to the crisis of psychology? Maybe Dewey’s praise of
Hegel holds a clue.

supposed to be ironed out.

2. Yes, well, but dialectics is
not about the dissolution of
divides, it’s about the
sublating, and
thus keeping of
divides. No
wrinkles are

3. This also answers a question you may have had: Why Mammen’s
hand-psychology is different from the hand-philosophy of
Pragmatism?
4. To Pragmatism, what counts is the utility of a theory, it’s
problem-solving power, and nothing solves more problems than
just erasing realism, the notion that there really are independent objects out
there at the end of the
impressions and effects.
James calls this solution
Radical Empiricism.
Mammen, however, is
committed to Scientific
Realism, the conviction that
science is dealing with
independent objects, which the theories are capable to reflect. His own theory
would be meaningless without this presupposition.
5. Could not the presuppositions behind scientific realism be questioned?
Though, personally, I think not, they obviously are. So, let’s grant it and call them
axioms to which science is bound but not philosophy in a division of labour.
(Which brings to mind Mammen’s new idea—from Letter #27 and 34—about
how axioms need to be propped up!).
6. Pragmatism applies an Alexander-solution to the traditional knots of
philosophy and in one chop expedites a list of famous dualisms, the
world-mind dualism foremost among them. But the dualisms should
be savoured as a recognition of genuine problems for science to untie
and not be chopped up as firewood for the stove. (To be continued).

Letter #43 (Detour continued.)

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Together with the Mind-Body problem, the
World-Mind problem constitute the Psychophysical problem, which was the trauma
inflicted when Galileo bowled over Aristotle
with his canon-balls.
2. It became the problem to reinvent psychology as Galilean science in the
psycho-physical laboratories of Wundt and Lehmann, and it also became the
driving force in the subsequent history of philosophy as summarized here.

3. However, as we insist,
psychology is not
philosophy, so let’s move on.

Letter #44

GENERAL PSYCHO

1. Having just visited philosophy, it is easier to appreciate
why the escaping psychology was so eager to be safely
locked away in physical contraptions and
equally constricting methodology. The
enthusiasm notwithstanding, the problem
remained, however, even multiplied.
2. Adopting the methodology from Galilean
physics— observation, measurement, experiment—in order to be ‘real science’,
besides what is left out in the cold, what is in is treated as a
physical object. To paraphrase Abraham Maslow’s law of
the instrument, if all you have is a pickaxe, everything
starts to look like something to be reduced to pieces.
2. But if methodology defines your subject matter,
methodology soon becomes your real subject matter,
while the original subject matter ceases to matter.
3. Lehmann’s successor, Edgar Rubin, provides a good example.
Lehmann’s scientific psychology had been all about deducing causal laws from
psycho-physical experimental setups, but Rubin took the
method fetishism a step further, took out the physical
part—renaming the department the Psychological
Laboratory—and reduced his psychology to pure
observation and description of visual stimulus material
on card boards.
Phenomenology it was called.
4. If all this were okay, what
was not, was to look for the
subject matter’s own
form. That was theory,
and theory smacked too
much of the philosophy you
had just escaped. So, for the new scientific psychology,
theoretical psychology became suspect and to be avoided as
‘armchair psychology’, and this bias is still far from overcome. Which is highly
ironic, since in physics, psychology’s proposed model,
its great progress would have been impossible without
the intimate cooperation between theoretical and
experimental physics. With Mammen’s and Peter Krøjgaard’s
cooperation as the proverbial exception that in Denmark proves the rule,
psychology has seen too little of that.

Letter #45

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. In its difficult situation, even language seemed to conspire against psychology.
2. Language imported from across borders can provide new insight
and opportunity, but also be a bitch. The following is just the first
example in this series.
2. Science is a Latin word.
Wikipedia defines it as “a systematic
enterprise that builds and organizes knowledge in
the form of testable explanations and predictions
about the universe.”
3. The full Wikipedia article, a thorough and precise description of what the
above entails, shows that the term ‘science’ is being reserved for Galilean science
and the methods it employs. In other words, it is the application of a special
method—the scientific method—which defines an enterprise as science. and
that method is the Galilean. It is therefore by definition true that psychology
first became a science a century ago when in 1879 in Leipzig
Wundt opened his Psycho-physical Laboratory dedicated to
the Galilean methods and understanding. But the quest of
psychology is, of course, much older and also much wider.
4. The German word for science, Wissenschaft, has the
much wider meaning that the English ‘science’ lacks as it is
now used. Wissenschaft derives from the Middle Ages and
(wissen = knowing) refers to human knowledge
(psychology included) in all its forms and aspects
and the quest for it.
5. With a slightly different spelling and
pronunciation, but exactly the same meaning,
Danes use videnskab. We don’t have any other
words for the systematic quest for knowledge, so
when Danes say ‘science’, they usually think the
wider videnskab. I do too in this series. If this creates confusion among native
English speakers, my only excuse is that psychology needs the more inclusive
meaning if it is not to be cleaved.
6. Then again, is not a division of psychology exactly what is
needed to secure a little order and solve all the strife and
confusion? Some thought so.

Letter #46

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Challenged by the Galilean onslaught, Wilhelm Dilthey tried to
save the traditional German
concept of science by dividing
it in two, where
Naturwissenschaft is
Galilean, deals with causes
and explains, while
Geisteswissenschaft is not, but deals
with human meaning and understands.
2. Yes, Wundt
understood, of course, that half of psychology could not be
left out and after having done tons of psycho-physical
psychology, he did tons of cultural psychology—Völkerpsychologie—on the other side of Dilthey’s border.
3. How seriously they took this border can be seen from poor Hermann
Ebbinghaus’ fate. Accused of transgressing the border with his pioneering
memory study with nonsense-syllables,
Wundt and Dilthey conspired to have him
fired from his chair in Berlin. Later it was
said it was due to a shortage of
publications, but they would say that,
wouldn’t they?
4. With his move, Wundt had officially split
psychology in two and placed each half
on opposite sides of C.P. Snow’s
famous—never shall they
meet—two-cultures
divide. Here they have
remained ever since, not
able to reach out to each other.
5. Though natural science psychologists
and cultural psychologists gleefully agree that this is a most splendid division, to
general psychology it is doom. To be a science in
its own right, psychology must encompass both
culture and nature, meaning and cause. Now
psychology is like a haunted house, divided and
at war with itself, spooky and undefinable.
(To be continued.)

Letter #47

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
1.
Yes,
that

would be
the pragmatists’
definition, of course; and, being almost a tautology,
it can hardly be wrong. Focusing our attention on the obvious, it
can be useful, too.
2. When science in the second half of the 19th century took over the business in
earnest, the redundant philosophy tried to create a niche in the affair for itself as
the bookkeeper, as Goodman said in Letter #33. Or, bookkeepers, rather, since,
as that tribe is wont to do, they multiplied. Starting with Pragmatism’s mutation
into Instrumentalism, on it went with Philosophy of
Science, Philosophy of Language, Philosophy of
Psychology, Sociology of Science, to mention just a few
in the first wave.
3. Now, now, Richard, that may be true for physicists, but
to psychologists there is much useful enlightenment to get from the bookkeepers. That is, if we are not too dazzled
by their brilliance, become blinded to the
essential difference between psychology
and philosophy, run over, and become
reduced to roadkill. (Some say we
already are.)
4. The essential difference is the one
that follows from the commitment to scientific realism mentioned in Letter #42.
Psychology as science cannot be reduced to what psychologists do, to the
institution. As science, psychology also has an
object, which must be distinguished from the
methods and practices of psychology. The above is
not enough; we need more, and we
need a distinction.
(To be continued.)

Letter #48

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. Great!
Simplifying it further,
we get this:
2. The domain is prior to and thus
independent of the field that studies it. There can
therefore be domains with no present field; and fields with
no proper domain, or even a fake domain. Astrology would
be an example. Some would name psychology, too. People
from the natural and cultural sciences routinely claim, for
instance, that in between Snow’s two cultures, no room is left
for psychology. Of course, we beg to differ.
3. The field may interfere with the domain, is wont to even, and thereby create no
end of methodological problems; but it does not create or invent the domain. The
domain has primacy and as a rule was there first. That independence is the
fundamental difference between domain and field.
3. Again, this is the claim called scientific
realism. Like everything else, the claim can be
called into question; only not by science. And this
is the most simple definition of the difference
between philosophy and science.
4. No buts. It’s a division of labour.
We should accept if philosophers
choose to believe that existence
requires a cognitive proof, or that
cells first arrived in the world with
the invention of
the microscope;
in return, they
must accept that
science is
committed to the existence of germs before
thought was even thought of. Call
the independent domain an axiom of science, if you like; or, if you
prefer, its Alexander-chop, and let’s leave it there for now.
(To be continued.)

Letter #49

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. The introduction of the domain returns us to the famous year 1879, this time
not in Leipzig, but in London where philosopher-psychologist George Henry
Lewes as the first outlined the model of general psychology in his ‘The
study of psychology: Its object, scope and method.’

Letter #50

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. What then are the domain and the object of psychology?
2. True; but calling psychology the study of behaviour
and/or experience, or mind and behaviour, as the
common definition goes, is a working start, and
where the corralling
should begin; we are
not supposed to know
until all cows are in
hand and branded.
Besides, experience and behaviour fit nicely with our eye and the hand icons; the
phrase ‘the mind’s eye’ has even been
used. Still, Giorgi is right, this is not
enough, we should hasten to make it
clearer what the terms entail.
3. Here, mind—experience, consciousness—is literally a handful, as the history
of psychology proves. First sensory experience was quantified by
Fechner, who found a logarithmic law; then the
qualitive content of conscious experience was
analysed by Wundt into its elements as a sort of
mental Mendelevian system; then the same
elementary content was treated instead as dynamic wholes by
the Gestalt psychologists Wertheimer, Koffka,
and Köhler; then James Gibson showed that
wholes already existed in the environment in the
form of perceptual fields; in the meantime, Freud
and Jung had analysed mind as a dynamic repository of
dreams and drives and added a subconsciousness; then Piaget demonstrated that mind was thought
and inner speech; partly agreeing,
Vygotsky then showed that the
inner speech in consciousness was of
social origin.
4. The traditional term consciousness covers it
all in different ways.
This means subjective
awareness would be a
good bid for the domain.
(To be continued.)

Letter #51

GENERAL PSYCHOL

1. Was not behaviourism launched to rid psychology of
the study of consciousness and supplant subjective
psychology with objective psychology?
2. It was. John B. Watson’s famous manifest from 1913
opens like this.
3. Watson studied under Dewey in
Chicago, but the great educator didn’t
manage to impress his precocious
student, who chose to take his
instruction from the resident German plant
physiologist Jacques Loeb, who marketed a mechanistic doctrine of life, which
treated behaviour as strictly stimulus-response reflexes on par
with tropisms in plants, and from the classical conditioning
of Pavlov, the Nobel-prize winning
achievement of Russian
reflexology, founded by Wundt’s
former room-mate, Ivan
Sechenov, who is counted as one of the three
founders of modern psychology.
4. Watson, however, is not very representative of
American behaviourism, which rather became heir to
William James and American
Pragmatism, which, as we saw,
treated hand and eye as a unified
function serving survival. Already
James’ great fan, Edward
Thorndike, in his instrumental
conditioning gave the cats in the
puzzle-box some leeway for independent action; and in
Tolman’s labyrinths, his rats literally became exploring
navigators producing cognitive maps to faster get to the goal
box. We shall return to Tolman’s molar
and purposive behaviourism.
5. The American recombination of action
and awareness could not be better expressed than in James’
definition of mind: “The pursuance of future ends and the
choice of means for their attainment is the mark and criterion
for the presence of mentality in a phenomenon.”
(To be continued.)

Letter #52

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. If the Americans made subjective psychology objective, and in
turn made objective psychology subjective, so did a group of
Russian psychologists, setting off
perpendicularly from Pavlov.
2. Sergei Rubinstein, who from his
studies with Neo-Kantians in Marburg in Germany,
like the Pragmatists, had a Kantian background, in his ‘Foundations of General
Psychology’ from 1935 set these three goals, which, of course, we shall add to the
instructions of Vygotsky and Bühler but here serve as an example of the Russian
call for the unity of action and consciousness.

3. Yes, inspired by Rubinstein, Activity Theory was created by a troika led by
Vygotsky, who did psychoontogenesis, with his young assistants,
Alexander Luria doing psychosociogenesis, and Alexei Leontiev
doing psycho-phylogenesis.
4. So maybe in view of this little tour it
would be right to call psychology’s domain
for awareness aimed. But wasn’t that
precisely how the third founder of modern psychology, Franz Brentano, in
1874, using other words, defined the psychological domain?
5. It was. Today it is called intentionality. Or, simply aboutness. Or, perhaps
even simpler, the act of knowing.

(To be continued.)

Letter #53

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
1. Did I just shoot
myself in the foot?
2. By making
‘knowing’ the domain
of psychology,

the slugfest of epistemology, the glitzy jewel in the
crown of philosophy.
2. If psychologists study that with which they study
it, and they do, it seems like Escher’s hand drawing
itself. When the subject
becomes the object, and the
object the subject, the
distinction between subject and object appears to be
dissolved, and if we stick to the subject side, ourselves
being subjects, the object becomes the subject’s effusion,
a mental, linguistic, or social construction, whatever the latest fashion dictates.
3. No, you haven’t been listening. It is true that epistemology and
psychology share the same object, episteme, knowing in its widest
sense, with conation and emotion included, which elsewhere I have
defined as ‘the ways the world can be known to beings to which the
world can be known’. But epistemology and psychology are also as far apart as
only close kin can be, perpendicularly removed, if you like. Which is why I have
suggested to name the psychological domain epistemics, at the same time
recognizing the kinship and the crucial difference.
4. It all comes down to the already mentioned division
of labour where to philosophy knowing and the known
are questionable claims that need to be justified,
whether by argument and logic, or, as with the
Pragmatists, by survival; but to psychology, committed
to scientific realism, they are given facts that only
need to be explained. Where for philosophy
knowing is a theorem in need of proof, for psychology it is the axiom
itself; and, as Mammen says, an axiom is substantiated by mapping it
unto the real world. General psychology is one such attempt to map
knowing unto the real world.
(To be continued.)

Letter #54

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. No, of course not, and since the subject is doing the
knowing, knowing will always be subjective, seen from the
position of the subject. Only this does not mean that it
cannot at the same time be objective, rendering the object as
it is on its own. Though you must be proper and watchful
about it, which is why we have all this sanitary methodology
stuff, subjectivity does not in principle invalidate objectivity.
The terms subjective and objective are opposite, that is true,
but that is opposite to each other, not mutually
exclusive, although a whole history of philosophy
has been built on that false assumption and the right interpretation of the terms
has been mocked as ‘the God’s eye
view’, when all it comes down to is
the mutual independence of subject
and object.
2. You rightfully ask if we can
seriously claim that the object in our case is independent of
the knowing subject, as scientific realism demands?
3. We absolutely can. Knowing is a set of relations in the world, and in that sense
no different from any other set of relations in the world, molecules, plants,
sonnets. Knowing knowing can therefore be treated the same as knowing
anything else.
4. Of course, you must choose methods suitable for your object, knowing is not a
tulip and demands a different approach, but that is trivial
and goes for any object.
5. Much less trivial, because of the mirroring,
with our object, two
preconditions must be
met, however.
(To be continued.)

Letter #55

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
1. The first precondition is that what you conclude about
knowing, must not invalidate the knowing that brought you
to the conclusion. You cannot draw up the ladder by which
you climbed. It is easy to see how
crucial the rule is when we talk
psychology, but it has general
application.

2.In science the principle is called correspondence, and
says that if Newton brought you to
Einstein, Einstein cannot void Newton but must include
him, which, of course, he does as a special case. But the
ladder goes all the way back to our ordinary experience,
which science (and philosophy) must
make room for and cannot refute without refuting itself in the
process.
4. True, James’ Pragmatist point is valid and important; if
the animals hadn’t gotten their worlds right, they would not
have survived. The proof of the pudding is survival. But then
there is the second precondition, which cuts out the oyster.
5. Oysters no doubt know; but they do not know that they know. If knowing is to
be made into an object by the subject, the subject has to make itself into an
object. It must know itself from the outside like in a mirror
and it must know that it knows. This was the last meaning
of the term consciousness in Letter #50.4; and since only
humans have this kind of self-awareness, we shall
henceforth call it human consciousness. It is the
knowing that allows us to know subject from object and thus
the foundation of objective knowledge and in turn of scientific realism.
6. With their human consciousness, humans always knew they had this uncanny
attribute, which distinguished them from the animals
and made them into homo sapiens. Not only did they
give it many names from soul to reason; they also gave
it many extraordinary explanations. For something that
extraordinary obviously must demand an extraordinary
explanation; still does.
(To be continued.)

Letter #56

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. We now have a better idea of what general psychology is and what is needed to
make this crucial discipline walk again.
2. Following the instructions of Lewes and Bühler, general psychology
should be the general map or architecture that brings order to psychology and
defines it as a special science in its own right. Of
particular importance, the architecture should be
inclusive and leave room for every psychological field,
all important, all worthwhile, and by giving each their
rightful place, ending rivalry and finally enabling
cumulative progress, thus ending the crisis of
psychology.
3. Following Lewes’ instruction, we have ringed in the domain of psychology and
defined it conservatively as knowing; but knowing in the broadest sense as the
ways the world can be known to beings for which the world can be known.
4. Acknowledging the close kinship with philosophical
epistemology, which also occupies itself with knowing and the
known (episteme), but being committed to scientific realism, we
have defined general psychology not as bordering on but
perpendicular to philosophy. To emphasize the difference, a
distinction between epistemology, which questions, and epistemics, which
explains, was made. If the naming is unimportant, the point made is not.
5. Following Vygotsky’s instruction about the crucial cell, for a
start we have also sketchily identified the major ways the world
can be known from sensory consciousness to human selfconsciousness and, acknowledging the intuition of the
Pragmatists, included acts of behaviour.
6. Finally we have Rubinstein’s three
points instruction. Mammen’s whole
work—and therefore also the reason behind
this letter series—can be understood as the
attempt to turn Rubinstein’s last two points
about the duality between passive reception
and concrete activity into both general psychology and
formal mathematical theory.
7. This leaves Rubinstein’s first point about the development of the psychologic.
He was thinking about the child’s and the person’s development, no doubt; but
development could also mean development of the species, evolution. This is my
clue to enter the story.

Letter #57

ENGELSTED INTRODUCED
1. First a word about myself and my work.

2. There are more than one road into
psychology. I was not the boy with a
screwdriver in the
hand, but the boy
with the toad in
the pocket and
my road in was
shaped by an interest in natural history and evolution.
3. My experimental master thesis was a study of
memory transfer in planarians. My theoretical master
thesis was about REM-Sleep as a key in the evolution
of the mammalian mind. And my theoretical Ph.D.
thesis was proposing a ‘missing link’ in the
understanding of human evolution. This is an
evolutionary sequence and my special field could be
called evolutionary psychology. Only this term has
already been taken by others with a different approach.
4. It is important to recognize that the mechanism and the history of
evolution are two different things. What Darwin and Wallace discovered was the
mechanism. The method from the breeders:
Natural selection. Or the universal rule, which
explains everything:
Survival of the fittest.
That is, everything except
what actually happened at
the turns and twists of
evolution. For that you need Spencer’s other
instruction; that is, you need to follow the history.
5. Though, of course, there is an overlap, the present
evolutionary psychology leans heavily to the side of
mechanism, survival of the fittest, and focusses mainly on
human behaviour, while my approach leans towards
history, the natural history of evolution, and takes in all the major evolutionary
stations from the human being down to planaria and beyond. My approach could
therefore be called the psychogenesis, the evolution of the psychological.
However, I prefer to call it general psychology

Letter #58

ENGELSTED INTRODUCED

1. Leontiev’s activity theory was my starting point also.
For Mammen’s reasons, but
first and foremost because
Leontiev—with an eye to
Marx and Engels—wrote a
general psychology based
on a psychogenetic model with four
evolutionary cognitive steps.
2. His was far from the first. Back in the Iron Ages,
Aristotle had made one.
3. Right, at a
closer look,
Aristotle’s in
many ways
did seem the
better, as this
old poster with Aristotle quotations may
indicate.

Letter #59

ENGELSTED INTRODUCED

1. Aristotle’s psycho-classification has 4 phylogenetic steps also, the three top
ones nearly identical with Leontiev’s, plus life in general (shared with plants).

2. It will be clear in the continuation why I consider Aristotle’s classification the
more salient; here it will suffice to mention the following.
3. Though this can be safely ignored, Leontiev does not
fully free his theory from its Pavlovian scaffolding and
defines, for instance, activity as an insertion between stimulus and response.
Aristotle, on the contrary, presents a clear alternative to the Galilean scheme.
4. Of particular importance to me, Aristotle defines the
boundary between the living and the non-living; though he
equates psyche with the biological functions, he does pinpoint
what is the essential psycho-logical; he leaves room for the
higher animal functions of imagination and dreams; and he
has a sharp dual definition of what kind of animal the human
being is.
All this goes a long way to explain the title of my recent
presentation of a general psychology.

Letter #60

ENGELSTED INTRODUCED

1. A cross between Leontiev’s and Aristotle’s, my general psychology also has four
stations. If we call Aristotle’s a Russian doll where the
living being is the big matryoshka, into which nests
animal life, into which nests higher animal life, into which
nests finally the human being, my four stations are exactly
the same, only relative to Aristotle there is this restriction.
2. To Aristotle soul or psyche was the same as life, and life the same as selfinitiated teleological activity, activity reaching for predefined, life-giving goals.
This is as fine with me as it was with William James, who defined this as the
mark of psyche: “The pursuance of future ends and the choice of means for their
attainment is the mark and criterion for the presence of mentality in a
phenomenon.” (Letter #51.5). Aristotle, however, saw this
mark in all of nature’s phenomena and doings and made all
nature living and goal-seeking, which it is not, and he was
consequently felled by Galileo and his mechanical physics.
3. Carelessly putting on that iron-shirt in the name of science, psychology has
ever since tried to struggle free—which is what Mammen’s work is all about—but
giving the psychological back to the universe as in pan-psychism (Letter #24.24), hurts more than it helps, as Mammen admits. Despite all similarities, there is
good reason to be as restrictive as we are below.
4. The psychological belongs to the living being, and though life is knowing in the
widest sense, knowing is only one aspect of life. Psychology cannot ignore the
life-activity in its various forms, but its domain is specifically the aspect of
knowing, episteme. My four stations are therefore the four principal forms of
knowing: Sentience, Intentionality, Mind, and Human consciousness.

Letter #61

ENGELSTED INTRODUCED

1. The general psychology can also be rendered as an evolution from the zerodimensional sentience to the 1-dimensional intentionality to the 2-dimensional
perception to the 3-dimensional mind and beyond to the human consciousness.
Each step allowing the subject to be aware of the step below.
2. The architecture is obviously not ad hoc, there is system to it; but neither is it
finished. It’s an open invitation to further work, here marked with our Lettercolleague Magnus Dahl’s intervention, the inclusion of spatial perception and the
intellect, and with the rather flip suggestion that an IQ boost will make the latter.
3. Each of the four stations can serve as a commentary to Mammen’s theory,
elucidating it, challenging it, and be challenged by it. We shall do that and, in the
process, explain what the stations entail. We shall jump right into the middle
and start with Mind, then Human consciousness, as these address the Human
Sense. Then proceed to Intentionality and Sentience, which address the key
distinction between the sense-categorial and the choice-categorial.

Letter #62

MIND

1. First a word more on the bias of words.
2. The word ‘mind’ was derived from Old Norse: minni and
Danish: minde and brought to the British Isles by Vikings.
As in Danish still, it meant memory as in reminiscence, the
reliving of earlier episodes in your life. As when, for instance, the
smell of a Madeleine
cake famously made
Marcel Proust
recollect in vivid detail an entire
lost world of his youth.
2. Later the term memory was
extended to all kinds of implicit
memory, learned responses and
circuitry where neither
recollection nor reliving in the mind’s eye takes place. With this extension, the
term memory became the generic term for the whole ensemble, and
bewilderingly both lost and retained its original meaning. In a wordassociation test today we would probably say ‘computer’. Something
similar has happened with the concept of mind.
3. The term mind entered
philosophy/psychology
with its original meaning
of memory as reminiscence, a vast store in the
head of past recollections,
which can be recalled and
relived in great and vivid
visual detail, compared,
combined, and forever
mined for new insights.
4. Yes, theatre-owner Hume’s analogy is perfect.
A theatre is exactly what the mind is, complete with
front stage, stage lightening, curtains,
backstage, wardrobes with audacious costumes,
cellars with old sceneries and props, and lofts with
trunks full of scripts and old screen plays that can be
replayed again and again and reworked over and over, a place of
memories, imaginations, and dreams.
(To be continued.)

Letter #63 (a word on word bias continued.)

MIND

1. Radical new movements need radical new words, so Philip Melanchthon,
the intellectual scholar in Martin Luther’s Reformation, introduced the term
‘Psychologia’ to take the place of the Catholic oppositions’
Aristotelian De Anima (about soul or psyche).
2. It does sound cool. Even better, nobody really knows what it
means, the new term, ‘psychology’, being so vacuous that
everybody can read their own meaning into it. Such ambiguity
can be of great advantage when consensus is hard to reach, and the new term did
seem to satisfy everybody. Or nearly everybody.
3. As the term took hold in
Continental Europe, the
Romantic poet Samuel
Taylor Coleridge tried to
introduce ‘psychology’ in
Britain but was met with
stiff resistance. Why adopt
some outlandish term when
Locke and Hume with such
distinguished success had
explained the subject-matter using the common term ‘mind’.
3. No, why indeed. So, English-speakers continued to use the term ‘mind’. Even
when ‘psychology’ was finally adopted, it was defined as the science of the mind!
But why should that be a problem? Here is why.

4. Notice therefore that I here use the term ‘mind’ in its very specific Lockean
meaning and ask English-speakers pardon if it causes inconvenience.

Letter #64

MIND

1. My mind is a Lockean memory repository, a Humean theatre, based in the
brain. It is neither the final word, nor the beginning and
foundation of the psychological, only a middle and dependent
thing; but like the beef in the burger, it could make claim to be
by far the most interesting part.
2. My theory of mind was derived from two intriguing paradoxes. The first is that
the great neo-cortical expansion, which in evolution takes place with the
mammals, grows from olfactory centres. This is
intriguing because cortical structures are neural filters
able to analyse sensory patterns, and there are no
sensory patterns to analyse in smell! Light and sound
produce image-like patterns, which remain consistent
over large distances and can be analysed in vision and
audition, but smell is just caused by large, drifting
molecules that happens to hit the nasal membrane, so
why on earth the new cortical filters?
3. The second is REM-Sleep, a defining feature in mammals, which are periodic
spurts of brain activity during sleep that in the EEG, pulse, and heart-rate
measures looks like the animal or person is awake in an
affective state and up and doing. Only they are not. Not
only are they nearly impossible to wake up in this state,
their motor apparatus has been completely inhibited, leaving only small rapid
eye movements and, if you are a cat, twitching whiskers. It is in this state,
humans have vivid visual dreams, and, everything else being the same, we must
assume other mammals have too. So very strange is the condition that it has also
been named paradoxical sleep.
4. The theory is a solution which aims to make sense of both paradoxes. Very
briefly, it goes like this. Due to being warm-blooded and thus independent of
external temperature for activity, mammals are installed with a basic-restactivity-cycle, which at regular intervals, determined by their metabolic rate,
sends them out to war. When in the Jurassic, the small protomammals tried to lay down during the day and hide from the
fearsome big predatory birds called dinosaurs, and only come out at
night, when the visual-dependent fiends were at a disadvantage, their
own basic-rest-activity-cycle became a mortal threat. No staying put, no hiding,
no sleeping through the terrifying day unless the cycle was stopped. As the cycle
was far too ingrained to be suspended, the motor side was simply blocked while
the activity-impulse unimpeded roamed through the deep chambers of the brain.
In this way, REM-Sleep originated as a saving remedy.
(To be continued).

Letter #65

MIND

1. Once introduced, the response-blocker proved useful for other things. If, for
instance, it was released when the little mammal was caught in the open and
chased, and it sent the proposed victim to the ground,
immobile and asleep, it would leave a predator nonplussed, if its chase was guided by the visual flight-pattern
of its prey. Suddenly there was no prey. This response to
fright is still around in the clinical condition named
narcolepsy, which drops the affected person on the spot
and starts REMS with vivid imagery and all.
2. Even more important, the blocking mechanism would keep the young safely in
the nest and not wandering about when the mammalian mother
was not around to nurse them. No less important, the womb being
the ultimate nest, it would keep restive unborn young from kicking
about too much. Thus, the mammalian young spend large amounts
of its time in REMS, the developed foetus nearly all. But REMS was crucial for
the mammalian evolution in yet another decisive way.
3. While in dinosaurs, as in birds, the visual brain in thalamus is the main
executive centre, in the night-living proto-mammals, it was the smell brain in the
olfactory bulb. At a time when cortical analysis had become the evolutionary
thing, this difference placed mammals at a disadvantage in the competition since
in smells there are no patterns to analyse. Unless this problem had been
circumvented, the mammals would have been left behind with small, primitive
brains with only slight cortical layers, but thanks to the simple REMS device,
circumvented it was, literally.
4. What did the free-roaming impulse do, when the motor
response was blocked in REMS? It seems that it visited the
brain’s visual and auditive centres and there picked up the
imagery that makes
up our dreams. This
holds the clue to the
mammalian brain
evolution. From the olfactory bulb a
neural bundle snakes around the thalamus
to form the complex structures of the
limbic system with functions of memory
and emotion and with import lines to the visual and auditory information in the
thalamus, which is why the smell of a Madeleine cake could activate a whole
library of visual and emotional reminiscences.
(To be continued.)

Letter #66

MIND

1. Most people know from personal experience the uncanny ability smells have
to call forth vivid memories. Assumedly, this was how the nose
learned how to think as good as the eye. It tagged smells unto
stored visual memories,
and when the smell
appeared, the memories
could be called up,
consulted, and analysed for
worthwhile information. To do the analysing,
cortical filters were needed, which explains the
paradox that the mammalian cortical expansion took off from the smell brain.
2. Slower and more cumbersome than the swift responsivity of the mammals’
bird-like rivals, the blocking-and-tagging-method
paradoxically allowed the mammals to steal a march on the
competition and become smarter. When you are fast, you
cannot at the same time be deliberate; but you cannot just
choose to be slow, you must first be able to arrest the
immediate, natural impulse to action. The REMS-blocking
introduced that possibility. Further developed, it allowed
the impulse to consult the memory stores in hippocampus and elsewhere before
the—now more considered—response was again released.
3. If stimulus-response is just a short main-clause ending in a point, the new
interference changed and expanded the grammar of action. By replacing the
point with a comma or semi-colon, it became possible to add subordinate clauses
and thus greatly expand the length of the episode the mammal
could oversee and deal with. Where, for instance,
the primitive affect is a short-lasting hit-and-run
affair, the mammalian emotion, whether fuelled by
grievance or joy, is a wait-and-see state, dragging on.
As an important ingredient in reminiscence, emotions are a chief
business of the limbic system, though there is also a short cut through the
amygdala in case a swift affective response is called for.
4. Brains evolve as they go along, adding functions on top of each other. From
the simple blocking-mechanism evolved medium- and long-term activitydampening, as in the depressive reaction and in the season-adapting cyclical
behaviours; with overlapping mechanisms, hybrid cases were evolved, too.
5. Most importantly, however, evolved the Lockean mind with its Humean inner
scene, which made the mammal the smartest animal around; with its inhibitions
and vivid dreams, the delight of Freud and every true psychologist.

Letter #67

MIND

1. In Catching Up with Aristotle (CUWA), I incautiously called the brain for the mammals’ ‘laptop’ in
the head and was sternly reproved for it by Mammen in
East of Eden (EoE), his commentary to CUWA. Quite
understandably, of course, since this was like lowering
the moat bridge and opening the castle gate for
cognitive science, Mammen’s declared archenemy.
2. Still, for that very reason, and because of the huge
present influence of cognitive science, and also because
the brain and the computer do seem awfully similar in
principle, both being input-output devices with internal
programs and memory stores, feed-back mechanisms,
and facilities for program-rewriting, the issue cannot be totally ignored.
3. Here we shall not ignore it by first sketchily resuming some of the background
and history of cognitive science, taking a detour through four of my old posters,
then, on this basis, return to consider the very important question Mammen
raises. We just jump right into the fray.

Letter #68

MIND

Letter #69

MIND

1. Those who followed through the brainstorm excursion into cognitive science,
what did they learn? They learned that however ingenious the idea, the
hardware-software distinction is not the same as the body-soul distinction.
Putnam’s ordeal showed that meaning, the essential psychological, cannot be
identified with function. (If you are mindful and have a good nose, you may
sniff Mammen’s pair, existence and rule).
2. The computer can project, transport, store, combine, and analyse tokens of
meaning, but as Searle’s demonstration showed, it cannot generate meaning on
its own; meaning-wise, it is parasitic on the person using it as a
tool, and on the world with which the person interacts.
3. Thus, the question basically is this. Is the brain any
different? Is it able to generate
meaning on its own, or is it, like the
computer, parasitic on its living bearer
and the bearer’s world?
4. A deep and important question, it cannot be resolved
here, if at all. We shall return to it towards the end, and
here turn to a difference between Mammen and myself much easier to decide.

Letter #70

MIND

1. With reference to our brain anatomy—and hence brain
evolution—it has been said that when we lie down on the
therapist’s couch, we lie down with a horse and a crocodile.
The crocodile brain part is the heritage from our reptilian
past with thalamus as the pinnacle. The horse refers to the
mammalian mind we have just described, anchored in the
memory and emotional functions in the limbic system, on
top of which then grew the neo-cortical expansion.
2. Beginning with Darwin’s seminal study, it is now wellestablished that the emotional system in all mammals are
practically identical; that the REMS in all mammals is exactly
the same, and, by inference from the physiological features, that
mammals therefore have dreams, as we have; further, as inferred
from many cases of animal behaviour, that mammals do have
reminiscences, too. In short, with the mammalian mind, the past
came into being for the first time as something known, as the
psychology of emotional attachment with historical depth.
3. Thus, when Mammen in The Human Sense made precisely this the defining
human prerogative and the exclusive human sense, he was simply wrong.
4. Now, I don’t believe comparative psychology was Mammen’s errand; he didn’t
really care about animals. What he wanted was to
impress upon psychology something it had lost,
namely a complex of important human aspects
tied to the choice categorial.
5. All the aspects named in ANLFP (Fig. 5.3) can be found in higher animals,
however. Was Mammen to be read as if only humans deal with choice categories
and numerical identity, while animals are mere sense-categorical machines with
rulebound instincts and automatic reflexes, this view would itself be like an
automatic reflex, however. Since Descartes, animals have routinely been
disposed of in this cavalierly way, which is not only counter-factual, but
hilarious. Holding Mammen to it would be grossly unfair and hilarious, too.
6. Could not our historical depth with emotional attachment be of a different
kind? It could not. But, as I wrote in my commentary to ANLFP and believe
Mammen also in that work is alluding to with his important
concept of double-bookkeeping, something else could be
different. Mammals can perceive with historical depth and
know the past, but only human can know that they know.
Which brings us to the human consciousness as the
decisive difference.
(see Letter #61)

Letter #71

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. Before we enter into the heart of this subject, we have some labour to do,
choices to unfold, and decisions to make.
2. Yes, which one is
right? Did we leave our
ancestral animal home
by slow and gradual
alienation or in a
sudden break up? This
issue came to divide
Charles Darwin and
Alfred Russel Wallace,
the two co-discoverers
of evolution by natural selection.
3, Who was right, Darwin or Wallace?
Is the human being different in kind
from the other animals, or just
different in degree? Before we decide,
a bit of history.

4. Yes, Darwin’s maxim originated in mathematics
(where else!). From here, by way of Plato, Aristotle, and
Plotin, it came to define the Great Chain of Being, aka
Scala naturae, nature’s ladder, reaching from God at the
top to stones at the bottom, and where between any two
links there will be another link; fossils, for instance, were
thought to link the minerals with
the plants, and mermaids link the fish with humans.
Then Darwin’s mentor, Charles Lyell, made it a
doctrine of geology aptly named Uniformitarism. Not
surprisingly as the doctrine demands evolution, it was
with Lyell’s book in their rucksacks, Darwin and Wallace
independently of each other made their great discovery.
(To be continued.)

Letter #72

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. Then in 1864, Wallace, perhaps feeling unfairly treated by Lyell and Darwin,
threw Darwin a perfidious challenge. As humans begin to develop tools, natural
selection ceases to have any sway with them, he argued; when needed, humans
would just make the appropriate artificial implements.
2. Darwin must have missed a heartbeat; but then Wallace made
an exception to prove the rule. Natural selection was still working
on the brain, gradually making the races of man more intelligent.
So, henceforth, human evolution was to be brain evolution.
3. With Engels the lone exception (L#16), Darwin and everybody else was
ecstatic. Wallace’s new addition to Darwin was a godsend. By turning the human
colour scale into an evolutionary intelligence scale, it explained and made
inevitable that the white man should dominate,
exploit, and decimate the native peoples in the
colonies, he was just conquering. Wallace was as
hardcore as the left image. It was all survival of the
fittest; natural
selection had
brought the
white man to the
top, made him the strongest and brightest.
4. But then Wallace suddenly remembered!
(Was it a smell?) Collecting butterflies,
birds, and beetles in the Amazonas 184852, he had lived with the Indians in their
villages and here gained an impression of
them completely different from the
frothing savage of low intelligence Darwin
was describing in his travel journal from
Tierra del Fuego. On the contrary, Wallace
never met a better people, equal to the best in every respect, intelligence and all.
He even sung their praise in a long poem.

5. In 1869, he acted upon his forgotten recollection.

(To be continued.)

Letter #73

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE
1. In 1869, Wallace went through the defining
human faculties and argued that they could not
have been produced by gradual transformation
and natural selection. The human faculties
marked a difference in kind, requiring a leap
and not a mere glide.

2. Darwin was devastated. Wallace’s volte-face not only threatened to undo
Lyell’s victory over the previous Catastrophists, who
believed that abrupt changes like Noah’s Flood had
formed the geological
landscapes, but also
Professor Huxley’s
triumph over Bishop
Wilberforce, which in the famous Oxford debate
in 1864 had carried Darwinism to victory.
3. As explanation, Wallace had no better to offer than to
suggest “that a superior intelligence has guided the
development of man.” Unlike the Bishop, he may not have
been thinking of God, but of the Spirit World. Like
William James and many of the intelligentsia at the time,
Wallace had taken a great interest in Spiritism.
4. If that was not bad enough, to
Darwin’s chagrin, his two most loyal
warriors seemed to agree with Wallace.
Darwin had to take affair himself, which
he did by writing The Descent of Man,
which went
through all the
unique human
faculties
mentioned by Wallace and showed how they were
already to be found in degree in the animal world,
Admiral Sullivan’s father’s parrot serving as chief
witness for the faculty of language, and his own little
dog for religious belief.
5. With Darwin’s Descent of Man, and his subsequent
acclaim, and the embarrassment of Wallace’s spiritism,
the question of kind or degree was abandoned. It should not have been.

Letter #74

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. The Bishop insisted
on A, but all our
friends on the other
side agreed on the
gradual
transformation in evolution B. But whereas Darwin insisted on B alone (natura
non facit saltus), Wallace—supported by Lyell and Thomas Huxley—argued that
in the case of the human being, A is necessary too, thus leaving us with the
combination in C, where gradual ascent is broken by a leap.
2. Huxley called us “the only consciously intelligent denizen of this world” and
certainly everybody must agree that the human being is extraordinarily special.
But could not our unique quality have appeared
gradually and without any leap, as assumed by
Darwin? After all, significant change can be the
result if enough small change has taken place?
This is a good point, only it dodges the problem
of human uniqueness. If the Bishop’s and the
dog’s religious beliefs are of basically the same kind, only the Bishop has more of
it, it turns our unique kind into a quasi-kind only.
3. Okay, but then could not gradual accumulation at some point effect an
‘emergence’? Or perhaps a ‘passage of quantitative changes
into qualitative’, as in Engels’ second dialectical law in
L#39? Maybe the ape brain had a
boiling point, turning it human? The
idea was too good not to receive a
name of its own. Keith’s Rubicon
it was called after the leading British paleoanthropologist, Sir Arthur Keith. At least this solution recognizes
that humans possess a quality their animal ancestors do
not, but both the vague notion of emergence and the
magical formula of passage of quantitative into qualitative only
make the nature of the leap even more cryptic.
4. The big-brained Piltdown fossil confirmed Wallace’s belief
that a rapidly blown-up brain had ballooned our kind out of the
animal kingdom, and when the fossil was eventually shown to be a crude fraud,
designed—by pranksters, creationists, or spiritists—to prove precisely that, it
further discredited Wallace’s challenge to Darwin and thus the C solution,
though it is the only of the solutions, which raises the question of kind and leap
and thus the problem of the unique human being.

Letter #75

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. If we (lazily) assume that all the solutions in Letter #74 are possible, it comes
down to a decision. Fully agreeing with the concept of evolution by gradual
transformation and natural selection, but convinced that the human being
possesses faculties that our animal forebears were without, human consciousness
among them, we are also convinced that Wallace is right in his difference in kind,
that Huxley is right in his vast gulf, and Lyell in his one
bound, and
therefore that solution C is the correct one to pursue. If it is
wrong, if there are neither difference in kind, nor leap,
pursuing it will merely be a waste of time, no harm will be
done. If it is right, however, but not pursued because doctrine on
beforehand has ruled out difference in kind and leap, we will never discover the
unresolved enigmas of the human being, and that will be a genuine loss. Here we
therefore decide for C and make the existence of difference in kind and leap the
premise for the following; a premise that, Mammen-wise, can be corroborated if
we are able to project it unto the world and explain precisely what the human
kind is and the human leap was.
2. Deciding for kind and leap is not the radical and daring decision it was in
Wallace’s time. In those days, difference in kind was code for divine creation, and
leap a reference to divine revolutions like the Flood, and therefore taboos for
serious and self-respecting scientists. But today science is no longer in
competition with church and theology, and,
thanks to Lyell, the geological science is now
so secure that it can comfortably include
catastrophes in its planet-changing arsenal.
Thanks to Darwin, evolution is also now so
firmly established that biology can allow leaps
in nature and relax on the kind-issue. The
major divisions of life obviously mark such
different kinds; so why should not also the
human being mark a difference in kind? Even Leibniz’ continuity law is no
longer the iron law it was in the heyday of mechanical physics. On the contrary,
with the advent of quantum physics, discontinuity now seems to be the rule, and,
as already said, leaps are everywhere to be found. Most ironical, without such
leaps, Darwin’s evolution would not even work, namely the micro-leaps called
genetic mutations. So, let’s begin our leap search there.

Letter #76

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. Of the two basic ways leaps—sudden and radical change—can enter evolution,
genetic mutation is the principal. It saved Darwin’s evolution.
2. When 16 years after his death, science finally caught eye of
Mendel’s work, it was understood how the laws of inheritance can
produce almost endless combinations. It was also realized,
however, why the variations, like the reshuffling of a deck of cards,
are limited to a narrow and closed pool, far from
enough to provide the variations needed for Darwin’s theory to
work. Towards the end of the 19th century, because of this, Darwinism and
natural selection were being dropped in favour of Neo-Lamarckism, which
made behaviour and behavioural change the driver of evolution.
3. Jean Baptiste Lamarck, would have felt greatly vindicated. In 1809, the
year Darwin’s was born and fifty years before Darwin’s Origin of Species, he had
published a comprehensive and detailed theory of evolution, which included
basically correct accounts of the origin of life as a chemical accident and the
descent of man from the apes; but only to find everything
stacked against him and his brilliant discovery. Besides
being too far ahead of his time, a product of the French
Revolution, Lamarck was mauled by the subsequent
Counter-revolution, the Deputy Interior Minister of
which happened to be Georges Cuvier, the
eminent anatomist and founder of Catastrophism, who
unkindly pointed out that the fossil strata lacked the continuity
demanded by Lamarck’s theory. Then he was French in a world
turning British and German after Napoleon’s defeat and his idea was rejected out
of hand by Hegel and Marx and by Lyell with some hesitation. Then the advance
of genetic science made clear that—except for epigenetic
inheritance, well known from plants (Lamarck was a
botanist, as was infamous Lysenko)—acquired traits are not
inherited as Lamarck (and Darwin) supposed. That, of
course, would be a sore point also for the Neo-Lamarckists,
quite a few of whom were psychologists.
4. In this hour of darkness, Hugo de Vries discovered the
genetic mutation, accidents in cell replication that
introduces completely new cards in the genetic pool deck.
Supplied with this new source, Darwinism was relaunched
as Neo-Darwinism, the new synthesis of mutation and
natural selection, sent the Neo-Lamarckists packing, and
never looked back.

Letter #77

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. Mutations are accidental changes—leaps—in the DNA-sequence
of the genetic code and essential in evolution. Did they build the
Homo sapiens? Absolutely. As an accumulation of tiny changes,
they support difference in degree, but, if the mutation strikes a
regulator gene controlling the whole gene complex, also the more
radical difference in kind. It is believed, for instance, that such a
mutation, which left echinoderms (e.g., starfish) stuck in their larval state,
created the first chordates, which should count as a new kind in evolution.
Though modern paleoanthropologists are faithful Darwinians and studiously
avoid difference in kind, a favourite hypothesis of human evolution is similar;
namely, that a mutation, which arrested the transformation from the juvenile to
the adult stage—neoteny—created humankind as
forever the child, curious and eager to learn.
Makes good sense too.
2. Humans and chimpanzees, 6 million years
apart, still share 98.7 percent of their genes.
Consistent with the neoteny-hypothesis, the genes
that mark a difference—named the human
accelerated regions—have mainly to do with
neocortical growth and development, in the regions associated with language
(Broca’s area), for instance, but also with changes in the hand and in the
digestive system. It is mutations in these genes that helped turn us different.
3. A decisive mutation is believed to have happened in MYH16, the gene
producing myosin, making the muscle fibres in humans much weaker than in
chimpanzees. (Don’t ever wrestle a chimp!) But how could making humans
weaker possibly be an advantageous mutation? The argument
is this. Strong muscles need attachment to a strong skeletal
base. Strong jaw muscles need a strong cranial base, for which
reason, for instance, gorillas grow an impressive bone crest on
top of the skull. The need for a strong skull means that the
cranium must quickly close and become robust, whereas the human cranium can
remain thin, pliable, and open for a longer time, thus making the brain
expansion possible without which the juvenile project with life-long learning
would have been futile.
4. How brain came to replace brawn is a wonderful story and probably true. One
cannot but marvel at how a long series of independent and completely accidental
molecular mutations could have acted in concert to create the unique human
project called the human being. It is difficult to believe that such concert could
have happened without a conductor. There probably was one, too.

Letter #78

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. Mutations are the fuel of natural selection, which secures the survival of the
fittest, but if that is not merely to mean the survival of those who survive, fittest
must mean those best equipped to a
particular way of life; thus, way of life
enters the equation in a decisive way. The
mutation that fits one way of life perfectly,
may be catastrophic for another. As it is
an integral part of the way of life,
behaviour enters the equation also.
2. Mutations are the sine qua non of
evolution and principal because they
can stand alone. For instance, when early chordates like Pikaia
evolved in the Middle Cambrian, 500 million years ago, no doubt
a mutation was responsible. When,
however, in late Devon, 350 million
years ago, chordate fishes went ashore and became
tetrapods like Tiktaalik, mutations were secondary to
behaviour, only afterwards shoring up the new way of
life initiated by the behaviour. No matter whether the new behaviour was
opportunistic, trying out something new, or defensive, fleeing from a crowded
sea, or perhaps just escaping back into the sea when accidentally stranded on
land, behaviour had taken the lead and become an evolutionary force, conductor
of the subsequent selection. As terrestrial animals must count as a new
evolutionary kind, the responsible act of behaviour was a true leap. There must
have been many such instances of behavioural precedence in evolution, so why
should not the evolution of humankind be one also?
3. This obvious relation between behaviour and natural selection has been
named the Baldwin-effect after James Mark Baldwin, who suggested it in
1896 as a helping hand to the then hard-pressed Darwinism. Baldwin was the
most original thinker in American psychology, dwarfing even William James.
After studying with Wundt in Leipzig, he founded an experimental laboratory in
Toronto, then at Princeton; after which he turned to evolutionary and
developmental psychology, greatly inspiring among others Jean Piaget,
Vygotsky, Luria and Leontiev. Unfortunately for psychology, his
career was cut short when out of curiosity he happened to
wander into a black bordello in Baltimore and was arrested
by vice.
4. Right! And we are after the act of behaviour that made an
animal step out of the animal sea to become the human kind.

Letter #79
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1. If acts of behaviour are the
second way evolution can leap,
what acts of behaviour could have
made the human being? With this
question we are back on the board
with our three classical pieces
from Letter #14 and with the three
classical definitions of the human
being. Since Democritus, the
materialist philosophers had
agreed on a recipe with these
three ingredients: brains, work,
and society, and the later
paleoanthropological science
concurred. There was, as we have
seen (L#16), some discussion about whether brains preceded work or work
brains, but at least everybody agreed that society had come last as a product of
brains and work — and the
ensuing barter and
cooperation.
2. While Karl Marx—on
Friedrich Engels’
instruction—set out to
straighten out Smith’s
political economy, Engels
took upon himself to
straighten out the old
materialist account from Democritus and Rousseau, upgraded with Darwin,
naturally, and with the proper correction of the hand-brain priority, of course.
Finally, Alexei Leontiev in his Problems in the development of mind set out to
upgrade and straighten out Engels’ account, now a
part of the Marxist canon. This was his
psychogenetic mission in the Vygotsky-team’s
Activity Theory project mentioned in L#53.
3. It was with Leontiev and his Activity Theory
as the central hub that the major elements of my
general psychology became tied together. Most
importantly, how Mammen’s crucial distinction
was brought in. Let’s see why.

Letter #80

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE
1. Dedicated to the Galilean experimental
method in the psycho-physical laboratories, the
new scientific psychology by necessity became
stimulus-response psychology.

2. Many, many psychological phenomena fit
into this paradigm, which offers both causal
explanation, prediction, and control. Sensory and perceptual psychology, of
course, but also, cognitive psychology.
The paradigm has even proven useful
in much developmental and social
psychological research. But not all
psychology can be pressed into this
basic s-r format. Not even the s-r
champion John B. Watson could
make it exclusive. There is a whole
world outside where the living being
is an active subject and not merely a
reactive responder. Vygotsky and his
team named this world activity.
3. The essential difference between s-r and activity is their different focal
points, and in my psychological
understanding, it is precisely the same
difference in focal points that marks the
sense-categorical from the choicecategorical. Thus, hand in hand with
Activity Theory, Mammen’s essential
distinction came into my psychology.
4. Yes, it absolutely does. The activity must continuously
adapt itself to the challenges offered by the object, but
that is not the same as responding to a stimulus. Whether
the focal point is in the object or
just in the eye makes a world of
difference.
5. But did not Leontiev in some text make s-r ignite activity
by way of the orienting reflex? He did, perhaps as a sop to Galileo, Pavlov, or
Stalin, or because he forgot to take down the scaffold after his building was
completed. But even if we don’t ignore it, as earlier recommended (L 59.3),
Leontiev hereby only emphasises the clear difference between s-r and activity.

Letter #81

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. In Leontiev’s psychogenetic evolution, behaviour leads knowing. Ingeniously
he shows how a logically evolving series of activity
relations are being
accompanied by an evolving series of knowing
relations, the last of which is human consciousness.
Like us, as a Marxist, Leontiev was after the human
leap and the exclusive human consciousness
based in work and production that Marx and
Engels had written about. Let’s see how it went.
2. In the first stage, the animal has little choice but
to steam ahead, but in the second stage, the animal
is offered a choice between alternative ways to
realize the activity goal. These alternative ways are
named operations. With the flexibility of
operations belongs perception, which offers the
animal an overview of the surrounding
environment. Since operations are behavioural means, the animals in this stage
are psychologically prepared to use physical means in their activity also, that is,
implements, and of this we find many examples. (Darwin would
have smirked.)
4. Rather than just using implements, it is, however, the
manufacturing of implements, the making of tools, that is
conventionally held to be defining of the human
being. While Marx and Engels probably felt
assured of that, as would later many modern
paleoanthropologists, it could hardly assure Leontiev.
5. In his third stage, operations are smartly combined so that one
operation prepares the way for another, which finishes the task;
and to this intellectual feat belongs insight, the ability to ‘see’
how the elements should be put together in order for the goal to be realized. It is
this ability to plan the result in the head before it is executed, Marx said human
producers have, but not spiders and bees, which is true. But Sultan and Köhler
showed that chimpanzees also have it and manufacture tools, too. Jane
Goodall and others were later to add many more examples of this, which is not
surprising since planning and anticipatory insight precisely is a defining property
of the mammalian mind, which Engels confirmed with reference to his own
experience with foxes in foxhunting. (Darwin would have sniggered).
6. So, where was Leontiev to go next in his search for the human difference?

Letter #82

EVOLUTION AND THE HUMAN DIFFERENCE

1. If in his search for the
exclusive but elusive human
consciousness, Leontiev had read Rousseau’s account of the first men, the
precedent for Engels’ ape-story, and he may have, he would have been offered a
clue. If cooperative hunting is to be engaged in, obviously, the participants need
to understand their own role in the whole; the hunter must understand why he
needs to share his kill with the beater, and the beater understand why he has to
chase away the prey he wants part in.
2. The intellectual feat involved does look a lot like the human consciousness—
the looking at yourself from the outside—that Marx describes in his early work.
Besides, Marx and Engels again and again had emphasised that human work is
essentially social. Finally, it makes hunting the key transformative activity in
human evolution, as Engels, and later everybody else insisted. So, it seemed
obvious that Leontiev in the cooperative hunting finally had his solution to the
human secret.
3. But, alas, it
could not be the
socializing of
intellectual activity that made us human as now we know that not only
chimpanzees, but also lions and bottle nose dolphins engage in precisely this
kind of cooperative hunting. (Darwin would have chuckled.)
4. Human consciousness is not the socializing of the mammalian insight; though
this is not the place to explain why, the mammalian mind was always
inherently social. Though the human hunters, of course, were in possession of
human consciousness, it could not have been cooperative hunting that gave them
that property. We are back at scratch. Considering the impasse, it therefore
perhaps seems understandable that Engels prolonged the human leap with
100.000 of years, and that Mammen in
ANLFP, besides suggesting love and
solidarity as alternatives to work as the
unique human mark, downplayed the
importance of the whole event.
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1. Perhaps the lack of leap had made Engels dissatisfied with his
essay. The manuscript was broken off in the middle of a sentence and left in a drawer where it was eventually found by his
literary executors, who published it with the title Anteil der
Arbeit an der Menschwerdung des Affen. Now a part of
the Marxist canon, it was subsequently translated into every language.
2. The English translator, Clemens
Dutt, was faced with a difficult decision. Should
he, a writer for the two Communist publications,
Daily Worker and Labour Monthly, translate
Arbeit as work or as labour? The German
word could be translated either way, so did it
matter, which of his workplaces Dutt would
favour with his choice?
3. It did; not because of the work-affiliations, of course, but because of the
semantics. ‘Work’ and ‘labour’ are not synonymous. They have interconnected
but different meanings, emphasising different aspects. In
German, ‘Arbeit’ conventionally and conveniently can
encompass both meanings, but in English a choice must be
made, which requires thoughtful interpretation and analysis;
(sometimes a good thing, sometimes an unwanted obstacle).
4. The different meanings are basically these.
Work emphasises the productive aspect, the skills
and techniques involved, the transformations
achieved, and the result accomplished, as in ‘his
collected works’. Labour emphasises the toil
involved, the force expended, energy used, and time
consumed, as in ‘sentenced to hard labour’.
5. In their early works, Marx and Engels had
emphasised the productive aspect and it didn’t
take much analysis to see that Engels’ essay was all
about work, too; the handicraft, the
skills, and the resulting transformation
of nature. So why did Dutt make the
obviously wrong choice to translate
Arbeit as labour?
6. I believe it must have been in recognition of Karl Marx’s great discovery, key to the secret of the human society. (Prepare for a longer journey.)

Letter #84

WORK AND SOCIETY FROM LOCKE TO MARX

1. Only the other day did I realize the huge importance the
English colonial settlement of North America had for the
shaping of 18th century European philosophy, economical
thought, and politics. All thanks to John Locke. The story itches
to be told, so bear with me. Luckily, Locke also happens to be a
good entrance to Karl Marx’s background and great discovery.
2. The Enlightenment is traditionally dated
from 1690 when Locke at the end of the English
Civil War returned from exile with two seminal
texts that to the European reading public would
make him Mr. Enlightenment.
3. One was the already mentioned psychology book that claimed the mind
was a white paper, uncluttered by inborn stipulations,
ready to be written upon afresh by experience. The
other was a couple of essays on government, the
way the world should be run according to natural
law that, taking its model from the settling of the
vast North American East coast, said exactly the
same. Like the contemporary North America, the world of the first humans was
like white paper, devoid of inherited rank and privilege, empty and open to be
settled from scratch by the free and industrious.
4. North America was not
really empty, of course, it
had a large native
population, and like
Wallace, Rousseau, ever
the contrarian, sided with
the noble savages and
condemned civilisation as
a terrible mistake, which
the civilization’s elites
found refreshingly
charming.
5. Locke agreed with Rousseau that nature belonged to all, but what you can take
or make from nature with your hands belongs to you as your personal property.
With the American settlers as model, Locke
thus developed the concepts of work and
labour, private property and government that
heralded the modern age.
(To be continued.)

Letter #85

WORK AND SOCIETY FROM LOCKE TO MARX

1. Contrary to the old world where
inborn privilege ruled, in John
Locke’s new world it was work and
labour. (Does not Locke make the
distinction from L 83.4?). Your work makes you
a person, your work makes the result your
property, and it is work that gives it value (the
labour theory of value).
It is to protect the fruits
of their labour, men by
common consent enter
into society, the
government of which must follow the will of
the people. If it doesn’t, the people have the
right and the duty to
rebel. Which with
Locke’s book in hand
the American colonials did against their King
in 1776, and swiftly in the wake of this, the
French did against their King in 1789.
2. As the Enlightenment—like previously the Greek Golden Age,
the Italian Renaissance, and the Dutch Humanism—was all about emancipation
of the individual from “the tutelage” of others, as Immanuel Kant formulated it,
but in practice, the emancipation of a rising bourgeoisie or mercantile class from
the shackles of the aristocracy, and as the English, American, and French
revolutions had chiefly achieved this goal, 1789 is traditionally set as the end
date of the Enlightenment. But not everybody would agree.
3. Wrong! Many in the working classes were
readers and knew their Locke. Maybe the
mercantile class had gained emancipation
from the sponging feudal class, but the
working class had yet to gain emancipation
from the mercantile class! Locke had stated
that a man’s work is his property and its value
is equal to the work put into it, but when the workers sold their work for wages to
the factory owners, and the owners afterwards resold the work
with a profit, it proved the workers were not paid the full
value of their work, but thanks to the capitalist property
relations were being cheated out of their rightful due.
That the social contract was breached.

WORK AND SOCIETY FROM LOCKE TO MARX

Letter #86

The law of reciprocity is as old
as sin. In fact, from day one, it was
sin and unbridled egoism the law was
meant to check. Men, in the state of
nature, said Hobbes, were like beasts, everyone for
himself, and in a war of all against all, their lives
were “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short.” But,
as the Greek myth tells us, in their darkest hour, “Hermes was sent
to mankind, bearing reverence and justice to be the ordering
principles of cities and the uniting bonds of friendship.” The
materialist philosophers told the story of how man became social
man a little differently; in the words of Rousseau, “taught by
experience that the love of well-being is the sole motive of human actions, he
found himself in a position to distinguish the few cases, in which mutual interest
might justify him in relying upon the assistance of his fellows.” Either way, the
basic idea was the same. Out of self-interest and based on the law of reciprocity,
people started to associate, cooperate, barter, and trade,
thereby establishing the human society as a social
contract.
1.

2. The only disagreement,
over which terrible wars were fought, was with
whom the authority to sanction and uphold the
social contract should rest? Though one king lost
his head to the Parliament in England and
another to the popular revolt in France, and
Proudhon’s anarchists also did in some princes
here and there, this was only the start; the battle
continues, think Brexit, for instance.
3. But why did Pierre-Joseph Proudhon think
that property was theft? Rousseau had written
that “according to the axiom of the wise Locke, there can be no injury, where
there is no property,” and the social philosophers were beginning to recognize
that property is not merely ‘things’, but cloaked human relations, and that many
ills in society could be referred back to property. It was Proudhon, a printer by
trade, who was first to point out the most glaring example in the great slip
between the value of the production and the value of the wages,
which was afterwards to occupy Marx’s career. Thinking as an
artisan, Proudhon could only understand the slip as theft, but,
being a French philosopher, he should be excused, wrote Marx, a
German philosopher would not have made the mistake.

Letter #87
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1. When steam engines and machines started the Industrial
Revolution rolling, it ended the days of the small artisan, selling his
work from his own shop. Now production was industrial and took
place in factories in fast-growing cities. Of a scale that required both
many workers and a large outlay of money, now called capital, it became a
partnership between factory-owners, who provided the workplace, the tools, and
the raw materials, and workers, who provided the work. As their share, the
workers received wages, which secured their livelihood; and when the product
was sold in the market, the owner recovered his costs (the wages included)
and gained a profit. Which was the whole point of Capitalism, as the
profit could be reinvested in a new enlarged round of production,
snowballing both business and fortunes. Money breeds money, right!?
2. Well, not literally. So, where did the profit come from? This was the question
that vexed the political economists. As money cannot fornicate, nor cost on its
own turn into income, the profit could only have come from the workers’
contribution, which must have been worth more than their wages. Naturally, the
workers, still thinking like artisans, believed that they were
not paid the full value of their work and that the profit was
an illegal gain taken out of their rightful share; in other
words, that they were being cheated by their capitalist
employers. These, in their turn, brutally tried to stem the
agitation, but did not know how to answer the accusation.
3. A dedicated scientist and sharp scholar from a long line of sharp scholars,
Karl Marx sorted it out. In the end, it came down to two distinctions. The first
was our distinction between labour and work, (and remember, in German this
distinction was buried in the term ‘Arbeit’.) What the worker sold to the capitalist
was not his work, his handicraft, it was his labour, his labour-power. The
second was the old distinction from Aristotle between exchange-value, what
the product can be traded with, sold for, the market-price, and use-value, what
usefulness the product has to its owner. What the capitalist paid in wages was the
exchange-value of the labour-power, its market price; but its use-value was now
his for a time, and the use-value was its ability to perform work. Thus, the wages
and the work were logically unconnected.
Unless the worth of the work exceeded the
worth of the wages, Capitalism would not
work, of course. But here was the wonder,
labour power could create a surplus in excess
of its cost and in this surplus labour laid the
secret of the profit. This was Marx’s great
discovery.

Letter #88

WORK AND SOCIETY FROM LOCKE TO MARX

1. Since the Communist Manifesto in 1848, Marx and Engels had argued that
workers must unite to overthrow the capitalist system to end exploitation, but
the concept that workers were exploited but not cheated was perplexing.
Compared with the simple and direct—sensual, and emotional—feeling that work
was being unpaid and surplus labour theft, it seemed abstract and academic. To
Marx’s ire and chagrin, trade unions and emerging
workers’ parties like Lasalle’s therefore kept
demanding ‘full value’, and though Marx explained
that surplus labour would also be essential in a future
communist society, they called for its end in their new programs.
2. The capitalists should have liked not being cheaters, only exploiters, but
practically the same year as the Capital was published they received a much
better offer from liberal economists, who rejected the labour theory of value
out of hand, insisting that the only existing value was exchange value and its only
measure price. Turning the labour-based political economy of Locke, Smith,
Ricardo, and Marx into a psychological economy, where everything comes
down to subjective consumer preference and turns everybody into customers, it
is the ruling economic doctrine today.
3. The subjectifying of the economy was part of a still ongoing PostEnlightenment trend to subjectify everything the Enlightenment had tried to
objectify, from philosophy and knowledge to social relations and even physics. It
was a reaction, but in a way also an advance. Once you have ‘objective’, you get
‘subjective’ as the anti-thesis, and it only becomes reactionary, if you don’t
recognize both and move on to the synthesis but get stuck in the subjective. You
will recognize this as the theme of these letters, where
Mammen has his own ‘value-price’ distinction and with his
categories wants to recover the objective, the choicecategorical, from the mere subjective, the sense-categorical.
4. Yes, well, but in all fairness it should be said that being the
s-r psychology of economics, the ruling liberal doctrine is
rule-bound and simple, wonderfully suited to Galilean methodology and
mathematical graphs, works fine within its own premises, and can be
understood by any first year student with number sense, while the old
labour theory of value takes volumes of argument and historical
statistics to explain and easily exhausts even the most eager learner.
5. But doesn’t that, as now insistently claimed, invalidate Marx’s theory? It does
not. The labour theory of value may need enough ceteris paribus-clauses to make
your head spin, but the labour theory of wealth does not. It is as simple and
obvious as could be. And here lies Marx’s true discovery.

Letter #89

WORK AND SOCIETY FROM LOCKE TO MARX

1. It should be undisputed that it was the surplus produced by
the labour of serfs that made the previous feudal society
possible. Producing food in excess of their own upkeep, the serfs
enabled the lord to hire masons to build his
castle, servants to fill its halls and kitchens, and
soldiers to defend its treasures. Similarly, in
ancient times, it was the surplus labour of slaves
that made it possible for the slave-owners to build the temples
and pyramids and develop the rich web of civilisation. Thus, the
labour theory of wealth should be undisputed, too.
2. Though, in modern society, workers are not bonded to servitude as serfs, or
directly owned as slaves, but free (and forced) to sell their labour power, and
though the capitalists are neither lords nor slave-owners, the basic historical
principle remains the same: A class of labourers produces the societal surplus
and a class of owners administers and invests it; and in this division of labour
rests the wealth of nations.
3. Right, this was not the division of labour, Adam Smith
was talking about in his seminal
work from 1776. He was talking
about how the specialisation of and
exchange between trades, (for
instance, the bowmaker and the
hunter in L#79), developed society as if by an
invisible hand. First and foremost, however, he
talked about the dividing up of the work process
into specialized sub-tasks leading to a huge rise in
productivity. Smith’s own example is dizzying. Ten workers could produce
48.000 pins per day, he wrote, if each of the 18 specialized tasks—metal cutter,
pin drawer, roller, finisher, etc.—were assigned
to particular workers, while a lone worker would
be hard put to make even one.
4. No doubt, as Smith asserted, and everybody
afterwards agreed, it was this specialisation—greatly furthered by machines
and steam power—that sent the new industrial mode of production and the
capitalist economy into orbit. But should it not have been called a division of
work? It is not the same as the division of labour creating a surplus
mentioned above and does not supplant it. Though it does make the
cake bigger, offering everyone a bigger piece, this doesn’t by itself set
aside a piece for future investment. Lest we are again confounded by
words, we must also here hold on to the distinction between work and labour.

Letter #90

WORK AND SOCIETY FROM LOCKE TO MARX

1. Using the concepts of ‘productive forces’ (about work and the work
process) and ‘relations of production’ (about surplus labour and
ownership), Marx did make the distinction between the baking and
the cutting of the cake. History, he explained, was the story of how changes in the
first, basically work-effective inventions, eventually forced changes in the latter,
ownership of surplus labour, and often through violent revolutions. That was
how capitalist factory-owners had defeated the former rule of feudal
landowners and turned serfs into workers, and, before that, how feudal
landowners had overturned the reign of ancient slave-owners
and turned slaves into serfs. Type of ownership and labour in
each case going hand in hand, socially and legally contracted to
each other, by labour contract, feudal contract, or bill of sale.
But how did it all begin?
2. Everyone in the materialist camp from Democritus to
Adam Smith agreed that it began with work and
invention leading to a division of work between
different specialties and the subsequent trade. But
how did the surplus-creating division of labour
begin? As explained by Lucretius
and Rousseau, it must have begun with a vile and violent act
of appropriation, ending the original egalitarian society and
dividing men into masters and servants. And why not? Such
violent appropriation had been an everyday occurrence
throughout history; it still was.
3. Yes, robbery as explanation
of the origin of the first surplus does seem to make
nought of Marx’s great discovery of surplus-labour
as indispensable in human society, and he must
have accepted it with great reluctance only, if at all.
4. Marx, the socialist agitator, may have appreciated how
powerful the image of an original egalitarian society was, a lost
paradise to be resurrected in a future Communist society. Much
older than Christianity, the trope of a paradise lost and regained
fitted perfectly with the tenets of Christianity, which all the
workers knew, and some believed. That many saw Communism as
the secular Christianity could only be an advantage. Marx, the social scientist,
could not have been so happy, however; he must have had haunting doubts about
the first beginning, which was proved when in British Museum he happened to
read the American railway man Lewis Henry Morgan.
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1. Dealing with the historical stages of the labour-property
relation in a text written with Engels in 1845-46, Marx did
briefly consider how the stages could be extended back to the
beginning. Marx: “The first form of ownership is tribal” and “corresponds to the
undeveloped stage of production, at which a
people lives by hunting and fishing.” The
“naturwüchsigen Teilung der Arbeit” in the
German text is highly ambiguous; it could mean
the sexual division in propagation; or, doing
different tasks in a division of work; or, the
surplus creation in a division of labour; it could
even lump them all together, and probably did.
The mention of “slavery” does make clear,
however, that momentarily the idea was toying in Marx’s mind that not only was
it women that went into labour to give new life, it was women who did the first
surplus-producing labour and thus started human history.
2. But flee the thought; it was not sorted out, and nothing came of it. Marx was
not a feminist, few were, and in a paternalistic
society that considered women inferior beings,
irresponsible like children, to credit women
with such a historic role would have exhausted
the mental agility of most men.
3. Still, the idea must have lingered in the back
of Marx’s mind; no sooner had he read
Lewis Henry Morgan’s field study of the
Iroquois, which told a completely
different story about the role of women, and his Ancient
History, that proved that women had been key players in the
prehistoric society, before he dropped the still unfinished
Capital and started to study anthropology as if his life
depended on it.
4. If it did, he didn’t make it; he died, and Engels had to finish both the
Capital and the anthropological notes Marx had begun. Thus, the final link
remained missing, leaving to others to connect the last few dots.
Was this what Dutt did? Was this why he translated Arbeit with
labour though Engels’ essay was all about work? In a sense, it was, I
am sure. Though Marx didn’t have the word, only Arbeit, his
discovery was first and foremost about labour and the surpluswealth it created. When Engels wrote, “that labour created man
himself”, in the English translation, at least, it was true.
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1. Connecting the dots, this picture emerges.
2.The human being is a social animal, but all animals are social,
engaging in a wide spectrum of social behaviours where
individuals assist each other in accordance with the law of
reciprocity. The mutual assistance can be very direct and simple as
in mating behaviour; it can be spaced in time, as in acts of mutual solidarity; it
can be extensive, as in pack hunting where the success of each
individual member depends on the success of all members; and it can
be a complex cooperation where each member is assigned a special role
in a division of work. Humans engage in them all, but neither of
these (pace Leontiev) defines us as humans.
3. The human being is a societal animal, a zoön politikon that can realise itself
only in society. Society is an organisation of life based on the surplus-producing
division of labour where in an interlocking relationship a
class of members create the surplus and another class
takes it in and puts it to use, all predicated on
the ability of labour to produce a surplus in
excess of its own restorative need. It is this that makes
the human society and humankind unique.
4. Right. They do. Not without reason anthills and beehives are
called insect societies and since ancient times have been
likened to the human society, similarities do abound. And if
social insects is today’s preferred term, it is a very special
kind of social: eusocial. If you look that up, you’ll be struck
with the resemblances
with our human society.
But there are important
differences, too. Our society is not a mere
breeding platform, concerned purely with
broods and propagation; despite what
aristocrats held, our society is dynamic and our ‘castes’ are not forever given; and
we are not genetically identical, which, like the cells in a body, the social insects
are, leading biologists to call their ‘society’ a supra-organism.
5. Since Plato, the human society has been likened to a body, too, with
the different classes as head, arms, and legs. It is not a bad analogy.
As sociology and a host of other sciences prove, human society can be
analysed as a supra-organization. But it is not a body, nor
a genetically based eusocial entity. Rather, it is a unique
hybrid, based on behaviour, which brings us back to Leontiev.
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1. Though also the Russian translator of Engels’ apeessay referred to labour rather than work, using ‘trud’
and not ‘rabota’, [thanks to our letter-friend Irina
Mironenko for explaining the difference!], Leontiev
didn’t take the hint. He stayed faithful to the content of
Engels’ text and the old materialist tradition and went
for hand and work and the division of work as the
unique human thing, which, besides being wrong (L#8182), made us social beings only. He should have heeded
Marx’s intuition and gone for the division of labour
with surplus creation and made us
societal. We are social, of course, and
highly important it is, but the latter is the
foundation, the basis, and the bottom line.
2. But where in his ingenious series of evolving subject-object arrows could
Leontiev have found this relation?
Nowhere, admittedly; but the addition of
just one more arrow specifying the enduser would have cleared everything up.
3. If we think at all, we usually think of
the doers themselves as the end-users of
the activity, and observe,
in social quid-pro relations each participant is an end-user also, as
Hobbes rightly points out. But as shown in the fox-picture, it is
not always the case. In fact, the two different end-users in the picture mark the
two fundamental laws of life. (1) Lest life become extinct, the individuals must
feed to reproduce themselves. And, as individuals die anyway, — (2) Lest life
become extinct, individuals must breed to reproduce the species. In feeding, the
doer is the end-user; in breeding, the brood is the end-user, the
doer is not.
4. Yes, that theory does fail to
distinguish between what is going on in the head and
what is going on in the world;
whatever the vixen feels or wants,
she is not the material end-user, the
cub is. But as ‘psychological egoism’ is an example
of the subjectifying trend mentioned in L#88.3 and
Bishop Joseph Butler’s rebuttal is right up our alley,
it is worth bringing.
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1. When 35 years ago, my human origin theory was first presented,
identifying surplus labour and the ability to produce in excess of the
producer’s own need as the unique human mark, I made the crime
Mammen allegedly was making. Namely, employing the old and tried
remedy (out of ignorance, not convenience, of course) of
robbing the animals of abilities they possess in order to make the
traits exclusively human. Lending an ear to Thomas Hobbes and his
universal egoism and making ‘Every man for himself’ the law of nature, I
claimed that humans were the first to break that law and work for someone other
than themselves. Law-breaking does qualify as a leap, you know. Then, one
sunny summer day in Jens Mammen’s garden, leisurely watching a pair of
blackbirds frantically flying to and fro, feeding their voracious nestlings, my own
stupidity struck me like a hammer blow. If anybody worked
unselfishly in the service of others, these blackbirds
did! My natural law was a chimera!
2. Yes, the parent birds do their task by instinct and
from inner urges, and have little choice in the matter, but
they are not the material end-users of their activity, and we don’t
adhere to the doctrine of psychological egoism, which makes every
act selfish by definition. Though we sometimes say that breeding is
self-reproduction, it is not. The birds are not reproducing themselves; none of
the energy expended serves to restore their physique and bodily powers, on the
contrary, the effort leaves them thin and drained. What the breeders are doing is
producing offspring, a surplus to expand the blackbird population.
3. By now you’ll have understood where I am going. In everything
but name, breeding is surplus labour. As breeding, at least since
the introduction of sexual reproduction, has been a main
occupation of all living beings, ‘surplus labour’ is not an exception
but itself a natural law. Since breeding has its own evolutionary
sequence from the simplest life to our closest ancestors,
could not the human surplus labour and the human
society be a further extension of this evolution?
4. It could; in a sense, it was. But not by slow degrees. It didn’t
happen without a leap, the breaking of another law, and it did
make humankind unique. Recognizing this, the term
surplus labour should be reserved for the exclusively
human kind of breeding – wealth breeding.
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1. The first human society is the hunter-gatherers, a societal organization that
ruled until the invention of agriculture 12.000 years ago and still around when
Westerners like Darwin and Wallace a few centuries ago
began to travel and describe the world. We usually think
of the hunter-gatherer society as primitive, and it is,
but only in the meaning of being first. With its vast
past, more than 99 percent of human history,
presumably, it is also the most evolved and intricate of
all the historical forms of society. In fact, the
subsequent societal history can be seen as a
continuing reduction of the original complexity.
Keeping in mind the age and intricacy, and the variation it
entails, the general model is this.
2. As the name implies, the hunter-gatherer society is built on division, multiple
divisions, in fact. There is the division in food between meat and plant food, the
division of work between the hunting for meat and the collecting of plants, and,
as the hunters were primarily males and the gatherers females,
there was a gender division, too, based on the sexual division in
reproduction.
3. The story of how it began goes like this. Once upon a time in
Africa, due to climate change or competitor pressure, or both, a
troop of our ancestors lost access to the easy, fruity fare to which
they were accustomed and had to seek out new foods. Two
energy-rich sources were available, protein-rich meat and carbohydrate-rich
roots and tubers. Unlike fruit, however, these were not hanging on trees ready to
be picked; the meat had to be chased and put down and the roots and tubers had
to be found and dug for. Special skills and particular knowledge were suddenly
called for, precisely the specialisation that Adam Smith’s division of work would
accelerate, and, not surprisingly, those that went Smith’s way became our
ancestors.
4. Mutations were needed too. The raw meat and the starchy fibres were grave
metabolic challenges for the former fruit-eaters, and only of reduced value until
kitchen technology and tools for food preparation were invented, first and
foremost the use of fire, of course. But behavioural change and invention of tools
would not have been enough without the mutations that rearranged our gut to
utilize meat, our tooth set to match the mix of meat and vegetable food, and, not
least, provided us with the enzyme amylase to break down starch.
5. On this common ground, the anthropologists build their different houses.
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1. Names can be omens. The discoverer of the first Australopithecus—the
missing link that eventually knocked out Sir Arthur’s Piltdown
folly (L#74,3)—and from his find concluded that man was a
ferocious killer ape, was named Raymond Dart; while he who first
reconstructed Lucy, the most famous Australopithecus, and based
on that work claimed (like Mammen) that the bond of love was the
human secret, was named Owen Lovejoy. His family hotel and not Dart’s
bunker was where I first moved in.
2. Lovejoy added yet another division to the story, a territorial division. Pointing
to extreme care as a dubious reproductive strategy—in chimpanzees,
the long dependency of the offspring and the load placed on their
mothers for nursing, protection, transport, and nourishment, mean
that mothers only give birth to a new infant every five years, and if a
leopard takes the nearly finished young, it is five years’ work down
the drain—Lovejoy argued that the hunter-gatherer division of work was the only
solution to make our evolutionary path with prolonged youth, extensive learning,
and brain-development viable. It worked like this: Females and young were
placed in the centre of the territory, waiting for the males, hunting at
the outer ranges, to bring
back food in return for sex.
(Which, by the way, explains,
says Lovejoy, why human females, in
contrast to ape females, became sexually
receptive 24/7 and developed ballooning
breasts as a sort of front signal.) With less
need to move about and supported by the males from their hunting surplus, the
females were now able to have more than one young at a time; the demographic
crisis could be cancelled and
our tribe march on to fill every
corner of the world.
3. Guilty as charged! I did
insinuate that Lovejoy was
projecting the paternalistic
society of his time into the
past. But all anthropology is hostage to
ideology. It is unavoidable. Mine is too; Marxism,
obviously, but also the Feminism that was on the
march in the 1970’s and with force argued that women were doing the bulk of the
work, only this fact was made invisible in the man’s world. But with only this
little correction, I was happy to buy Lovejoy’s model.
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1. With the pointing finger of Second Wave
Feminism* showing the way, I changed the
surplus production in Lovejoy’s scenario from males to
females. The surplus that created the human society and
the human being would not come from hunting but
from the surplus labour of collecting females.
2. First to Tarzan: Though it didn’t happen in the
simple and straightforward way usually thought,
Yes, it was hunting that made us human beings!
3. Easy now, Raymond,
we shall return to that
issue in a moment.
4. The evidence says two different things, only
seemingly in conflict. From studies of the 200 odd
extant hunter-gatherer groups from the tropical rainforest to the ice-covered
arctic, it has been calculated that, in general, (but not on the tropical savannah
where presumably it all began), hunting contributes most to the hunter-gatherer
group’s subsistence, measured in both weight and kcals (energy). But even in the
best of times, hunting is a
game of chance and even
the best hunter may
return empty-handed.
This turns the table and,
as described here in
National Geographic
Magazine, makes
gathering the more
reliable contribution.
5. If hunting today is not
a walk in the park after
human skills have been
honed for a million years,
it could not have been at
the first beginning. Dart’s
ferocious killer would
have been hard tried on
the savannah. And here
lies the key to the whole
story.
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1. If we stay true to an important theme of these letters and begin with the
material object, the significant difference
between the respective objects of hunting
and gathering tells much of the story.
2. If we start from the top of the list,
obviously, meat seems the preferably
premium food. It has been argued that our
rapid brain
growth was
based on the
proteins and
fats in the
high-energy
meat diet.
This may be true, only we should avoid thinking
that meat by itself makes brains grow larger like
fertilizer does cauliflowers; or that a large brain by itself is an advantage. The
brain is an energy guzzler, which even at rest
consumes energy far above the average of the body.
The bigger the better, we usually think, but it is for
good reason that natural selection has kept away
from large brains and hardly any are found in nature;
unless you have a very good reason to bear the
expense, a large brain just spells death like a tumour.
3. Until us, there probably never in the whole of natural history was such a
sufficient reason. It was certainly not just to be a carnivore, which only requires
the brain of a cat, or a cooperative hunter, which can be done with the brain of a
dog. That said, the hunting for meat nevertheless did provide the sufficient
reason for our big brains; only it did it in the complex context and indirect way
we are about to unfold.
4. Arriving in large packages, rich in energy, and offering
big returns for your effort, the meat diet sounds almost too
good to be true, so where was the catch? Yes, that was
precisely it! As we move down the list, it becomes clear
that among the hunters and gatherers, the catch is far from
assured. Prey is elusive and may not be found; when found,
it is fast, and mobile, and likely to escape; and when
cornered, it offers resistance, often violently. That changes
the situation, for when survival is at stake, reliable food is the better food.
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1. Facing the choice, could early australopithecines like little Lucy have gone exclusively
for hunting and with the appropriate natural
selection become a true carnivore, perhaps like
Dart’s supposed killer-ape? In theory, yes; but
since the fossil record doesn’t indicate that any did, they probably didn’t; and
they probably didn’t because it was impossible. Chimpanzees savour meat and
hunt opportunistically, but though both smart, fast, and physically strong, and
though they hunt collectively (Leontiev-wise), they manage to add only a few
percent meat to their diet. In the competition with fierce rivals like leopards,
lions, and hyenas in the African forest- and steppe-land, a small newcomer to the
game would have been hard put to do better.
2. Could they have gone exclusively for gathering and become herbivores, then?
Absolutely, and the fossil record shows that some lines most likely did, and that
natural selection followed it up with the appropriate herbivore-adaptations.
Hence the name robust australopithecines, referring to their large, grinding
molars and heavy jaws, powered by big muscles anchored to a bone
crest on their thick skulls. Their life would have been
simpler, the sexes would have collected side by side,
together with their young, with no division of work, no
oversize brain would be called for, and if eventually they died
out, it was only after 100.000 of years of successful existence.
3. Finally there was the choice that eventually would lead to us: To exploit both
resources. Not like the chimpanzees, which would have made us just another
anthropoid ape, but with a division of work between the sexes with males
doing the hunting and females doing the gathering, Only the hunters were more
like lotto coupons than the breadwinners assumed by Lovejoy; sometimes they
would bring a windfall, sometimes they would bring nothing. Reliability a
priority, the breadwinners were rather the gathering females who with their
surplus labour would make up for the males’ shortfall in a division of
labour. It was this interlocking surplus and
shortfall, each profiling the other in a figureground relationship, that created the principle
behind the first human society and every
subsequent human society: The creation and
investment of a surplus. And the very first
investment of the labour surplus went to making
hunting a feasible venture. Thus, without the hunting shortfall, no gathering
surplus, and without a gathering surplus, no development of hunting as the
human way of life. No wonder a big brain would be needed.
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1. With hunting males sharing their excess meat with the
females, and gathering females sharing their excess crop
with the males, two important sources of food were
exploited. And by combining the important but unreliable
yield of vital proteins and fats with the reliable delivery of
basic life-sustaining carbohydrates, females no longer had to chase around but
were able to have more dependent young at a time, while males could begin to
chase around and try their luck in hunting without fear of starving to death.
2. Though it wasn’t Lovejoy’s exchange of food for sex, the arrangement did
create the nucleus of the human society, as he envisioned. And though it wasn’t
exactly the prehistorical barter Adam Smith had imagined, the division of work
involved did start the productive specialisation, he was talking about, turning
hunting and gathering into highly evolved skills, which would take years of
apprenticeship and learning to fully master. In hunters and gatherers today, we
learn that it may take a man twenty years of experience to become a proficient
hunter; and though we don’t read much about the woman gatherer, it would
hardly take less for her to become an expert botanist, collector, and cook.
3. The simple sounding ‘sharing’ is a wide concept, however. It easily conceals
important differences. For instance, this little detail. Hunters are always given
excess meat to share; gatherers are never given an excess crop.
4. It all comes down to the different unit sizes into which the meat and the plant
food come. As a rule, a single kill will bring in more meat than the hunter himself
can consume. If he gets anything at all, he automatically
gets something to spare. The hunter doesn’t have to work
extra to have something to share. In contrast, a single item
of plant food will be less than the
collector needs; to sustain herself, she
will need several. Thus, to have a
surplus to share, she will have to work in excess of her own need.
That is the definition of surplus labour. (L#87.3 and L#89.1).
5. In chimpanzees, the difference in food size and acquisition creates two
different social realms with different logics. Basically, kills are ‘public property’,
which cannot be denied the group, whereas plant food is personal and shared
only with offspring. The same realms are created in hunter-gatherers, where kills
are widely shared. New, however, is that the personal plant food is ‘shared’ with
hunters, adding a division of labour to the division of work. It was the
surplus from this labour that made the hunter-gatherer arrangement possible
in the first place, thereby creating the first human society.
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Letter #101
1. Let’s see what we have.

2. Following up the labour theory of value
from Smith and Ricardo, Marx discovered that
the secret of the capitalist profit was surplus
value produced by surplus labour, labour’s
ability to produce in excess of its own need.
3. Then the
same surplus labour was identified as the
source of the wealth that organised the
social and economic life and property
relations of the previous types of class
society—the surplus labour theory of
wealth.
4. Then Marx from Morgan’s study of the
Iroquois and from his work Ancient Society
glimpsed that the same basic economic
relations extended back into the family in the
early class-less society with women playing a
key role.
5. Then we recognized the ability to produce in excess of
your own need as one of the two foundational pillars upon
which all life rests. For life to continue, living beings must
feed, but they must also reproduce, and the reproduction of
offspring is surplus labour in everything but name.
6. How to make the ends
meet from here was rather
obvious. The reproductive
surplus labour of females
which nursed and fed their young were enlisted
to reproduce the hunters also when in need,
supplying them with collected plant food as were
they off-spring. And from this little sidestep, a
giant step for mankind was made, the human
society was born – the surplus labour theory
of society.
7. And throughout, the underlying secret remains the same:
Surplus labour and the property relations that embrace it.
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1. As the purpose of these letters “is to investigate the relationship between Jens
Mammen’s work and my own” (L#1), it must here be mentioned that Mammen
in East of Eden, his accompanying commentary to
Catching Up With Aristotle, shifts my surplus
labour notion into gift-giving. And that
subsequently, in A New
Logical Foundation
of Psychology and in A Grammar of Praxis, he
makes this gift-giving the probable start of the
human being with its exclusive human sense.
2. Surplus labour is not gift-giving, so could it be that Mammen didn’t care for
the surplus-labour theory, but being too kind to say so just made an elegant
sidestep? Or, could it be that he simply mistook surplus-labour for gift-giving,
after all they do have common features? Or, could it just be the old and trivial
story of competing theories and the right of way?
3. While kindness would not be beyond Mammen, misunderstanding would. In
his commentary, he sharply and correctly points to a crucial difference between
my surplus delivered by labour and his personal gift. The first is a relation of
economy and about affordance and value; the latter is an emotional bond. So, is
our difference all about theoretical competition, then? To a perfunctory view it
might seem so, but I think not. I believe that Mammen’s choice is all about his
castle and his historical bond. Simplified, my take on the matter is this.
4. The notion that humans have (choice-categorical) reason where
animals have only (sense-categorical) s-r cognition was
the psychological scaffold, which first helped Mammen
build his magnificent castle with its mathematical towers
and parapets. Unwilling or unable to take down the
scaffold, our knight must insist that its choice-categorical
wing remains reserved for us humans. The choicecategorical is defined by pointing (existence), grabbing
(numerical identity), and keeping (historical depth), and
since it is hard to deny animals pointing and grabbing,
keeping must be the decisive human difference; and where do we find the
keeping that creates our human “world of threads in time and space” better than
in the personal gift in its many shapes? Yeah, well… I am much taken with the
castle but less so with the scaffolding and think the gift-giving theory too easy
and more about Mammen’s own historical bond to his work.
5. Then again, Mammen could be right. Gift-giving did play a huge role in the
first society and some very clever people say it started it all.
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1. If you deal with complex social
phenomena and find history too
speculative and functionalism too
reductive, the third entrance may be
the right for you. Viewing the whole as
an ‘organism’ or a ‘Gestalt’ where each
element contributes towards the maintenance of the whole system, it is called
Structuralism. It’s a French specialty. Ferdinand de Saussure, a student of
early Indo-European languages, pioneered it to create a twin to Peirce’s
semiotics. With suicide as the opening key, Émile Durkheim used it to launch
sociology. And when Durkheim’s nephew Marcel Mauss applied it to
anthropology, it practically reinvented the field.
2. Inspired by Saussure’s notion of a deep linguistic structure, la
langue, beneath the spoken language, la parole, Uncle Émile had
argued that beneath the surface of society with its sordid
business transactions and shifting political brouhaha
there was a deep pervading structure, which also
became the structure of the human mind. Marcel
agreed, but rather than the little too obvious
‘religion’, he ingeniously chose as the key element to open the
secrets of the archaic society, and thereby the deep structure of
the human mind, the ubiquitous social vehicle, the gift.
3. Mauss showed how gifts maintained the social body by creating pervading
bonds and obligations with time-spanning depth. Not so much through the gift’s
time-preserved numerical identity, as in Mammen’s wedding ring example;
rather, because gifts always came with strings attached, and the stronger because
the strings were invisible, turning the gift into an unstated debt and society into a
web of creditors and debtors where everyone was under obligation to give, to
receive, and to repay.
4. Creditors and debtors are the key words. It was the still unpaid debt and the
outstanding credit which ensured the cohesiveness of society, and creditors were
in no hurry to have the
debt repaid, as much
interest accrued to it.
Not only were unpaid
bonds a basis for
alliances and solidarity (a sort of insurance policy),
the gift was also a direct mean to social respect, social
status, and social control, and the one who gave most was the Big Man.
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1. Big Man in the Polynesian tribal society was he
who had most mana, could bring about the most, and
among the Indians in Northwest America, to reach
that coveted social status, a man would give away
everything in great public feasts, the Potlatch, ‘to give’
in Chinook language. The Potlatch seemed mad and
irrational to the arriving Westerners because the host
would often ruin himself and his house in the effort to share, for which reason
the practice was also outlawed by the Canadian government.
2. I think it’s easy to see, however, that the Potlatch belongs to a ‘deep mental
structure’ that didn’t make the transition from a hunting to a farming life. A
hunter could never throw a bigger feast than the size of his catch would allow; in
the attempt to outdo everybody, a horticulturalist or farmer, however, could
spend in a day everything it had taken him and his family years to accumulate.
3. In the hunting society, the ‘deep mental structure’ was highly rational. When
resources are spotty and unreliable, sometimes bringing a windfall, sometimes a
shortfall, and individual hunting luck must be shared if the group’s way of life is
to be sustainable, throwing big feasts whenever possible is precisely the thing.
For the same reason, the hunter who had much to share became the Big Hunter
with all the advantages of that status. The anthropologist Kristen Hawkes has
even suggested that men did not hunt so much to provide for their own families
but rather to gain the status beneﬁts of sharing their bounty with neighbours,
and we do appreciate her point.
4. In fact, the sharing of meat from the hunt was so
important that it remained crucial for social order and
cohesion long after the hunter-gatherer stage had
passed. Medieval rulers who had no meat to share with
their entourage risked losing authority. Which explains
why poachers in the Sherwood Forest were so cruelly
punished by the Barons; and—whether the fox-hunting
Engels realised it or not—why the hunt became an
existential must for the English elite. The anthropologist
Marvin Harris has given a
gruesome example of what could
happen when the hunting game was exhausted. The
reason the Aztecs in Meso-America went on to become
genocidal killers and cannibals was a dearth of game, he
argued. To have enough meat to share, human flesh had
to be included. Personally, I believe he made his case.
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1. Right, the bonds and obligations created in the
archaic society were certainly deeper, more
psychological, complex and lasting than Smith’s
primitive here-and-now-barter. Equally true—as
Mammen insists against me in his East-of-Eden
commentary—human bonds are personal and
cannot be reduced to “economy” and “expressed in
their so-called exchange value, or in short their price.” Rather they are more like
the bonds Mauss are talking about, “the perpetual interchange of what we may
call spiritual matter, compromising men and things, [which] pass and repass
between clans and individuals, ranks, sexes and generations.”
2. Yes, but all this circulation—giving things away and being
repaid—is exchange, and though the items are not
exchanged directly, and sometimes debts are not repaid but
only lingers, the social law of reciprocity rules (L#86.1).
This turns society into a social contract, though in the archaic
society a much more socially complex contract than the
simple sales contract in our present capitalist society.
3. So, when Mauss above distances himself from man as an ‘economic animal’, it
cannot be from exchange as such, it must be because true human social exchange
is spiritual, and deep and not merely mercantile and shallow as in price-setting,
buying, and selling. The distinction is not unimportant, of course, but I think
Mauss—wittingly or unwittingly—is giving the true economy a miss.
4. The Paris Commune shook the French intellectuals, who
in response created several new social fields, social
psychology among them. Most likely it was a response too
when the uncle in sociology and the nephew in anthropology
wanted to replace politics and economy with a deeper and more spiritual social
reality. But rather than dismiss the political economy, through which we have
been labouring, it should guide us like below (L#90-91).
5. The social sphere with sharing and cooperation
is not uniquely human, but part of the ecology of
all social animals (L#92). Only the wealth
producing sphere is uniquely human. If we call
that unique ecology for the economy, the
human being truly is the economic animal,
(not to be confused with Homo economicus, who
belongs to the sphere of exchange.) This does not diminish the role of the
circulatory sphere of social exchange, however, rather the contrary.
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1. The field anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss took up the baton from
Saussure, Durkheim, and Mauss. As in language, there was a deep structure
beneath the original human culture, and the exchange of gifts was the key. Mauss
was a genius, he declared, only in the welter of gifts, he had missed that one gift
stands out as the root of the whole social system: The gift of women!

2. Shrewdly recognizing that marriage in the archaic society is
not a contract between a man and a woman but a contract
between men about the right to a woman, and treating the
social structure as a relational grammar with the incest taboo as
the key element, Lévi-Strauss was first to
make sense of the inordinately complex
kinship structure in the archaic society. Lévi-Strauss was
himself a genius and got it all right, only with his
preoccupation with sex, also he missed the key to what it was truly about.
3. Of course, sex is important. That female sex—or sin—since Adam and Eve has
figured as a motive force in our understanding is hardly accidental. Though
Lovejoy’s notion of the bread winner hunter falters on the hard realities of early
hunting, his ideas about the role played by sex when females were
to motivate hunters to part with their catch do not. It might have
happened. Even the sex-strike suggested by the anthropologist
Chris Knight could have taken place. In a variation on
Lovejoy, Knight hypothesized that the human society first
began with females refusing males until they brought back meat.
4. Females may have played that role also, but it
was secondary to something else they had to offer:
Surplus labour. It was access to this resource,
mothering, Lévy-Strauss’ incest taboo and male
contract were really all about. Let’s see how.
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1. The argument with premises and conclusion is this.
2. If the ecology is the sun’s life-giving stream of energy
working its way through food-chains and habitats down to the
unit of the feeding organism and its body; and if the only
wealth produced in the natural ecology is the
wealth of offspring and population; and if the human being is
unique by also having a parallel ecology named the economy in
which the energy stream creates an additional material and
cultural wealth, otherwise unknown in the natural world; and if
the organisation of this extra ecology is called the society and
defined by the production and dispensing of a
surplus in a labour-property interlocking
relationship; and if this societal structure based on surplus labour is
defining not only of the capitalist society, the feudal society, and the
slave-owning society, but of the human society in general, which
therefore must have begun with the very first human society, which is the
hunter-gatherers; and if surplus-labour, defined as labour done in excess of
your own need, did not come out of the blue but was rooted in the natural
ecology, then it could only have come from
females, who both as mothers (i.e., ‘reproductive
labour’) and gatherers (i.e., the small food item-size)
already spent much time doing labour in excess of their
own need. Which is the same as saying that human
society could only have come out of the problems
inherent in the
adoption of the hunter-gatherer way of life.
Once you had hunter-gatherers, everything
else would follow. Hunting created the
human being, yes, but gathering created hunting.
3. Now the story could
not be any simpler.
When the young male
came of age, he took up
his own pursuits and
became independent of
his mother’s care, but
when those pursuits
failed to secure him a
living, nothing would be more natural than to become dependent again. Only it
was neither natural, nor simple, but raised a storm which has yet to subside.
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1. The mammal comes with two sharply distinct ages.* In the first,
it is growing up and dependent on mothering. In the second, it is
grown up and on its own. The onset of sexual maturity marks the
transition. Coming of age, the young is driven away as a competitor or sometimes
allowed to stay with the mother’s group. However, reaching the reproductive age,
it is no longer a legitimate receiver of motherly care, which must be reserved for
a new round of offspring. Deeply ingrained in instincts and
urges, and making perfect evolutionary sense, this rule can be
considered a law of nature.
2. When grown-up males, studying to become hunters, reverse the natural order
and become dependent on mothers again, the law is breached. But as seen with
the evolution of the mind (L#64.4), old embedded systems are
never truly broken, rather they are circumvented with new piping
added on top of the old. Muddling through is evolution’s way to
progress and the human being could be a textbook example.
3. The first circumvention was a behavioural rule aimed to
conceal the breach and make it easier for females to overlook
that the supplicant was a fully grown male and not a child. Far
older and more foundational than the tablets of Moses, it is
the original incest taboo, but it is about the relocation of
female surplus labour and not about incest, which in any case
is rare among higher primates. Neither is it, as claimed by
Lévy-Strauss about the important role of male alliances in
gaining access to female sex. At least not in the first instance.
4. Sex is important and if males cannot have it in their own mother group, they
must have it in someone else’s’ mother group. So, here followed immediately a
new rule: You must mate out. It is called exogamy and has been a defining
characteristic of all subsequent societies. With exogamy came another
complication. Besides the divisions of work and labour, if society was to work, it
had to consist of at least two different family-groups or clans. But males being
males, when a male went courting in the mother group of other males, they
would meet him with suspicion and hostility. Unless that could be overcome, he
could not mate out, and consequently not be supported by his females at home,
and therefore not study to become a hunter, and the human being would remain
a pipe dream. But, fortunately, it now proved that if males from across clans
hunted together, and shared meat together, they also bonded together, and
allowed their hunting brothers access to their mothers and sisters. And by that
circuitous route, Lévy-Strauss’ idea that the incest taboo was a contract between
males about the right to women became true, after all.
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1. If the first leap from
mammalian mothering to the
in-clan provisioning of males
in a societal setup with crossclan mating and cross-clan
male-sharing was complex, the
next leap made things even
more complex.

2. Marriage meant that the female providing a male with food was also the
female with whom he had sex. Functionally, this multi-tasking was a huge
simplification. Reducing the needed group size, it
made possible the faster group movement that was
required if you wanted to hunt the large trekking
herbivores. Without marriage, it is very unlikely that
the early humans could have become the big game
hunters they did. Again, the problems of hunting
were forcing the social organisation. It also removed
the last vestige of nature, the genetical bond in the original setup, as your wife
was not really your mother.
3. But marriage was also a huge complication. The same female providing the
male with food and sex is a breach of the original incest taboo (L#108.3), but
again, nothing was broken, only circumvented. Rather than beginning all over
with the nuclear family, marriage was simply added on top of the old order and
the taboo expanded into an intricate web of rules about eating and having sex.
4. Especially the central role of the mother’s brother—her children’s uncle—
baffled the anthropologists until Lévy-Strauss was able to decipher it; it was the
old order showing through. And it kept showing through also when the original
matrilineal descent was replaced with patrilineal descent as in the extended
traditional families of non-western immigrants in which we Westerners today fail
to see anything but suppression of women.
5. Were women suppressed in the original society? The evidence from present
day hunter-gatherers, from Morgan’s Iroquois, and from
Bachofen’s historical studies says they were
not. Women were highly respected (and
much feared) for their vital contributions in
the divisions of work and labour (the first
deities in mythology were female) and they
wielded power of their own. Males fucked
with women at their peril. Agriculture changed all that.
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1. Hunter-gatherers want no more material wealth than they can carry and the
only capital they accumulate is human
capital—i.e., social organisation, cultural
tradition, skills, knowledge, art. They
work to live, and life could be quite
leisurely, as famously shown by the
anthropologist Marshall Sahlins. The
original affluent society it has been called.
2. Settlers, on the contrary, stay attached to
their fields and move nowhere, the pursuit of material accumulation
therefore becomes a possibility, and since a food supply is social
power, also very much wanted. Settlers therefore live to work, add
more land, grow more crops, accumulate more material wealth;
this completely changes the face of surplus labour.
3. Hunter-gatherers are not particularly peace-loving, and hunting
bands often became war parties, but if they didn’t just kill their captives for sport and trophies, they had to let them go or adopt them.
With agriculture, however, captives could be put to productive use.
They could be used as surplus labour; the slave had been invented.
4. Right! What a come down! When
surplus labour, the mainstay of the
old society, became slave-labour, the
highly respected females were
reduced to slave-status. As the
prehistorical record and mythological
lore from Greece and Babylon attest,
the women resisted the downfall,
often violently. But as seen in the
story of the killing of
Orpheus by
maenads on Mount
Parnassus, history is written by the winners, and the resistance
was made out to be the frenzy of sex-crazy women high on drugs.
Chris Knight.

5. With the females’ labour turned into slave-labour, we have arrived at the
slave-society. The ring from the capitalist society back to mammalian
mothering has finally been closed.
6. Right, it has been a long journey, but we are nearly there.
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1. Here is the time to mention that there are two Marx’es. Marx
of the 1844-manuscripts, a young social critic and philosopher;
Marx of the Gotha Programme, a mature political economist and
labour organizer. They are not the same. The
foundational societal structure we have claimed was Marx’s great
discovery, the young Marx would have disowned as humanity’s
perversion and downfall. Nevertheless, if the late Marx helped us
understand the human being as the zoön politikon, Aristotle’s societal animal,
tracking the early Marx will help us understand the human being as the zoön
logon echon, the animal with human consciousness and language.
2. Philosophy is about the two arms of the subject-object relation,
doing and knowing, and an attempt to find concepts to express
the strange combination of identity and non-identity in the relation; the object being both its own, and the subject’s other-being.
3. Fichte’s bid (L#38) was to start from the inside (subjective
idealism) and have the ego create the
non-ego out of itself; and then by doing battle with the
non-ego, know itself as in a mirror, thereby
gaining self-consciousness, human
consciousness, the non-non-ego, facing both
ways like a Janus head. Friedrich Schelling, his student and the
second horse in the troika of German Romanticism, turned the
idea into objective idealism by naturalising his teacher and
having the World-Spirit first create the material nature as its
opposite, then claw its way back to self-consciousness
through inert rocks, growing plants, instinctive animals, to finally
arrive at the human being. (Though evolution was not contemplated,
only the Word-Spirit evolved, Schelling’s vision played a hugely
liberating role for the non-mechanical natural sciences,
psychology included). Finally, Hegel, the third horse,
added the entire world history to the World-Spirit’s
itinerary in a cascade of negations and negations of
negations (L#38). The radical Young
Hegelians adored Hegel’s system,
but loathed that Hegel had made the
Prussian Christian State the crowning achievement of the
World-Spirit. Hegel had only replaced God with the WorldSpirit, changed the name, nothing had really changed, said Ludwig
Feuerbach. But man was not made in God’s image, God was made in man’s;
man was not the World-spirit’s latest achievement, it was the other way around.
(To be continued.)
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1. Young Marx belonged to the Young Hegelians and applauded Feuerbach’s
secularism, since the French Revolution a major
step in society’s liberation from feudal bondage.
Marx particularly liked Feuerbach’s notion of
the human being as a Gattungswesen — a
species-being, a being
that relates itself to its
own being, has its own
being as object. This was
uniquely human, they both, correctly, declared.

2. Yes, I did (L#66), but the
difference is this. Where the
mammals are only able to relate to their own
activity ‘internally’, instinctively, as Marx would say,
humans are able to relate ‘externally’, through language
and thought. Humans not
only know; they know that they
know because they can think it, say it, write it down,
and read it (see also L#53-54); and in this added
externalisation rests the human consciousness.
However, according to Feuerbach and Marx, to be a
species-being meant more than just this. When
humans relate to themselves, they relate—parspro-toto—to the entire humanity.
3. As expressed in his famous pun, ‘Der Mensch
ist was er isst’, Feuerbach was a materialist, but it was an intellectual and
abstract materialism and a far cry from the practical human activity, Hegel was
describing in his opus. Marx chose to follow Hegel, who he said was standing on
his head, but only needed to be “turned right side up again,” and made work
defining of the species-being. (For an attempt to
illustrate the connection between work and
humanity, see L#18.2). In 11 famous theses he
strongly criticized Feuerbach for believing that
merely pointing out the estrangement would
make it go away, not to say, explain from where
it came in the first place.
(To be continued.)
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1. The worker creates an object and recognizes himself in his work
like in a mirror, that is pure Fichte. Then Schelling makes the selfcreation material and places it in nature. Then Hegel makes it overindividual and historical. Then Marx makes it societal and politicaleconomical but also realizes that it is all of these. Like in the artist’s
work, as any art historian will tell you, you see not only the artist’s selfexpression, a self-portrait whatever the motive, but also a portrait of humanity
and its history. And this
work-cum-mirror is the
unique self-consciousness
of the human being.
2. But then alienation
descends like a dark
shadow over the happy
vale as workers are forced
to part with their work.
3. The passages on
alienation in Marx’s
Philosophical-Economical Manuscripts from 1844 are famous for good reason.

This is the young Marx on the top of his powers, forceful, morally driven, literary
brilliant, analytically sharp. In his analysis of labour and property, rent and
wages, he shows that alienation is inherent in the capitalist system and that
the only way we can end alienation and estrangement and
become a true species-being again is to abolish property, surpluslabour, and the division of labour. Many have welcomed the idea,
but it does raise a couple of questions.
(To be continued).
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1. Marx describes with phenomenological nerve the bestial conditions of the
workers in the capitalism of his day; exploited and tied to the machines
of the industrial revolution, they become machines themselves, mere
means to satisfy the needs of others, not their own; walking dead; and
at the same time he shows how the wretchedness and alienation are
generated in the vise of private property and wage labour.
2. It cannot be ameliorated, however, if owners just give better
pay and working conditions, as Adam Smith begs for. Nor is it
a solution to socialize the means of production and make
private property the common property to serve the needs of
all. Such “crude communism” just makes private property
universal, says Marx and compares it to prostitution. In other words, the crude
communism of the
deplorables is just a
confirmation of the
labour-property
relation, which
simply must be
abolished
if alienation is to
end.
3. Was it then the artisan’s dream, Marx imagined as the
solution to alienation, a community of independent producers,
who freely exchange the results of their work in the market?
Not at all, that is alienation, too! In fact,
the word ‘alienation’ was introduced into
German by Hegel from Adam Smith, who by ‘alienation’
simply meant ‘selling’, which Hegel saw as a real-world
example of the subject being separated from its object.
Parting with your object was alienation, and alienation was the curse of mankind
to Marx, who in the future saw a true communism
where the division of work had been eliminated.
Now I don’t imagine his concrete ideal was the life
of the landed gentry, but what was it then? I don’t
pretend to have understood everything in his deep
text, but I honestly don’t think Marx tells; he only
makes abstract references to a communism, which truly “transcended private
property as human self-estrangement.” Perhaps it was unimaginable? Or
perhaps not; it is hard to imagine the unimaginable.
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1. Making concrete sense of what the young Marx was saying was
beyond me until I saw my own reflection in his mirror.

2. The idea that your work is a mirror, in which you see who you
truly are, must have been born by an intellectual. Every trade
produces a mindset echoing its conditions, and no one identifies
closer with their work than the intellectuals, the scholars,
philosophers, and scientists. (I am sure you know what I mean.) The object of the
intellectual is an object of theory and thought; it is ideal and universal,
spreading its wings like an eagle over the world and its petty material concerns,
and so the mindset of the intellectual becomes. Like his object gave the hunter
much to share, the ideal object gives the intellectual limitless to share. In
contrast with the material object, an ideal object is not reduced by sharing, it is
multiplied, and you can share it without ever parting with it. His mindset
therefore tells the intellectual that his work belongs to the world, is public
domain and open source. He suffers when he cannot find people to share it with;
is horrified when his university is taken over by neoliberals, who make thought a
money-making and patented commodity; and is aggrieved when academic
publishing houses, reinforced by new draconian intellectual property
laws, carries away his work and places it behind prohibitive pay walls.
With great nostalgia and longing, he
recalls the Golden Age of Athens, once
the ideal of the entire university world,
when free men and free thought ruled
and philosophers were kings, and the dirty material
world of labour, commerce, and money were kept
at arm’s distance.
3. A doctor of Greek philosophy, who translated Aristotle’s De Anima as a
student, Marx no doubt had imbibed this Hellenic ethos—together with multiple
mugs of beer in the student taverns. His university kept the universal ideals high,
but because of student radicalism, Marx was barred from the wanted academic
career and thrown into the real world where, like so many other students, he had
to make a living. (Staying with the ideals, he never really managed, but luckily
there was Engels.) For most students, the transition from the lofty realm of
thought to the sordid realm of commerce was a cold turkey, and precisely from
this trauma much great philosophy was born, Søren
Kierkegaard’s Existentialism, for instance. If Marx’s
text is read with the ideals of the universal
intellectual in mind, the nostalgic Hellenic utopia,
work belonging to humanity, and sharing without
parting, and Marx is seen as a Grenzgänger, who both confirms, denies, and
entwines the two sides of the transition, it all makes a lot more sense.
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1. The trope the young Marx employs—fall and resurrection—is the most
powerful in human history. For the early farmers, it captured the seasonal cycle,
and long before the circular ‘year’ of life became the backbone in Aristotle’s
philosophical ontology, it had been celebrated in myths all
over the world. This one you’ll probably know: The crops
and wine to be harvested, and the fowl and beasts to be
slaughtered were seen as the nature deity Dionysus, who
gave up his body in sacrifice for the humans to
live, but then at springtime was resurrected in new seedlings,
grapes, chicks, and lambs. Right down to eating the deity’s flesh and
drinking his blood, it is the same figure we meet in Christ the
Saviour, only St. Augustine had been adamant that Christ died only once for our
sake. With Christianity, the trope had been imprinted on Western culture; true,
Jews saw Christ as a false prophet, but they just waited for their own true
prophet to lead them out of their miserable exile, same thing.
2. Conceivably, the three-step of the trope inspired the three-step of the
Romanticist philosophers. But whereas the original trope only restored things to
their original state, the genius of the Troika was to see the
negation as a creative force; Fichte’s Ego becoming Non-Ego,
then Ego again, but now with self-consciousness; Schelling’s Spirit becoming
Nature, then Spirit again but now with self-consciousness; and Hegel’s creative contradiction in the negation
of the negation (see L#39.6).
3. With Feuerbach’s species-being as key
concept, Marx does include the aspect of selfconsciousness that distinguishes the human being
from the instinctive animal being. Marx does not
explain where the species-being came from; it was
certainly not from the Troika’s wringer, and he probably assumed it had always
been there. That is, until it was undone by alienation and now awaits to be
restored by a true communism. The notion of a
future society without division of work and labour
does not instil confidence. But neither is it helpful
that Marx seems stuck in the ancient trope, which
goes nowhere but back.
4. To find words and concepts to catch the human
consciousness is like Escher’s hand drawing itself, but none have to
this day done better than the Troika, and they would say, contrary
to young Marx, that it was the alienation itself that made us; that
what we should be looking for was not merely the mirror, but the
crack in the mirror.
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1. From ancient times, the way to express the essential difference between
humans and animals was to say that the animals have only instincts whereas
the humans have consciousness or self-consciousness; in the old days often
rendered as the spark of soul which animals were without. Everybody agreed
that this was a good way to express the difference, Marx too; and it was, but what
did it mean?
2. If we begin with instinct, its meaning has ranged from the narrow technical
sense—accumulation of drive to be released by key stimuli—which gave the old
Nazi Konrad Lorenz a Nobel Prize with Niko Tinbergen, to the concept of
an inherent and fixed action pattern, of which
early psychology, beginning with Wundt and
Freud, found more than 4000 (not helpful),
to just broadly meaning ‘the natural’.
3. As one aspect of ‘instinct’ was its involuntary, automatic, and
reflexive character, it was obvious to see human consciousness
in precisely the ability to override instinct, as Abraham Maslow
did. But the ability to override reflexive action and thus make
action ‘voluntary’, we have already given to the mammalian
mind (L#64-66), and human consciousness is not a mere extension of mind, it
is something else entirely. Maslow had
made the wrong cut; rather than vertical,
the cut should have been horizontal. Let
me try to explain.
4. In animals the duality is always
fully present, but it is also
unexcogitable. Yes, that strange
word is one I had to dig up from a
dictionary, but it is practically
tailormade for our purpose. It
means impossible to think out, comprehend, and precisely the inherent duality is
undissolvable in the animal mind, which means that either the animal sees itself
in the mirror of its object, or it doesn’t see an object (i.e., goal) at all. This is what
Leontiev expresses when he says that the
animal’s activity is always ‘instinctive’, i.e.,
insolubly related to its biological need.
5. In humans, in contrast, the duality is
excogitable, and that is the difference between
instinct and human consciousness. To figure out
how the latter came about, is all that remains.
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1. Time for our fish to finally take the leap and go ashore,
in one behavioural act breach a natural barrier, conquer a
new world, the human world, and create a new kind, the
humankind, a zoön politikon with its society founded in
alienation, and a zoön logon echon with its human
consciousness and language founded in estrangement. We
can picture the primordial event like this.
2. A grown-up male, a prospective hunter down on his luck, approaches his
mother and asks for the child’s privilege: To be fed.
3. Faced with this breach of
natural law, instinct, and
propriety (L#108.1), she
should refuse. Most
probably did and were
never heard of again. The
exception, who didn’t, opened the box of Pandora.
4. But how could the females fail to see that the fully attributed male was no
longer a child? They could not, of course, the contradiction was glaring. But here
enters the magic of the negation of the negation.
5. Once a child (A), but no longer (non-A), the
supplicant claims to be a child again (A). No deal, she
says, to be both A and non-A is a contradiction and
that is impossible, Aristotle says so. But the children
with their riddles say otherwise. So,
if she can see the walking
contradiction as a riddle, the
conundrum may be solved; she only
needs to see him as the negation of
the negation, at the same time a child and not:
A non-non child!
6. The sublation (fusion or suspension) of a
contradiction is the essence in humour, which can
be seen as the prototype of human consciousness. There are two steps; first the
anxiety of the contradiction; then, following the AhaErlebnis, the emotional relief released in a giggle.
7. I like to believe that it was precisely in such a giggle
that humankind was first born when females solved
the riddle of the non-non-child.
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1. The non-non-child breaks the bonds of instinct.
2. Instinct means (L#116) that
there is a simple identity between
the subject and its object. The
mother identifies with her food
and she identifies with her young, which
by the law of transitivity means that
young and food belong to each other, too.
This generates the following story.
3. The triangle of identity works perfectly
as long as the young is a young (1); and if
a non-young is placed in the young’s
place, it’s a no go, of course (2). What
happens if it is our non-non-young,
then? The non-non-young is both a young
and not, so it could go either way, but if
the contradiction was suspended as in the
giggle (L#117.7), it might work. The
contradiction is only suspended, however,
not eliminated, so there is a crack in the
identity relation between mother and
non-non-young (3). The crack means that the mother becomes a non-nonmother (both a mother and not); and as a crack in one leg must spread to the
other legs, the food becomes non-non-food (both food and not) (4.) With the
non-non-mother and the non-non-food, the non-non-subject and the nonnon-object are born (5).
4. The non-non-object means that the object is horizontally sliced, (as
described in L #116.3); the two sides are no longer fused as in instinct but are
coming apart in their true components. The object is not only objective, objective
as in goal; it is also objective, objective as in
independently existing. Previously it had been
impossible to isolate the latter aspect, that is a
human prerogative. But once you can isolate
objectivity, you have also isolated subjectivity, the
ability to recognize your own feelings and attitudes,
the non-non-subject. Subjectivity and objectivity
are fused in the animals; only the human being can
make the distinction and is therefore the only being
that has objectivity and subjectivity! Leontiev says
the same, so it must be right.
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1. Right, the recognition of
objectivity AND subjectivity
(consciousness and selfconsciousness) as the human
prerogative is a major step forward,
but we are not nearly there. To get to the zoön logon echon we
still need to explain language. In fact, Lev Vygotsky even
says—and demonstrates—that it is by way of speech and
language the child gains conscious thought in the first place.
2. After Darwin and his evolution,
language was, of course, to be understood in the
Darwinian way as a gradually evolved function with
precursors in the animal world. Onomatopoetic
imitation of natural sounds was a theoretical favourite
and the literature enlists a number of theories with
telling names—Bow-wow, Pooh-pooh, Ding-dong,
Yo-he-ho, and Ta-ta. They may sound ridiculous, but as language-labs prove,
imitation plays an important role in foreign language acquisition; it is essential
in the child’s first learning how to speak, of course, so why not also in the origin
of the first language? We shall presently return to that question.
3. A faithful Darwinian, Engels concurs, only
emphasizes the social aspect of speech as a
communicative tool. We shall return to that
aspect too, but first a word about
the development of the vocal
organs—vocal cords, lips, and
larynx—the sound machine that
delivers the speech sounds and therefore must be first to attract the
explanation of the mechanic. Here it proves—surprise, surprise—that the human
vocal organ is unique, and though apes do vocalize, they lack the proper
equipment to produce the sounds required for human speech; if you want apes to
speak, you must teach them sign language. (By inference, a common theory says
that prior to the evolution of the right larynx, the human language originated as a
language of gestures). Used as a marker, the sound equipment first barred
everybody but Homo sapiens, then let in the Neanderthal, then Homo erectus,
and only in 2017 a study convincingly argued that Ardipithecus ramidus was able
to make the proper sounds. That’s 4.4 million years ago, long before the
australopithecines, and leaves us ample room to play around. Obviously
important, we happily leave the sound-producing mechanics of speech to the
experts, however. It’s a different aspect of language we are after.
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HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS EXPLAINED
1. All animals communicate with each other, by pheromones,
behavioural response, bodily posture, facial expression, or
vocalization. The continual passing of signals is crucial
for the safety, coherence, and organisation of the group,
as well as for keeping the intimate bond between
offspring and caretakers; and humans share much of
this instinctive repertoire, as Darwin was first to document.

2. Most signals are inborn, but some are learned,
and some bird species have an extraordinary
capacity for picking up new signals and applying them in their
proper context; it is not without reason, for instance, that the
parrot is mentioned by both Darwin and Engels.
3. Whether just a gradual evolution of the animal signals, as Darwin
claims, human language use must be learned from example, too. This can be
rendered as operant conditioning as B. F. Skinner did in his theory of speech
acquisition. The child listens, then repeats the utterance. If incorrect, the child is
corrected and tries again. If correct, the child is rewarded with a
smile or a nod, which reinforces the response. In this way the
children’s’ speech is shaped into proper language by their significant
interlocutors. Proper French, if they are French, and so on.
4. Lev Vygotsky also understood the child’s speech acquisition as imitative
conditioning, but the Russian Marxist had a problem. He had to find a solution
that satisfied three conditions. I. As a Marxist, he had to make humans unique
from animals. II. As a Marxist, he had to place the difference with the social. III.
As a materialist in Russia, (Vygotsky was unceasingly suspected of idealism), he
had to base his psychology on Pavlov; only Pavlov’s classical conditioning did
absolutely nothing for I. and II. Luckily, however, Pavlov added a second
signal system to the natural and sensory first, now using
the word as a new kind of stimulus, and Vygotsky was in
business. He went on to show how, with the word as funnel,
the human world and culture entered the child’s mind. This
process was both social, uniquely human, and Pavlovian.
Bravo! (But he was still suspected of being
an idealist, and maybe he was. As a
teenager, Vygotsky had written a
treatise on Hamlet, the sad and
miserable Prince of Denmark, and
that can never be a good sign.)
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HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS EXPLAINED
1. Vygotsky demonstrated how the origin of the child’s
thought is social and comes about through language.

2. The cognitive biologist Jean Piaget didn’t think so. According to him,
thought was not social but an inherent, epigenetic, cognitive structure that
unfolded in definite stages of equilibrium and disequilibrium following the
child’s explorative behaviour. A precondition for language, it
preceded language, and rather than a bridge to thought, as
Vygotsky claimed, private speech was a developmental deadend. However, at the end of the lively discussion that followed,
Piaget became convinced that Vygotsky was right and
conceded. But maybe he had conceded too early.
3. The Vygotsky-Piaget debacle was a storm in a teacup compared to the ‘debate
of the century’, which next followed in America. No sooner had Skinner
in 1957 in Verbal Behavior published his theory of speech acquisition,
before it was flattened in a review by the linguist Noam Chomsky.
4. Chomsky insisted that it was impossible that language was
acquired from the child’s experience and learning as held by
Skinner (and Vygotsky). Language was a complex and complete
cognitive structure, which could not be pieced together bit by bit by the child’s
slow learning. Rather it must already be finished in place as an inborn structure
in the child’s brain, a set
of language rules
common to all, a
universal grammar,
which only needs to be
activated.
5. Chomsky’s proof was devastating. In one fell swoop, Skinner’s Operant
behaviourism, which for decades had ruled supreme in American psychology,
was dethroned and replaced with Cognitive science, which Chomsky the
previous year had helped to launch (L#68), and which would soon enlist Piaget.
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1. ‘The debate of the century’ was just another battle in the age-old
tug of war between nativism and empiricism, between
knowledge inborn and knowledge acquired through experience.
But if we recall Bühler’s instruction (L#49)
and remember that many features are
inborn, many learned, and many—as the
ducklings show—the result of the interaction
between the inborn and the learned, could not
Chomsky and Skinner both be right?
2. For our combatants both to be right, a distinction would be
useful, and here Ferdinand de Saussure’s distinction
between language and speech immediately springs to mind.
Leaving aside the specific linguistic content Saussure gave it*, if
language and speech are two
different things, speech could
still be an acquired ability even if language was an
innate capacity.
After all, it does
take the child a lot
longer time to
learn his mother
tongue than it takes for the ducklings to be
imprinted.
3. But not nearly long enough time to explain
the child’s mastery of the linguistic code from
reinforcement, Chomsky insists; besides the code
is not pieced together but comes as full born as
Venus from the sea and must therefore derive
from an inborn grammar in the child’s brain. As
the grammar is unique to the human being, by the
same token it could not have evolved by gradual
natural selection, it must have come into being in a leap, Chomsky says.
4. Language as a unique human feature arriving in a leap, a discontinuity, that
certainly catches our attention. What sort of leap did Chomsky have in mind?
5. Though Chomsky was forced to this bizarre
conclusion from his analysis of language, the
fantastic mutation did not sound credible even to his
own ears. “A fairy tale”, he called it, but how else
account for the leap? Yes, how else, indeed?
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1. Continuity-breaking leaps in evolution have not been uncommon (L#75.2), but
mutations (L#76-77) are not the only way they can come
about. They can also originate in acts of behaviour
(L#78). So, if you are hesitant towards Chomsky’s cosmic
ray-gun explanation of the human being’s unique superhero-powers (L#55.5), you should instead look at the
explanation we are here pursuing (L#118) where an act of
behaviour achieves precisely the same.
2. At the same time as our non-non-cascade explains
human consciousness and self-consciousness as a
breaking up of the animal’s instinctive and indissoluble
subjective/objective block, it explains human language
as precisely the same split. It goes like this:

3. The human sign
mentioned here is not at first a conventional sign (defined by culture and
convention), but the animal’s natural signal transformed in content but not in
sound. The objective-subjective split
caused in the non-non-signal does,
however, lead to Saussure’s
distinction between signifier and
signified and therefore,
subsequently, to the evolution of
conventional signs and linguistics as
we know it, (semiotics too, if Peirce’s third leg is added as the connecting
arbitrator). Local dialects in animal signals are not unknown, but this is differrent. If the new relations are to be modelled, an expanded vocabulary is needed
and speech-organs to express it, too, which calls in arbitrary culture and random
natural selection. But what about Chomsky’s universal grammar, then?
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1. The universal grammar is the essential framework of language, and if we leave
Chomsky’s technicalities aside and keep to the barest skeleton, a linguistics
webpage offers us this triad, which can be
likened to an x-ray image of language.
2. But as we recognize the triad as the basic
activity structure, it is also an x-ray
image of life. In other words,
language is basically a mapping of life activity.
3. More specifically, it is a mapping
of the unique human life activity,
which opens for language and speech with, first transformed natural
signals, then conventional signs as map signatures.
4. We have now the unique and tricky situation that speech activity is both itself
life activity and a duplication of life activity. Both part of and apart from. In this
strange duality we recognize the non-non-aspect of human
consciousness and self-consciousness (L#118). We also recognize
the doubling and inversion characteristic of the ‘species being’
(L#112) [if you like, you can throw in Martin Heidegger’s Dasein here, too], the
being which has its own being as object.
5. Though not the same, one is an inward experience, the other an outward
expression, human consciousness and language are like twins, they originate in
the same event, a crack in the primordial subject-object
relation, and they are co-extensive for long stretches; and in so
many ways, language is the practical vehicle of human
consciousness that Vygotsky’s claim seems quite justified.
6. The universal (subject-object) grammar always belonged to life and world; it
was not created out of nowhere, nor rayed in from space, only it was disclosed—
x-rayed—by a behavioural event. If, however, the disclosure was of importance to
the present way of life, or the x-ray image held potential advantages for its
promotion, it would shape the behaviour, Skinner-wise by reinforcement, and
the brain, Darwin-wise by natural selection, and thus—by the Baldwin-effect
(L#78)—Chomsky would get his universal grammar installed in the head.
7. What was the advantage? With the duality—part of and apart from—two
partly separate realms are created, the material world and
the ideal world of words, where the latter can slide relative to
the first, backwards into the past tense, forward into the
future tense, and even upward into the imaginary tense. This
is unique to the human being and literally made a world of difference.
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1. Integrated with the new human society, the world of words became a
defining part of the human being’s unique econiche, which, being an instinctbreaking non-non-world, would only be sustainable with a level of instruction
and learning unprecedented in natural history.
2. In a number of detailed studies delineating the
unique difference between us and the higher apes,
the evolutionary anthropologist Michael
Tomasello has boiled it down to shared
attention. The mother’s and the child’s ability to focus
together on a common object has been instrumental in the
evolution of language and the ensuing higher cognitive
skills, he correctly observes. Tomasello speculates that this
shared attention has evolved with social cooperation, maybe
even in cooperative hunting, where, as Rousseau and Leontiev told us (L#82), a
measure of shared attention is absolutely needed. Though we have pointed to a
different and more abrupt arrival for language, and should be careful not to
consider ‘a need’ a sufficient evolutionary explanation, there can be little doubt
that social cooperation have played a pivotal role in the evolution of speech with
its expanding vocabularies and speech sounds, and that Tomasello with shared
attention has identified one of the absolute keys in human evolution.
3. Shared attention is not entirely unknown in the animal
world but locked in instinct it goes nowhere. The situation is
very different when the lock is broken, and the child comes
prepared with a receptive brain
and an urge to fill it. The meaning, the Kalahari
Bushmen are referring to in their saying no doubt
is existential meaning, but it might as well have
been the meaning of words.
Because not only are the
children fed food, they are fed
words, and the hunger for words can become ravenous as
most parents will know. How ravenous was famously demonstrated by
Helen Keller, who as deaf and
blind and a late starter brought
an otherwise normal process in
child development to the
attention of the public, and,
luckily, to the attention of the
pedagogical sciences, also.
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1. To welcome a mutation like MYH-16 (see L#77) that
significantly reduces your muscle power seems a tall order, but as
the complexities of the new societal living and with it the
intricacies of the non-non-world of
words were crying for a bigger and more flexible
brain—a first in evolution—we can see why it
would be a justified trade-off. But it was only one
of several mutations that served to retard the
organism’s normal morphological development
and leave it in a juvenile state, i.e., the neoteny
that clearly marks us from the apes. If we enter
the technical literature, we can read the following about these neotenous genes:

2. Precisely! The evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould
is among the many who have explained how neoteny made the
human being by
not closing but extending
the juvenile period of
neuronal plasticity where the brain is
most open and receptible. With
prolonged gestation this results in the
larger human brain. As it cannot be
larger than passage through the birth
channel will allow, its development is
largely unfinished at birth wherefore
the infant for years is totally
dependent on maternal care. But with
mother’s shared attention, this just
further feed the plastic juvenile brain
with its vampirical appetite for learning, and out comes in
the end the human being with its much hailed curiosity,
creativity, and child-like playfulness, and on top of it all, its
extraordinarily child-like looks.
3. But neoteny had another crucial selective advantage. Having a baby-face will
certainly help if a male is to portray himself as a child, and the female is to pretend to believe it. Thus, the juvenile look may have equalled the juvenile brain in
importance. And mentioning ADHD above, we should not forget behaviour.
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1. Looks are important but even more important is behaviour. If a male had to
present himself as a child to gain access to the female goods, not behaving manly
(the incest-taboo-thing) was the absolute minimum, but behaving child-like,
even childish, was better. Instinctively, child-like features are
endearing to us and this would help a supplicant.
2. With child-like behaviour—playful, funny, whimsical,
naughty, prankish, reckless, clownish, clumsy,
vulnerable, mischievous,
capricious, egocentric—our
non-non-young became a
man-child, a category well-known to this day and
sometimes referred to as a ‘Peter Pan’.
3. Peter Pan, the ‘boy who wouldn’t grow up’ and lived in
‘Never Land’ [eerily like our ‘non-non-world’!], where childhood
can last forever, is a fictional character created and developed by
J. M. Barrie in 1902-1911; but Peter Pan is also a modern
rendition of the trickster, an archetypal character who appears in the
mythologies of cultures all over the world.
4. The trickster comes in many variations according to local lore, but
the literature sums up the
trickster with these
characteristic features: A
boundary crosser, who
violates principles of social
and natural order,
playfully disrupting
normal life and then reestablishing it on a new
basis. Fond of breaking
rules, boasting, and
playing tricks on humans and gods. Openly questions and mocks authority.
Cunning or foolish or both. Often a clown using laughter because laughter
opens and frees from rigid preconception.
5. I have little doubt that the archetype of the trickster derives from the non-non-child (perpetuated as
the man-child), the boundary-crosser to which we owe
our human being; Lévi-Strauss even portrays the
trickster as the negation of the negation! Talking of
myths, we should not forget the most famous, however.
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1. Most famous in our culture is the myth of the Fall of Adam
and Eve in Genesis with the ensuing concept of original sin. It
has ruled the understanding of the human being uncontested from
St. Augustine and far into the 18th century, when its only rival, the
materialist story from Democritus, began to gain traction.
Assuming you know it, let’s proceed to some analysis and interpretation.
2. The Genesis was presumably written down by Jewish scholars during their
Babylonian exile, only 200 years prior to Democritus’ new philosophy. The tales
compiled in Genesis are, however, much, much older, an amalgamation of myths
picked up in Babylon and tribal lore from the Jews’ own oral tradition stretching
back to the first of times. For this reason, the Adam and Eve myth can be seen as
a composite of something Babylonian and something original.
3. The scholars tell that the Babylonian contribution derives from the creation
myth Enuma Elisj. In this, the original MotherGoddess, Tiamat, is overthrown by the male
Warlord-God, Marduk, and cruelly slaughtered
when she and her followers resist the take-over.
Obviously this is a mythical reflection of ‘the
women’s world historical defeat’ (see L#110);
and as Tiamat was also known as the Dragon or
Snake, this may explain the serpent that lured
Eve into her rebellious act in Genesis, and also why Eve—and afterwards her
gender—was blamed, punished, and condemned to subservience for her sin.
4. But this still leaves unexplained the forbidden fruit given to the man by the
woman. That this transgression opens their eyes; makes them like God. That
their God-Eye-vision makes them discover their nakedness and makes them
cover themselves. And that it takes them out of nature and into a life of labour.
Presumably, this part must therefore belong to an older, original lore.
5. Yes, it is uncannily like the story we have just told above, with precisely the
same essential components;
Titian’s picture of the Fall
can even be read as a comic
strip rendition of the event.
Could it really be that the
Adam and Eve story,
cleansed of the inserted
male-propaganda, is a tribal
memory of the primeval
event itself!?
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1. Myths can be tribal reminiscences retold through
generations. The worldwide myth of a Great Flood, for
instance, no doubt is a memory of the floods that followed
worldwide when the huge North American ice lake broke
through the ice-barrier and emptied into the Atlantic,
rapidly raising sea-levels. But that was quite recently in
prehistorical terms, only about 10.000 years ago or less; the primeval Adam-andEve-event would be much older. How much older?
2. Since scholars previously have systematically
and unwaveringly underestimated the age of all
prehistorical events, and often hilariously so,
the rule should be to extend the date of the
event in question as far back in time as
possible, and then some.
3. Following this rule, the best
estimate—educated guess—would
place the primordial event that
created the human being, human
consciousness and society, with
the Australopithecines right
before they split into Homo
habilis, who went for that idea, and got a big brain,
and Australopithecus robustus (& co), who didn’t,
and got big teeth instead. (See L#99.2). This would be
approximately 3 million years ago.
4. That is, of course, far too long ago for the Adam and
Eve event to be a tribal memoir. Besides, after the leap
was made and the signal cracked, the new possibilities would take a long time to
unfold before humans gained enough speech to tell such stories. Is the uncanny
accuracy of the myth accidental then? Perhaps not. If the myth was not retold,
generation for generation since the first day, the relations, it was about, were.
Recreated and unbroken through endless generations right back from the
beginning, the human society with its deep elemental structure is itself a tribal
memoir with huge historical depth. Though we are not usually conscious of it, the
structure reveals itself in our myths and narratives. Should our structuralist
friends not be right that the deep structures are also imprinted in our minds,
they are imprinted in the societal relations from where they can be revealed as
soon as we start asking for explanations. Exactly as the ancient mythologies have
done since the first of times, and, whether mythology or science, precisely as we
have done in the narrative above.
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Summary

HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS EXPLAINED
1. Whether the honour (or blame) should go to
him, who presented himself as a riddle, or to
her, who solved it, in this primordial scene we
see humankind being born as, at the same time,
Aristotle’s societal animal and Aristotle’s animal
with consciousness and language; the scene
holds the key to the secrets of both. Let’s
recapitulate the argument.

2. If you insist with Wallace (L#71) that the human being is different
in kind, you must be able to point to a qualitative difference. Since
ancient Greece, human consciousness and language have been agreed
to be this difference, making us Aristotle’s zoön logon echon.
3. If you also accept Darwin’s evolution, which we do, you must be able to point
to the leap or sudden shift (or exaptation (L#127.2)) that originated the
discontinuity (L#73). This could be either a mutation (L#76-77) or a behavioural
act that leads into a unique, new econiche, which subsequently sets up (the
Baldwin-effect) a corresponding regime of mutation and natural selection
(L#78). If you dismiss mutation as first mover in the present case, you must be
able to point to the innovating behavioural act and the new econiche it creates.
This was well understood by the ancients; only they were
unable to suggest any other act to explain our unique—
godly—powers than the act of godly intervention, which,
obviously, is a case of Feuerbach’s inversion (L#112) and a
definite dead end.
4. The ancients’ identification of the unique human econiche
was superb, however. The econiche was the human society,
making us Aristotle’s zoön politikon. Now to find the real act that originated this
new econiche, you must understand what is unique about the human society.
This can only be the special ecology called the economy (L#105.5), which is
added to and pervades our natural ecology.
5. The economy walks on two legs, production and trade, so the leap could have
been made with either leg leading. Through ages, thinkers
belonging to the mercantile middle-classes chose the trade-leg,
making us Adam Smith’s trading animal, homo economicus, as is
also the ruling doctrine today (L#88). This, however, is a deadend, also, as trade in principle is a zero-sum-game and has no
creative force without previous production.
(To be continued.)
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6. To understand the society-creating force of production there is still no better
guide than Marx, and when his work points you to surplus-labour as the motor
in the economic evolution of the historical societies (L#87), the question is
reduced to this: Could surplus-labour in some way explain the leap?
7. Once you realize that surplus-labour, the capacity to produce
beyond your own reproductive need, is not something new, but
old as life itself and present all over the natural world because
the producing and caring for off-spring is surplus-labour in
everything but name (L#94), the question becomes, what kind of event could
have turned this natural ‘surplus-labour’ into the new society-creating surpluslabour? The answer gives itself; the caring service of mothers must have been
extended to include more than their dependent off-spring (L#118).
8. There could be only one context for this extension, the hunter-gatherers,
recognized as the first human societal organisation (L#95); but could there also
be a scenario which would let it happen? If you consider the awesome challenges
the primary plant-eaters must have faced on their way to become meat-eaters,
and analyse the great ontological and psychological differences between plantcollecting and meat-hunting (L#98-100),
and then add what is empirically known
from present day hunter-gatherers, the
scenario drops out of a hat. It was simply
the extension of female surplus-labour to aid
prospective male hunters that made hunting a feasible
activity (L#107), thereby creating the hunter-gatherers
organisation, which with its complex divisions of work
and labour and its interlocking surplus and deficit
structure (L#92.3), laid the foundation stone for all
future societies. But if this explains the leap that created
society as the unique human econiche, how does it also explain the unique
human consciousness and language?
9. Again, you must first identify what is unique about human consciousness,
(except for being ‘god-like’). Here Fichte has still been the closest to capture the
illusive self-reflective moment of consciousness (L#38 & 111), using the
concept of double contradiction, or the negation of the negation
(L#118). If you therefore look for a contradiction in the huntergatherer story, one immediately presents itself: the man pretending to be a child:
the non-non-child (L#119). The non-non-moment in turn cascades into other
relations, creating human language in the process (L#124) as the twin to
human consciousness, and subsequently its vehicle.
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Conclusion HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS EXPLAINED

1. In the picture, the foundation of both human society and
consciousness is laid, together, in one leap, in one
behavioural act. Before the act we were in the animal
world; after the act we were in the unique human non-nonuniverse with its economic econiche and evolving world of
words. It would, of course, have been difficult to eye the radicality of the
transformation at the moment of its origin, but the logic (bio-logic, psycho-logic,
and now also anthropo-logic) had suddenly shifted, and with it not only
behaviour and social relationships, but also the direction of natural selection’s
selection of suitable mutations. Evolution had taken a leap.
2. It all originated in the same event, but we can still, as Aristotle did, distinguish between the zoön politikon and the zoön logon echon, and thus between
the theory of society and the theory of human consciousness and language.
3. The theory of society presented above is comprehensive and
consistent; it draws together in one argued account a large range of
human phenomena and relates these to essentials of biology and to
our concrete natural-historical, prehistorical, and historical past;
though complex, it is simple, creates a lot of order where none formerly existed,
and makes terrific sense; to the best of my knowledge, it conforms with the
known facts; and, as Bühler advises, it includes the previously
proposed theories as valuable contributions that belongs in the
complete picture. In short, if you are after the secret of the
human being, the theory is easily the best bid until now.
4. The theory of human consciousness and
language with its eerie concept of non-non is
more elusive than the straightforward theory of society on which it is premised.
Fichte’s idea of double contradiction will no doubt irk many a logician, who will
think it mere wordplay and getting lost in Galileo’s dark labyrinth. But it takes
one to catch one; language is the medium of the human consciousness and wordplay is its child. The elusive consciousness demands a
concept to suit it, and whether eerie, I don’t think no better than
Fichte’s has yet been proposed. Besides, drawing explanatory power
from the theory of society, it does make sense. It could be a beginning.
5. ‘Human consciousness’ has been a long journey, much longer than
I originally intended, but sometimes you just have to follow the story
where it leads; besides, if you have fallen upon the secret of the
human being, it would be stingy not to take the time to tell it. However, having visited the upper floors of the psychology building, we
shall now turn to the foundation. First intentionality, then sentience.
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INTENTIONALITY
1. Having done the two fancy top stories of my four-domain
general psychology (L#60), we have now come to the two
foundational ones upon which the upper floors rest:
Intentionality and Sentience. In the figure, the first is made the
ground floor, the second the basement. Ground and base are
meant to signify a principled difference, one up in the world,
the other below the surface. Both can claim to be the
foundation of psychology and have.

2. In our context, a principled difference in psychology can only mean one of two.
Either the split between Aristotle and Galileo, or the split between Mammen’s
choice-categorial and sense-categorial. Not entirely clear whether it challenges
Mammen’s understanding, the thesis I am going to pursue in the remainder of
the letter series—for parsimony if nothing else—is that in psychology they are
one and the same.
3. Scientific psychology is said to be founded when the Galilean experimental
methodology was introduced in the 1870’s (L#10). Of the three founders
recognized, only two were Galileans, however; bizarrely, the third was an
Aristotelian! Wilhelm Wundt and Ivan Sechenov were roommates when
studying with the physicist and physician Hermann von Helmholtz, who was
student of the sensory physiologist Johannes Müller, who was first to apply
Galilean experimental laboratory methods to sensory experience. Their major
inspiration was the physicist G. T. Fechner, who was first to produce a
mathematical psycho-physical equation. Afterwards, Wundt leaned to the
psycho-side, classifying introspective experience in his psycho-physical laboratory, while Sechenov leaned to the physical side, studying physical reflexes in his.
4. Frantz Brentano, the third
founder, was the odd man out. His Alma
Mater was
the Catholic
Church and
his model was
Aristotle. Despite this pedigree, his phenomenological
approach and act-psychology gained him a great
following in European thinking.
5. As I shall claim that the Aristotelian Brentano was
talking choice-categorial where the Galileans, Wundt
and Sechenov were talking sense-categorial, at the very founding of modern
psychology, the two aforementioned splits were one and the same.

Letter #135

INTENTIONALITY

1. Against Wundt’s content-psychology and Sechenov’s stimulusresponse psychology, Brentano launched act-psychology. Like all
acts, Brentano’s mental acts were reaching out. This reaching-out is
intentionality and defines the psychological as a phenomenon that is always
about something. For the
same reason, intentionality
has, quite
aptly, also
been called
aboutness.
2. William James presents a similar definition of
the psychological, only the
reaching-out is here specifically
directed towards future ends. If
we call that intentionality in the
psychological sense, Brentano’s is
intentionality in the philosophical sense, which as purely phenomenological
doesn’t involve anything as rude as real objects. (As we earlier saw and read in
the Brentano-quote above, philosophers and phenomenologists prefer it like that
and that’s okay.)
3. It should not confuse you that there are two senses, however. They reduce to
same relationship: Subject - Object, in which the two sides are
defined by each other and the subject always comes with the
“immanent objectivity” Brentano talks about above.
4. Aristotle’s bio-psychology (L#58-59) was, of course, the original actpsychology. It inspired Brentano, the Aristotle scholar, but probably also James,
as it could not be better defined than by his quote above. To Aristotle, psyche
was precisely the active pursuance of future ends. The living being is a purposive
agent striving to realize predefined goals (immanent objectivity) essential for the
preservation of life and thereby fulfil its essential nature. As different ends were
needed, and with more complex beings, more complex ends, there were a
sequence of different psyches from the simplest animal ones to the special
human ones we have just been through, societal living, reason and language. But
however fancy the high-end goals, at the foundation of
it all, laid the most trivial goal of all: food. With
this insight, the Greek master struck again. If
psychology has a deep and profound secret, it is
precisely the trivial and banal food!

Letter #136

INTENTIONALITY

1. According to Lewes’ recipe for a general psychology (L#49), our
special science should align itself with its neighbouring sciences, and
in the previous we have crossed the borders into biology, physiology,
genetics, anthropology, economics, and sociology.
2. One border, however, stands out as more important than the others, the
border to physics, for the simple reason that the physical domain was first in
cosmogenesis and thus the foundation upon which every other domain must,
directly or indirectly, stand. It is not at all accidental that philosophy has been
preoccupied with the psycho-physical problem (L#43), that Fechner’s
psychophysics was said to revolutionize psychology, and that Wundt and
Sechenov went to work in psycho-physical laboratories.
3. The physics with which the new scientific psychology aligned
itself was Galileo’s mechanics. With its causal-experimental
format, it fitted the stimulus-response paradigm perfectly and
provided an otherwise idealistic psychology with a sound
materialistic base. On this physicalist requirement, Brentano’s intentionality,
(not to speak of Aristotle’s teleology), would obviously have to fall short.
4. Wrong! It so happens that intentionality in its corner has the support of a law
of physics, which is even more fundamental than Galileo’s mechanics: The
second law of thermodynamics. The second law
could even be called the first law of physics.
5. The second law states that if a thing changes at all, it
changes away from the less probable state
towards the more
probable. Uncovered first in work with
steam engines, it says that energy always
flows from hot to cold, never the other
way, a fact with which we are all familiar.
But the law is also valid for complex
structures. This we also know too well, as the
order we create always turns into disorder
eventually, never the other way around. This
explains why the more probable state is called disorder. Or, more
technically, entropy, a neologism meaning ‘inside transformation’.
6. As the living being is a complex, material structure brimming with chemical
energy, it must dissolve in the face of the second law, and it does. But here is the
magic, the second law at the same time is the very foundation of life, which could
be called a corollary to the second law.

Letter #137

INTENTIONALITY

1. The second law states that entropy must increase, which means that the
Universe in time will reach thermo-dynamical equilibrium with
maximum entropy and every potential ironed out
and that will be the end of time. As loops on the
downhill race to the bottom, local reversals of this drab process are,
however, possible, momentarily creating pockets
within the system with higher order and decreased
entropy. But like you must spend more heat than you gain
when you rewarm your cold coffee pot, the entropy of the total
system will still increase. The second law will not be denied.
2. The creation of higher-order pockets in hot-to-cold flows
of energy, which the Nobel-laureate Ilya Prigogine has
named dissipative structures, is commonplace in
nature. A familiar example is the thunderstorm with its towering cumulus-nimbus
cloud, complex structure, and vortex,
developing and sustaining itself as long as the
hot, moist air upon which it feeds is available.
3. In his famous 1944-classic What is Life, the physicist Erwin Schrödinger
describes the living organism precisely in this way, as an
entity feeding upon “a stream of negative entropy.”
4. Though neither could exist without the stream of
negative entropy upon which they feed, thunderstorms
and living beings are not the same, however. There must
be something extra to
the living being and
there is. The living being
has a degree of semi-independence, because it is
able to withstand a short separation.
5. Unfortunately, the semi-independence is
easily mistaken for real independence.
Everybody understands that the warm, moist air
is an integral part of the thunderstorm, but few (apart
from Aristotle, of course) have fully realized that the
stream of energy—its food—equally belongs to the living
being as a defining and immanent part, without which it
cannot be understood as a living being but only as a
machine with moving parts.

Letter #138

INTENTIONALITY

1.If a special science is defined by a special domain
(L#48), and a special domain is defined by a special
relation, the special relation defining life is the relation
between the semi-detached organism and the stream of
energy that feeds it.
2. The living being is distinguished by its
ability to survive a temporary separation from
the life-giving stream of energy. In this sense, it
is a semi-independent entity.
3. To make this survival possible for even the shortest of
time, the organism must fortify itself by building a wall
against the outside world and the onslaught of the second law. The cellmembrane, establishing a barrier to the surrounding environment, defines the
cell and is therefore a precondition of life, which we are told first originated when
an accidental chemical-physical chain of events produced such a membrane
holding in and protecting a small high-order pocket of chemistry.
4. Bacteria, the first living cells and still by far the
most numerous, are able to survive detached for very
long periods of time by closing down, almost like inert
crystals, if that can be called life.
5. The much larger and complex eukaryote cell of the
higher organisms, believed to have
originated as a symbiosis between
various bacteria, cannot help itself so
easily. It must continuously work its wall to keep entropy at bay;
and as work is itself a drain of energy, the higher organism can
only for a short period suffer separation without perishing. In short,
life, in the final instance, completely depends on its ability to reconnect.
6. If the organism cannot survive without reconnecting with
the stream at regular intervals, it is not truly independent. The
organism itself is therefore not the smallest natural unit of
life, the organism and its source of energy is. The special
relation that defines the living being, or life’s way of being, is
precisely the disconnecting and reconnecting
between the two. The way comes in two
fundamental variants: The way of the
plant and the way of the animal.*

Letter #139

INTENTIONALITY

1. On the inside, energy-wise, the plant and the animal are basically the same.
On the outside, however, there is a world of difference.

2. The Sun is life’s original energy source which plants tap as primary producers.
Lacking photosynthesis, animals only get access to this
energy by eating plants, or animals which eat plants, or
animals which eat animals which eat plants. This sets up a
food-chain, which as a huge food-web spreads the lifegiving energy into every niche and habitat on Earth.
3. When nightfall disconnects the plant from its life-giving stream, sunup will
soon return it to the surface of the plant’s leaves and photosynthesis can be
resumed. The separation is only a temporal problem; to reconnect, the plant
only needs to wait for the Earth’s rotation to come around.
4. When the animal has consumed its energy-source, the food is gone and,
unlike sunlight, will not return on its own. For the separation to be only temporal
and the animal survive, it must move out in search of another parcel of food. It
must have locomotion where the plant has photosynthesis. For the animal, the
separation becomes first and foremost a spatial problem.

Letter #140

INTENTIONALITY

1.The difference between photosynthesis and locomotion is that the first takes
place on the border between the plant and the environment, while the latter
takes place out in the world.
2. Relative to the world, photosynthesis follows the
same paradigm as stimulus-response. Energy
stimulates a point on the surface of the organism and
effects a response. It is an event that takes place at the
interface between the organism and its surroundings.
3. It is also the local motion and effective cause,
which according to the laws of nature rules Galileo’s
mechanics and explains the system of the world as
minute
matter
in
motion.

4. Locomotion is not a point-like here-andnow event like local motion; with a locus out
in the world away from itself, it is a journey in
time and space as the organism attempts to
traverse the gap—interspace—that separates
it from its source of energy.
5. Locomotion follows the subject-object
paradigm and defined by a goal to be reached
in the future also Aristotle’s notions of teleology,
final cause, and psyche, (which we saw William James
subscribe to in L#135). It is also the reaching
out of aboutness, and presumably the original
foundation of Brentano’s intentionality. And
while stimulus-response exemplifies Mammen’s sensecategorial, it is here a non-pantheist (L#23-24) would
place the choice-categorial (L#80). What Galileo
would reduce to natural law, Aristotle saw as a piece of
natural history, an epic with a beginning, an end, and something in between,
as he defined it, so let us now take a trip through the epical interspace of
locomotion.

Letter #141

INTENTIONALITY

1. To reach its food, the animal has locomotion. It must move from the place
where it is itself to the place where the food is. As the food-object is the
primordial object, this goes for every object separated from its subject. The
spatial separation between the animal and its food—the subject from its object—
is called the interspace. It is traversed in four clearly distinct stages.

2. The sequence can and frequently does start in stage two when
a stimulus goads the subject into activity. For instance, when a
sign in a store window catches the eye of a passer-by and sets in
motion the consumer sequence.
3. Wedded to Galilean psychology and the stimulusresponse paradigm, Ivan Sechenov even insisted that the
sequence always must begin with the effective cause in
stage two, after which the presence of physical contact
renders everything as interface and cause-and-effect, a notion to which also
Leontiev (half-heartedly, presumably) paid homage (L#59.3 & L#80.5).
4. Right! The common
idea that the natural
state of the organism is
inactivity and rest until
called into action by an
outside cause is wrong.
The natural state of the
organism is activity
and hence the first is its natural stage. The
animal, which is separated from its food,
does not stay passive; it moves out in
search, spontaneously and under its own
power, and thus invites in Aristotle and a psychology beyond Galileo.

Letter #142

INTENTIONALITY

1. Whether a shopper in search of a bargain, a fairy-tale boy in search of his luck,
a rabbit in search of a vegetable, or Herbert Spencer Jennings’ lowly protist in
search of its food-object, the four stages through the interspace are the same.
2. At each stage, the object takes on a special appearance (phenomenology) and
presents a special
problem.
3. In the first stage, the
object appears in the
ideal form of intention
and hope.
Uncertainty
reigns, as the
boy cannot
know what fortune the
future will bring him.
4. In the second stage,
the object takes the
appearance of
signal and
information.
Ambiguity
reigns, so the boy may
not get the message
right.
5. In the third stage, the object presents itself as a real objective
presence, a material object able to offer resistance, (aptly named
Gegenstand in German). Intractability reigns, and the princess
may just as well reject the boy’s advances out of hand.
6. In the fourth stage, the object turns into value and satisfaction,
the validation of the whole quest. Failure and disappointment
threaten, as half a kingdom may not really be what the boy wanted.
7. What is true of our adventurous boy, is equally true of the protist; it
may not reach its goal; it may be misled by the signal; it may not
manage its object; and the whole sequence may end in failure — not
‘la petite mort’, but real demise. Then again, it might succeed;
protists frequently do.

Letter #143

INTENTIONALITY
1. The interspace passage is like Aristotle’s
epic, and taking a clue from William James,
it can be rendered as a means-end basket.
The beginning and the end, which frame
the sequence, mark the
purpose of the sequence. The
something in between marks the
instrumental means by which the
sequence is realised.

2. If we call this the distinction
between meaning and function,
the meaning-side remains basically
unchanged from protist to humans,
while the function-side has
undergone huge change in evolution,
with natural selection working hard
to enable the organisms
to perceive
further and further,
process information faster and faster, and handle objects
more and more adeptly.
3. The evolution of human society has followed the same
logical pattern. While the meaning-side has remained
basically the same—to produce wealth to sustain the
communal living and educate new generations—it is the
functional side, the technology and productive forces, that has pushed civilisation forward from stone-age to the fourth industrial revolution and on.
4. By the same token, it was the functional side, functional psychology, that
came to dominate our science as it was founded as
(Galilean) science. Sensory psychology, perception
psychology, cognitive psychology, and cognitive
science were all about tracking. Behaviourism in its different guises was all
about handling.
5. The meaning-side has not been completely
unrepresented, however. At its exit
where value is confirmed, we find the selfcongratulatory humanistic psychology. At its
entrance, where the wish and the hope reside, we find
the existential psychology.

Letter #144

INTENTIONALITY

1. Life and the psycho-logic comes into existence with interface and the
interspace. Once you have the cell-membrane to actively keep
out entropy and let in negative entropy, and once you have
the active locomotion to cross the
interspace separating the organism
from its source of negative entropy,
the whole vocabulary of life and psychology concepts
leaps into being: Striving to gain the sustenance of which it is in need and
without which it will not survive, the subject ventures into the uncertain in hope
of reaching it.
2. If that claim makes you hesitate, you will not be the first. Finding no basis for
such mental concepts in his physicalist description and
mathematical vernacular, you may, of course, expect the
Galilean scientist to accuse you of projecting the subjectobject vocabulary of ordinary language (L#125) into matters
where it doesn’t belong. But also in our own science of mind and behaviour has
the psychological language claim been met with controversy (L#50-51).
3. Following Darwin’s evolution and based on the idea that the animal’s mental
states can be inferred from its behaviour, comparative psychology was founded
by Darwin’s young protégé George John Romanes. As the inferences got a
little out of hand (e.g., Darwin’s religious dog), Lloyd-Morgan rolled out his

famous canon. John Watson drew the full consequence in his new behaviourism
and dropped all mention of the mental; ridding itself of the subjective,
psychology was to become an objective science based on the objective scientific
methods. But then entered Edward Chase Tolman with his purposive
behaviourism and proved in ingenious experiments Watson both misguided and
wrong. Tolman’s insight turned the table in the controversy about the proper
language to understand psychology. (To be continued).

Letter #145

(continued)

INTENTIONALITY

1. Trained by pragmatists and gestalt psychologists, Tolman believed in the
primacy of doing and the primacy of wholes, and, following William James,
insisted that meaning and value were immanent in objective behaviour.
2. Behaviour is not to be understood as a sum of Watson’s elementary muscle
twitches but as a
behavioural whole, a
meaningful gestalt or
configuration unfolding in
time and space, and
ideally suited to identify
and name the different
objective aspect of this
unfolding time-space
configuration is the
psychological vocabulary
of ordinary language.
3. Tolman’s maze with start box, goal box, and something in between is, of
course, the interspace framed in plywood, and his observation about
psychological ascription is valid for every interspace, also the primordial
interspace described in L#144.1. Perhaps his point is even made clearer in the
primordial case. Anybody who has spent time with rats will know that rats are
mental; with rats, the psycho-logic therefore has double-existence as a
behavioural configuration in the world and as a configuration in the
rat’s mind. Such complication does not exist with the primordial
organism, which is little more than a self-moving sack of low-entropy chemistry.
Uncontaminated by anything mental, the behavioural configuration is here a
purely physical action, and still the psycho-logical everyday concepts apply as the
most precise and meaningful vocabulary. It goes like this:

Letter #146

INTENTIONALITY
1. The great divide in the interspace passage resides
between the first stage with only locomotion and the
second stage where discrimination enters. In the first

with no physical
contact, the
relation is purely
intentional or
before the fact
(the given). In the remaining three stages with physical contact, distal, tangible,
or penetrative, the relation becomes causal or after the fact. Causal and with
physical contact, the relation can be treated as interface according to the
stimulus-response paradigm, and Sechenov (and objective Galilean science)
insists that the action sequence must always start with a stimulus.
2. Though this is not true, it is true that the sequence
can and often is initiated by a stimulus and therefore
starts in stage 2. In that case, however, as we saw
with Leontiev (L#59 & 80), it will be restarted
by the orienting reflex, so again it will be headed by
intentionality. Does it make a difference whether it
is headed by intentionality or not? Yes, it literally
makes a world of
difference.
3. Right! And ‘the head’ does keep ruling! Which is
exactly what I think
Mammen proved in his great discovery!
4. Picking an element without
discriminating it first, was precisely how the
psycho-logic of the first stage was described in Letter#145.3. Before the fact, in
mathematics is before the rule, pure ‘existence’, as Roger Penrose laments. What
Ernest Zermelo describes with his axiom (see L#26) therefore fits perfectly with
the intentional first stage in the interspace passage. Mammen names it the
choice-categorial and contrasts it to the sense-categorial, which describes
the rulebound and causal discrimination in the subsequent stages. The great
divide above therefore perfectly parallels the great divide between
the choice- and the sense-categorial. And here comes the point. In
his axiom 11, Mammen proves that if you mix intentionality and
discrimination, the mix remains intentionality. Now, let’s see why
this makes a world of difference.

Letter #147

INTENTIONALITY
1. Okay, let’s spend a page on that before we go on, then.

2. The living organism needs no prodding to
move, it is self-active and moves on like a
wind-up toy until its energy is spent. Confirmed by common
experience, this self-activity was awkward as the new stimulusresponse paradigm dictated that external
stimuli must be the cause of action. Thomas
Hobbes found a solution to the
predicament. When he had visited Galileo in
Pisa and become a devoted fan and
afterwards rejected the Aristotelian
psychology in favour of a machinepsychology, and the Aristotelian
John Ray vigorously objected, and
Descartes felt it necessary to place a
soul in the machine, Hobbes simply
equipped the machine
with inner stimuli, thereby turning the subject’s motive in the
world, the object as final cause, into inner motivation, bodily
impulses and stimuli as effective cause.
3. Now inner stimuli and motivation do exist and play an important
regulatory function. This may seem to reinforce the mechanistic cause;
the case, however, is this: like a traffic cop does not move the traffic, but
directs it, motivation does not move the organism, it directs it.
Direction is called for when behaviour can only take one route at a time,
and several are at hand. Which should have priority at any given moment?
4. Evolution’s most famous traffic cop is a tiny cluster of cells buried
deep in the oldest part of the vertebrate brain: hypothalamus. Called
the Four F’s, its program directs the most essential life-functions. One is
the defence of the integrity and border of the organism against outside attack,
which has two F-solutions: Fleeing and Fighting. Of equal importance is:
Feeding (L#138). And no less vital: Breeding, usually named F*. Releasing
different hormones into the blood stream, hypothalamus determines whether it
is time to fight or fuck and directs the ongoing activity into the chosen lane of
priority.
5. But, alas, the obvious importance of these stimulus-response mechanisms
becomes itself a problem when it allows the machine-psychology to dig down
behind the interface barrier and deny or ignore the fundamental spontaneous
and self-active character of the organism and the world of difference it makes.

Letter #148

INTENTIONALITY

1. While the Aristotelian interspace-psychology (subject-object)
has no mind-world problem, the psyche already being in and
part of the world, the psycho-physical problem arrives with
Galileo’s new physics and Hobbes’ interface-psychology where
world and mind are on different sides of the barrier. It starts a
philosophical cascade as we saw om L#8-9.

2. With his
Copernican
revolution,
as Kant
called it, the
ontology of
Galileo and
Newton could be made safe from Hume’s
scepticism, it just had to be moved from the
outer to the inner world. The matrix of
space, time, and moving bodies was simply
the mind’s own a priori format of intuition, the form the sensory input
must take when entering the mind, just like a liquid must take the form
of the bottle it is poured into.
3. Given that we do know with certainty substance, space, and time as the basic
format of our world, and given that Hume is right that these constituents cannot
be deduced from sense impression (always inductive and therefore like
Mammen’s sense categories endless and without final solution), Kant is right.
Substance, space, and time must be categories of the mind prior to sense
impression. This recognition is extremely important but the placing of
the world frame inside the head is a steep price to pay for it. There is,
however, another solution if the revolution is continued, which it must
because Copernicus didn’t get it right!

Letter #149

INTENTIONALITY

1.Yes, Tycho Brahe’s comprehensive astronomical data didn’t
confirm Copernicus’ heliocentric model, but Brahe’s assistant
Johannes Kepler found out what was wrong. The Earth does
not make a circular orbit around the sun with one centre but an
elliptical one with two. Kepler’s
correction is precisely the correction
we need to bring Kant’s a priori claim
back into the world.
2. The psycho-logic described in L#45.3 is a
Keplerian solution defined by two centres, the
subject and the object, the animal and its food.
Besides being essential and vital, the relation is
locomotory and therefore spatio-temporal.
Independent of sense, and prior to any senseimpression, it spells out the basic categories of
time, space, and substance. In other words, the
psycho-logic fulfils Kant’s necessary a priori format
of intuition, only it is a part of the world already
and not something inescapably locked up inside the head.
3. The world of the living being is an
objective configuration of matter,
space, and time in the universe, but
the universe is home to other
configurations. Legend has young
Albert
Einstein
asking
himself
what the
world would
look like if he was riding on a ray of light.
The answer
would eventually be that it would look like the theory of relativity. By the same
token, Planck and Bohr could have asked what the world would look like from an
atomic particle and come up with quantum physics. We asked what the world
looks like from the perspective of the living animal and came up with the
interspace, Husserl’s life world, our world. All these worlds are real but different
configurations of substance, matter, and time, and though chafing more than
snuggling, they are coextensive. We can discover and get to know them, but only
from our own world, and only if we learn to talk with them
in their own language.

Letter #150

INTENTIONALITY

This is true. The psycho-logic is an objective
relation in the physical world, which the
relation turns into the life world (L#143.3). But
as the relation’s moving, sensing, thinking, and
talking centre, it is not only easy to forget that we are not
the only defining centre in our Keplerian world (L#149.2), it is also nearly
impossible for us not to think of the psycho-logic as a mental thing in our heads;
which, of course, it became too with the internalisation of the psycho-logic in the
mammalian mind (L#62ff.) and with the never-stopping inner speech of human
consciousness (L#122ff.). By this self-centring, the sight of the psycho-logic as
a relation in the world is too easily lost and we must struggle to regain it.
2. This certainly became true when our common sense and ordinary language
understanding of the world was discarded by the new causal science and scorned
as naïve realism. The empiricism dictated
by the new causal paradigm places an interface
between the psycho-logic and the world
(Hobbes), turns the psycho-logic into an inner scene,
from which the mind looks out upon the world (Locke), but soon
comes to doubt the existence of such a world on the other side of the fence
(Hume). From this lead two roads. With George Berkeley you can
say that the interface is the only world there is, which again leads
to the subjective idealism of British empiricism, which with various
‘monisms’ denies the subject-object distinction. Or you can keep the
subject-object distinction and interspace world and with Kant say that the world
resides inside the head’s mind prior to sense. Notoriously tough, some
philosophers nevertheless found it too risible and self-defeating to deny the
reality of our ordinary world and this led to new clever solutions. Berkeley saved
the individual from subjective idealism by ingeniously making the world God’s
sense impression, still interface, but as real and objective as naïve realism
demands! His God-solution had few English takers, but Germans took the clue.
Schelling and Hegel restored the material world by making it the mind of the
World-Spirit, still mental, but again real and objective. Most outlandish,
however, was Arthur Schopenhauer, who turned the world into will
(interspace) and representation (interface) in the mind of
an Asian Godhead. Inspired by Schopenhauer, Wittgenstein
is said to have been of the same persuasion.
All this said as a dire warning, and to implore you to learn
to accept that the psycho-logic fundamentally is a relation
in the world.

Letter #151

INTENTIONALITY

1. The basic unit of life is the organism and its source of energy (L#138.6). The
organism receives the energy through its
interface to the environment (nearly a
tautology), but while plants must only wait
when disconnected, animals have to move.
The locomotion creates the interspace
(another tautology), which creates the psycho-logic (L#145.3), basically defined
as William James’ “pursuance of future ends and choice of means for their
attainment.” This in turn creates the animal’s life world (again a tautology) or
simply ‘world’. The plant only lives in an environment; the animal exists in a
world.
2. While this is true of all animals, different species have different ends and
means, eat different foods and have different ways to reach
it. The rabbit and the fox therefore live in different but
coextensive worlds. Defined by the respective subjects, the
worlds can be called subjective, but they are no less objective
for that and fully integrated in and compatible with the
physical world as explained in L#145.3.
3. Biologists call these species-worlds econiches with each species defined by its
own econiche. This is excellent as it precisely recognizes that the definition of a
living being cannot be reduced to its bodily morphology
and physiology planted in the centre of a surrounding
environment but must include the whole business deal
with the food and the ways and means to get it. In fact,
the econiche has aptly been called the business of the
animal, with each species having a business of its own with a RealPhänomenologie of its own. Our human world has econiches,
too, different walks of life (sic!). Within the basic human
world, common to all, people live in sub-worlds with
different outlooks, objective and subjective at the same time.
4. The psycho-logic presented in L#145.3 is the all-animal econiche. It is a logic
or ideal relation in the wider physical world, but how do we know the psychologic is real and not a mere phantasy and projection like the World-Spirit? The
econiche provides the answer. The reality of the ideal is shown by its ability to
shape the material (think mathematics and physics), and by serving as criterion
for natural selection (see L#78), the econiche—the animal’s way of life—shapes
the material evolution. The evolution of more and more cost-effective organs of
locomotion and more and more penetrating organs of sense is the material
confirmation of the reality of the ideal first stage of the interspace passage,
search, and thus of the reality of the psycho-logic.

Letter #152

INTENTIONALITY

1. If the animal’s world is laid out and defined by its vital foodsource, the mammal offers an interesting case. In L#82.4, we
made the mammalian mind inherently social but were not
ready to explain why. We are now.
2. However unique and important, it was not the mammalian mind (L#62-70),
which gave mammals their name. Mammal is derived from the
Latin word for breast and refers to the animal’s first and
founding food-source: The mammal young sucks its mother.
3. The mammal young feeding off its mother creates
a twirl on the food-chain. Hitherto the links on the
food-chain have been interspecific, between
different species, with the mammal it also becomes
intraspecific, the animal feeds on its own kin.
4. Whether you can call it social food, it means that
the econiche or world the young mammal is born into
is inherently social, and that the mind it develops to
represent and navigate this world also becomes
inherently social. It is a very complex sociality,
however, because in the intraspecific food-chain, the mother
becomes both a loving caregiver to be fawned and a prey to be
devoured, and the young becomes both her dear offspring to be
cuddled and a predator to be resisted. Theses and antitheses are
crisscrossing and to handle the endless psychodynamic conflicts of this dialectic, the mammalian mind became
well suited with its ability to arrest immediate
impulses. That mental effort was sometimes required
of primiparous mothers to subdue the feeling that the
little darling was a parasite has not been unknown.
5. It should here be added that the mammals’ unique intraspecific food-chain
becomes even more unique when the specific human econiche or world, the
human society, evolves from the surplus labour of mothering as females begin
to feed the non-young, too (L#94-100). Adding economy to the human ecology,
the human society can thus be defined as a generalised intraspecific food-chain.
The challenging mammalian mother and child-dialectic remains the same,
however; only now it is handled by the new human consciousness developed for
that purpose and discussed in terms of master and bondsman with Hegel, owner
and workers with Marx, and massa and natives with Frantz
Fanon.

Letter #153

INTENTIONALITY

1. Now back to the ‘world of difference’ (L#146) between the modes of
interspace (locomotion) and interface (sense), which we identify with
Mammen’s choice category and sense category. The difference is this, the
first opens up a world, the latter not. Let me illustrate with a childhood
reminiscence.
2. The marked difference
between the worldcreating forward outlook
of locomotion, the pilot’s
view in
J.J. Gibson’s theory of visual perception, and the sideways
passenger-outlook with its serial parade of sensory scenes you
get on a train-ride, is a good analogy to the difference between
the interspace-mode and interface-mode.
3. Paul Bach-Y-Rita gives a real good demonstration of the modes in a truly
ingenious experiment. Inventing a plate or back-pack that could translate visual
information into tactile pressure points, Bach-Y-Rita wanted to enable blind
people to see. From the camera, the
information was simply
transferred to the blind
person’s back where the
visual pattern was repeated in
a tactile pattern. It worked;
but only on one condition.
When the camera was moved
about and aimed by the blind
persons themselves, the world opened up with Gibsonian depth and all. When it
was aimed by somebody else, the blind people only felt pinpricks on their backs.
In other words, while the bits of information were exactly the same, only with
locomotion was the world opened up in interspace-mode; without, the
experience was reduced to a flat interface event.
4. In L#38, Gregory Bateson defined information as the answer you
get to a question; without the question, the stream of data remains
Shannon’s stream of meaningless bits. Bach-Y-Rita’s
experiment provides the perfect example. Selfinitiated locomotion is the question the animal poses
to its world, the search and first stage in the interspace
passage, and the subsequent stages are the forthcoming answer,
consummation being the final answer. Without locomotion there is no question,
therefore no information, no world, but only a tickling on the skin.

Letter #154

INTENTIONALITY

1. Bach-Y-Rita’s experiment confirms what I believe is
Magnus Dahl’s long held insight—e.g., L#61—that sense
in company with locomotion must be different from
unaccompanied
sense. The first
opens a world; the second does not. If
sense follows search (in the interspace
passage), it gains intentionality; if it
stands alone, it doesn’t but remains
interface.
2. When search/intentionality is
identified with Mammen’s choicecategorial and sense with his sensecategorial, his axiom 11 says that this
must necessarily be the case.

3. As you will have understood by now, and at least since L#80, where it was
both pictured and stated, it is precisely my claim and
has been since the Study Letters in
2000 that the first ideal search stage of
the inter-space (intentionality) is also
the first choice-category in psychology.
4. To be a choice-category presupposes numerical identity.
Numerical identity can be expressed as ‘there is one’; meaning the
existence of a singular object; existence meaning having space-time
coordinates. If I understood, it is such an object Zermelo’s axiom
will let you pick, if there is one (L#26).
5. It is precisely such a picking of an object,
a food-object, the little animal performs in the first
search-stage of the interspace. As the food-object, if there
is one, necessarily has space-time coordinates, and the locomotion addresses it in
terms of space, time, and substance, it qualifies as numerical identity. True, at
the outset the object’s space-time coordinates are as yet unspecified by the
subject, and only later determined by the finding, grabbing, and holding. But is
not this existence without prior specification precisely what Zermelo’s axiom
allowed? The essence of the choice-categorial? Need I say more?

Letter #155

INTENTIONALITY

1. In my commentary included in Mammen’s A New Logical Foundation for
Psychology, I drew an elaborated version of the interspace passage to specify
Mammen’s theoretical position that the choice-categorial comes into psychology
with the human being’s ability—the human sense—to keep track over time
(historical depth) of objects with numerical identity (see L#18-20).

2. This places Mammen’s choice-category and mine (L#154) as far apart as can
possible be. Mine at the very beginning of the interspace passage, Mammen’s at
the very end. (Even going past consuming, as you cannot eat your cake and keep
it, and keeping is Mammen’s ultimate proof of numerical identity.
)
3. In my version, all the stages are choice-categorial (the latter due to axiom 11),
and I fully endorse what Mammen says about keeping and its importance for
human work, science, and people relations. But what does he say about my
starting the choice-categorial with simple food-searching animals?
4. Mammen here refers to A Grammar of
Praxis, where in chapters 4 & 5, though sparing
with the credit [this text only] and told with his
own angling [see later], it clearly is my position
with thermodynamics, life, animal life, and
interspace, he is building on.
5. If this is a real adoption and not just offered as an example of a possible
alternative interpretation, it either means that Mammen now allows the choicecategorial to animals with all which that implies, or that there are two different
kinds of choice-category. One belonging to the beginning of the interspace
passage, another to its end; one belonging to all animals, one exclusively to
humans. Which is the case, I honestly don’t know, but I
believe that at the end it comes down to this question.
Here our possible divergence finally becomes interesting.
Who cares whether some likens brains to computers or human
labour to gift-giving, here lurks a possible divide of great theoretical importance.
Very much worth exploring. We shall do that as we continue.

Letter #156

SENTIENCE
1. We have now come to the last subdomain in my general
psychology. Or rather the first because
sentience belongs in the all-life
matryoshka in Aristotle’s biopsychological taxonomy on which the
general psychology builds (L#58-60).

2. Sentience is here just a fancy name for the ability to sense, sensing.
Conventionally it is also called ‘consciousness’, the esthesia (Greek: sensation)
which is lost when anesthesized and ‘losing consciousness.’ Though
it too often has, this ‘consciousness’ must not, of course, be confused
with ‘human consciousness’, or vice versa. I trust you won’t.
3. To identify sentience with Mammen’s sense-category is not a case of nameconfusion, however. On the contrary, belonging to the stimulus-response
interface before objects, sentience becomes the prototype of the sensecategorial. What defines the sense-category, a pattern
which allows an infinite number of sources but no definite
source, defines sentience too. As inductive, sentience can
never define a definite object, at best approximate it, which
was exactly David Hume’s point.
4. Sentience takes shape after the company it keeps,
(Magnus Dahl’s point) but here we talk about pure sentience, sentience
uncontaminated by intentionality, mind, or human consciousness. And let it be
said right at the start, while
intentionality, mind, and human
consciousness are easily
explained, if only you try,
sentience seems utterly
unexplainable! When
philosopher’s call sentience ‘the hard problem’, it is the mother of
all understatements. Still, sentience is so important that it cannot be
left out in a taxonomy of knowing, so even if we cannot explain it, we
can and should talk about it, ring it in with words.
5. We shall take a look at these aspects
of sentience, all enigmatic, all
seemingly beyond explanation, before
we turn to Mammen’s attempt—‘never
say die!—to explain it. And with that
the plot finally thickens.

SENTIENCE

Letter #157

1. Sentience can be called the lining between stimulus and response. The
stimulus is an energy change impinging on the organism’s sensitive surface and
serving as a response-releasing signal. Observe that the stimulus-response is
not quite the cue-ball relationship of Galilean billiards. The energy released in
the response derives from the
organism itself, while the energy
in the stimulus only serves as
signal.
2. The impinging forces serving as stimuli can be (I) mechanical: pressure,
push, and pull. The corresponding sense modalities are the sense of pressure, the
sense of touch, and audition (hearing). Not least the gravitational pull calls for
constantly correction if the terrestrial animal is to stand upright and move. The
sense modality is here proprioception. Though humans have lost this, in many
species, advanced as well as primitive, the pull of the Earth’s magnetic field is
also an effective stimulus. The forces can be (II) chemical: molecules, atoms,
and electrons in the environment interacting with their counterparts in the cellmembrane. The sense modalities here are taste, olfaction (smell), and the sense
of pain. Finally, the forces can be (III) electromagnetic: light and radiant
heat. The corresponding sense modalities are vision and the sense of heat.
Stimuli with wave-character, light and sound, can form image-like patterns
carrying distal information, which, when tied to locomotion Bach-Y-Rhita-like
(L#153), can be read by the animal (perception). Here, however, we focus only
on sentience as the original proximal sense-impression.
3. The response elicited is essentially a corrective reorientation of the organism
relative to the impinging forces; basically a turning to maximise those stimuli
that are agreeable (in themselves or as a promise of good things to come) or to
minimise those that are disagreeable (in
themselves or as a threat of bad things to
come). As the turning is also a reorientation of
the organism relative to its environment, it can
serve as steering.
4. Such steering is, of course,
the tracking of stage two in
the interspace passage.
Technically it is called taxis.
5. As gradient-tracking is found among the
single-celled bacteria and protists, it means that
sentience is a property of the single cell.

Letter #158

SENTIENCE
1. Right! If sentience is a property of the single cell, is the
common notion wrong then that nerves and brains are the
vaults of sentience? No, it is not; only the role of the nervous
system is not to create sentience but rather to rein it in.

2. Throughout life’s evolution there has been a drift towards big. No teleology is
involved, but bigger is safer and bigger gets a larger share, so natural selection
favours bigger. The principle from the first bacteria to the European Union has
been the same. First one joins the many, then the
many becomes one. The problem is all along
also the same. How to make individual members
work in unison? In the colony this is done by
exchange of signals between the members,
tactile, chemical, electric, and electro-magnetic.
(It is even possible that coordination in the
colony can be achieved through self-generated
physical field forces that we have lost access to
like we have to the geomagnetic sense.)
3. When prokaryotes move from colony to the more demanding unity and
become organelles in the eukaryotic cell, more control is needed than the general
exchange of signals will allow; the cellular traffic needs both a traffic control and
a well-defined road system, which are obtained by the new cell nucleus, which
keeps the cellular DNA under lock, and by the cytoskeleton with its various
protein components (for instance, the microtubules that provide spontaneous
motility to the flagella and cilia that drive the animal forward).
4. It took 1 billion years before prokaryotes could deliver the eukaryotic cell, and
it took further 2 billion years—and two starts—for the protists to deliver a viable
multicellular metazoan, so this cannot have been easier. Though
organized as organs in an elaborate division of labour, the
individual cells retained most of their original functions and
capacities, sentience included, and in the spirit of democracy liked
to have their voices heard. If therefore the huge metazoan animal was not to end
up in anarchy and chaos, those voices had to be restricted and channelled by
appropriate lanes, a road-net and a traffic control were therefore needed here,
too. To find that solution took its time but when finally found, it took the form of
ordained specialist sense organs, a nerve net streaming through the body (later
the nerve system) and a nerve centre (later the brain) to monitor and
direct it.
5. To conclude: The sentience is created in the individual cell; the
nervous system only directs it.

Letter #159

SENTIENCE

1. “It must be like something to be a bat,” wrote
Thomas Nagel in a much-acclaimed essay. Though it
lives by auditory echolocation in the deep of darkness,
which is rather impossible for us to visualize, the bat’s
world must be a world of sensuous experience and
subjective feeling precisely like our own.
2. Right, it must be like something to be any sentient being.
The subjective experience will, of course vary according to
species, the tick’s being different from the human
being’s; but if we cannot relive the tick’s experience,
we can, as Jacob von Uexküll famously did, get a
pretty good idea when just we know its sensory capacities,
its econiche, and its behaviour.
3. If sentience is the lining between the stimulus and the response (L#157) and
organisms that respond to stimuli (or have taxis) are therefore sentient and
partakers in Nagel’s ‘it must be something like to be-quality’,
subjective feeling will have been a basic feature of the living cell
since life’s first beginnings. This invites many comers to the party.
4. This bottom-up view is quite a Copernican revolution, too. For centuries, the
top down view ruled that sentience—consciousness—was the exclusive preserve
of the human brain and that all subhuman species were numb
and feelingless. Now this view has been abandoned by science
and even plant sentience has become an advanced scientific
research field. The entering of science has not solved the
enigmas, however, quite the contrary. Problems keep stacking up.
5. Since Descartes, science has understood the mechanics of the
stimulus-response reflex, but what sentience contributes to the
process has been baffling. Was it a mere epiphenomenon, adding
a little colour but nothing substantial? Perhaps like the
secondary sense-qualities—colour, sound, smell, and taste—that were the pain of
Galileo and the Galilean 17th century philosophers (see L#148) and is still a pain
to science and philosophy. Though science in detail knows the wavelengths of the
electromagnetic radiation we see as the colour red, the red-experience itself, the
qualia, is a complete mystery. The same with smell, the smell producing
molecules are known down to the single atom,
but the smell-experience itself is a conundrum.
Hence, the hard problem of the
philosophers, and, as to be expected, new
variations of psycho-physical dualism.

Letter #160

SENTIENCE

1. Sentience, or consciousness (L#156.2), can be likened to a globe of sense
impressions, lights, colours, sounds, and smells in their infinite sensecategorial variation, a subjective world in which we find ourselves
placed. Some would say trapped, and the radical empiricists and
subjective idealists would have been right if not the Keplerian subject-object
relation (L#149) and intentionality had turned the subjective globe into
an axiom-11 case (L#154.2) with objective real world-anchoring. But
even if James’ description of the subjective world
as a stream of consciousness—interface
sensation—is true without qualification only for plants, it
brilliantly captures the most enigmatic feature of the
sentience globe: it flows; it has temporal duration; it
defines the present moment.
2. Like the fish is the last to discover the water in which it
swims, we are usually incognizant of the present moment, but if you consider for
a moment, the flow of experience becomes evident. Now you follow the
President’s words, but soon they are gone—lost to the past—to
be replaced by new words, and so on, coming and going in a
flow. The direction of time is a fact of physics, we are told, so
also in physics there must be a ‘now’ to demarcate the
present from the past and possibly also different ‘nows’
for different physical events and forces. What marks out
the ‘now’ of sentience, is the extra-ordinarily long time it
lingers. The temporal diameter of the human sentience
globe is about 0.5 sec. and huge in the physical world with its effective time units
down to the 3.3 x 10-44 sec. of Planck time. The temporal horizon of consciousness
is so wide that we can actually sense change happen as it happens. In real time.
Move your hand in front of you, and you can see it move!
3. Yes, and you should be. From the days of the Greek
philosophers, change has been seen as the great enigma, since it
implies that a thing at the same time is what it is
and it is not. The sharpest minds simply declared
it impossible, the senses therefore liars, and the sensual world an
illusion. But what seems impossible in the concept, the senses
elegantly accomplish in the living practice, and perhaps this is the
substantial contribution of sentience and consciousness, we have been asking for.
Dragging the past along as a lingering echo, thereby keeping the present and its
immediate past together within the sensuous compass of the present moment,
precisely allows the immediate sensing of shifts in the gradient that taxis needs
(L#157). But how is this change-sensing produced; how is it done?

Letter #161

SENTIENCE

1. If sentience, besides the inexplainable qualia, is defined by
the ability to fuse the immediate present with the immediate
past in an experience of flowing change or movement and
thereby create the drawn-out present moment, this present moment becomes a
moving picture, the streaming in James’ stream of consciousness. It cannot even
not stream!
2. This was demonstrated in the experiment by Max Wertheimer and his
assistants Wolfgang Köhler and Kurt Koffka that launched Gestalt psychology.
When two lamps, a distance apart, were flicked on and off in sequence,
movement between them was perceived though there was none. The phiphenomenon they called it.
3. Right, like later Mammen, Köhler
was a former physics student who
had taken upon himself to educate
psychology with a much needed
update to the new physics and he, of
course, immediately saw the similarity between phiexperiment that turned two discrete states into a patterned whole and the crucial
double slit experiment of modern physics that turned discrete particles into
waves in a field pattern. Köhler therefore proposed that consciousness and the
gestalt-phenomena could be explained as waves and field forces of the same kind
as studied by the front-end of physics, where his old Professor at the Kaiser
Institute of Physics in Berlin had pioneered the ground-breaking
theory that the physical world in its smallest resolution is really like
a film of discrete stills, quanta, with the stills collapsing into
wholes in a sort of continuously ongoing phi-phenomenon.
Quantum-mechanics, it was called, and, weird or not, all the
experiments confirmed its reality.
4. Now, if sentience is an answer of the single cell to the energy
fluctuations impinging on its membrane, it must be generated on the
level of molecules and atoms, is therefore a physical phenomenon,
and furthermore a phenomenon of quantum mechanics. But this still doesn’t
explain how it comes about or where. Here, our old friend Roger Penrose,
together with Stuart Hameroff, has come up with a
hugely interesting suggestion that consciousness is the
result of a quantum collapse in a quantum computer
(don’t ask!) located in the cell’s micro-tubules! That is,
the huge macromolecules that make the cytoskeleton
direct the inner processes of the cell and make flagella
and cilia move spontaneously! (L#158.3). It sure does sound enticing!

Letter #162

SENTIENCE

1. Sentience is the original psychophysics, but the
psychophysical problem has not become less enigmatic
when it now seems certain that the physics-part is
quantum physics and consciousness a result of the
mysterious quantum collapse, which causes the
inexhaustible
promises in the wave function to
collapse into a definite choice, kills
Schrödinger’s cat, and sinks the world
into its material forms.
2. True, you can argue that this is progress
for while it
only took one
clever woman to disprove the kind of psycho-physical
interaction physical mechanics had to offer to the
psycho-physical problem, the
solution offered by quantum mechanics seems too weird for any
human being to disprove. In this situation, of course,
psychologists were quite pleased that psychophysics had now
become a problem of quantum physics and that sentience and
consciousness were therefore now up to the physicists to explain. ‘You just call
and let us know once you get it!’ Imagine, therefore, my shock when years ago I
was approached by the physics professors from the Niels
Bohr Institute in Copenhagen, who wanted help from
psychology to explain quantum physics! In the attempt
to solve the quantum collapse
enigma, physicists had come up
with the idea that it was caused by
consciousness!!! Thus, it was consciousness that ruled
the universe and created the material world. Politely, I
had to admit, like I later did in Catching Up, that regarding consciousness,
psychology didn’t have a clue; sentience was no less voodoo to us than quantum
physics. Only I shouldn’t have. In East of Eden, I was sternly rebuked for being
too
flippant
3. But
what did
Mammen
himself
believe?

Letter #163

SENTIENCE

1. What is the hard problem if not a challenge, and having listened to my
defeatism, Mammen decided to take it on, writing that “a possible opening for
solving the problem could be human subjects’ relations to choice-categories.”
2. While I don’t know if Mammen really solved it, (it is a hard problem, after all),
his attempt is not only pregnant with very insightful and important points, it also
brings us closer to the hidden figure in what to me is a puzzle.
3. The scene (or frame) of the attempted solution is ‘the
human sense meets the cell-membrane’. Let me recap
Mammen’s play as seen by me.
4. First the backstory: We have a double existence as bodies
in a physical world and as participants in a shared world of
common ideas, culture, morals, etc. Meaning-making is an
active figure-ground operation relating the two kinds of existence. When sensedata—sense-category—from the world reach our bodies, they only become
information (meaning) when we decide what question from our historical
horizon—choice-category—they are answers to. S-cat must be met and
accompanied by C-cat for sense data to become an image of the world with
extension and historical depth. Thus, the
human sense is an instantiation of Axiom 11,
S-cat and C-cat in close embrace, and
Mammen’s great feat is, of course, to be the
first to separate the pair and with
mathematical exactitude pinpoint their very different natures.
5. Decision-making is work, and as work it takes time, requires energy, and can
be stressful, even distressing, when reaching a decision proves difficult. As a
demonstrative example, Mammen cites the experimental neurosis
suffered by Pavlov’s dogs when unable to make the required
discriminative decision. Maybe only some of us recognize the state
of deranged howling, scratching, biting, and pissing from our own
experience, but all will recognize themselves in this brilliant description:
“The decision stress is at one time a pressure toward making a decision, often
under time pressure, and a pressure toward broadening your awareness of the
concrete context to get sufficient framing for the decision. The broader your
domain of possible actions is, the more decision stress. Freedom has its price,
and it seems to culminate in humans where the stress can result in retraction
and isolation to reduce the burden of decisions...” (ANLFP).
6. Mammen’s bold intuition is next to identify the enigmatic
consciousness as the feeling of decision stress.
(To be continued).

Letter #164

(continued)

SENTIENCE

1. Mammen suggests—as I interpret the
play—that consciousness is the strain of
the decision-making taking place when
the in-fluttering sense-categorial butterfly is
captured—"as a rule, they are framed by
choice categories”—and carried along by the choice-categorial butterfly net — “an
inclusion of a sufficient broad context of choice categories [is required] to guide
the decisions.”
2. The constant need of decision-making may be the explanation of Thomas
Nagel’s ‘what-it-is-like-to-be’ quality of sentience (see L#159), but what then is
the explanation of the qualia-quality of consciousness—the sensuous colour and
sound-experience? Retold, Mammen explains it this way. Consciousness is the
choice-categorial sensuously presented, but the wide-horizon butterfly net has no
other means to sensuously present itself than to take on—pars pro toto—the
colours of the butterfly, its companion and Axiom 11 underling. The choicecategorial has no other choice than to be “dressed in perceptual idiosyncrasy,” as
Mammen writes. Hence the qualia of consciousness. The explanation is
intriguing and may have caught on to something vitally important; it still leaves
unexplained, it seems to me, the colours of the butterfly, and
that was the philosopher’s hard problem. But let’s leave that
aside—plays always have gaps—and proceed to the next act
where the plot thickens.
3. Introducing his solution Mammen writes, “a possible opening for solving the
[hard] problem [is] the human subject’s relations to choice categories for a
moment leaving out subhuman animals.” Thus, in the solution from ANLFP
described above, Mammen is identifying consciousness with the human sense
and this again with the sense of the choice-categorial. Does that mean that we are
back in the good old days of the exclusive human sense when only humans had
consciousness and access to the choice-categorial dimension, while animals were
bound to be sense-categorial machines only? It does not. After all my clamouring
in the Study Letters, whether inspired or provoked, Mammen did accept to
extend his two categories to cover the whole phylogenetic scale; and in ANLFP he
lets—with the proper adjustments, of course—my psychogenetic narrative adjoin
his Human Sense theory. The adjoining is not without decision stress, however;
such never are. When, for instance, Mammen momentarily leaves out subhuman
animals in the above explanation, it owes to the difficulty of finding a subhuman
equivalent to the humans’ richly elaborated choice-categorical horizon.
But earlier in ANLFP, he did come up with a proposal: Consciousness
could be a property of the decision-making cell membrane!
(To be continued).

Letter #165

(continued)

SENTIENCE

1. In the chapter addressing subhuman life in ANLFP,
Mammen, as he should, starts life off with the second
law of thermodynamics and the organism as a cell of
negative entropy locked in and protected by a cell membrane (see L#136,138), thus creating an inside-outside boundary, an interface.
2. Lest the organism choke in its own inside entropy, the membrane cannot be
closed; it must be semi-open to allow bad stuff to be exported to the outside and
good stuff—new negative entropy—to be imported from the outside (e.g.,
sunshine for plants, food for animals), at the same time as the good stuff
is kept inside and bad stuff outside. The opening and closing require
“acts of selection [which] means that the membrane has to make decisions
about what to let pass and what not. This highly sophisticated membrane with
its asymmetrical function is then the basic precondition and definition of life.”
3. If “precondition and definition” sounds a bit ambiguous, I read it as an
expression of the complexity of the matter at hand. The
existence of pockets of negative entropy in a surrounding sea
of entropy is common in the universe, as Mammen is quick to
add. This asymmetry is the precondition for life, but not in
itself life. Though closer, neither is a pocket prolonging its existence by sucking
in new energy in itself life, as Schrödinger suggested (L#137).
Hurricanes do that and one has been blowing continuously
on Jupiter at least since the invention of the telescope. More
is needed to be life, and to Mammen
this more is actively making decisions.
4. Maxwell’s demon, a famous thought experiment in physics, is the obvious
model for Mammen’s membrane with its ability to pick and place good stuff on
the inside, bad stuff on the outside. The demon’s
selection and parting of high and low energy
particles would, however, as Mammen points out,
decrease the entropy in the world and thus violate
the inviolate second law of thermo-dynamics. It
would never work. It would be an entirely
different story, though, if the demon was supplied
with its own source of energy. To create order is
not against the second law if only the work causes more
entropy than it expels. Energy to do the decision and
selection is precisely what Mammen’s sophisticated cell
membrane has access to. Mammen’s demon is a Duracelldemon and therefore workable.
(To be continued.)
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(continued)

SENTIENCE

1. “[C]ommon to plants and animals is that they are sensing, discriminating, and
selecting what hits their surface and decide what to do on basis of that”,
Mammen writes, and now extends this vital
feature down to the smallest unit of life, the cell
and its membrane.
2. This means that the membrane
must suffer the decision strain Mammen equated with qualia and
consciousness above, and consequently that consciousness and
‘what-it-is-like-to-be’ is a pervasive feature of all living beings right
down to the cell. (I subscribe to that, of course). How this is done in
detail by the membrane—and the devil rests in the detail—is, of course, still
beyond us, which Mammen freely admits and adds that “we can’t even exclude
that some quantum phenomena, as, i.e., ‘tunnelling’ over the membrane, are
involved.” (I like that, too.)
2. With consciousness and decision-power, could Mammen’s
Duracell-demon be the famous ghost in the machine of Gilbert Ryle
and Arthur Koestler!? Could Mammen have identified and situated
Descartes’ soul!!!? It certainly would be a quest worthy of
a noble knight, and in paper proposals and
talks Mammen did call his work “a plea for
the soul.” Though these matters are clearly
above my pay grade, I would not exclude
that Mammen has found his grail. At least not after he turned Descartes on his
head (see L#28, 2.)
3. The idea is the
one we illustrated
above with the net
and the butterfly.
Consciousness
results from the
incorporation
(selection) of
sense-categorial
surface input in a
choice-categorial
frame with outerworldly extension thereby creating the Axiom 11 composite* of knowledge with
both ‘extension’ and ‘colour’. Now let’s see how this plays out with the
membrane.
(To be continued).

Letter #167

(continued)

SENTIENCE

1. My understanding of Mammen’s understanding is now this. The cell membrane is the
interface between the body and the
environment. But it is not merely passively
receiving, as in the mechanistic s-r psychology;
“the selection must be active and not
‘mechanical.’ It has to be a real ‘decision’ and
not just a proximal, mechanical reaction.”
Further, the decisions are based upon “another
logic beyond sensory [sense-categorial] criteria, rules, and algorithms”; that is,
the choice-categorial logic. Calling the distinction, a duality topology,
Mammen time and again refers it to a
distinction formerly made by MerleauPonty, who was first to reverse Descartes.
2. How the cell-membrane is able to
accomplish the centrifugal outreach, the
extensa, may seem obscure, some quantum
trickery, perhaps; but if we extend the
interface with the ant’s
scanning antennae, or
the touching human hand, or the blind person’s feeling stick,
it is easier to fathom; after all, this is familiar from everyday experience.
3. The blind man with his stick is particularly interesting. First,
as famously discussed by John Locke in his Essay concerning
human understanding, it is a prime example of how a perceived
world can be built up from activated touch, (same as in Bach-YRhita’s experiment—L#153). Secondly, it shows how this world
can be further expanded by the use of tools, the tool serving as
an extended sense organ, a key point of Mammen’s (L#14-19).

4. That ’hmm!’ is the perfect launchpad for the final discussion of the letter
series, but first we must conclude our general psychology-session.

Letter #168

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY CONCLUDED

1. When I started in psychology 53 years ago, in his very first lecture, my
Professor, I.K. Moustgaard, impressed upon us new students that it would be up
to each of us to make our own map of psychology. The presented
general psychology is mine. Mission accomplished.
2. Every special science is defined by a special domain (L#48). As laid out in
L#49 & 56, general psychology is the subdiscipline in the large field of
psychology tasked to produce a large scale map of the domain, thereby bringing
order to the field of psychology and defining it as a special science in its own
right among and equal with the other special sciences (Lewes’ instruction). You
could call general psychology the—much needed—
declaration of independence of an alliance-willing
psychology.
3. Of particular importance, the map should be inclusive and
leave room for every psychological field, all important, all
worthwhile (Bühler’s instruction); and by giving each their
rightful place, ending rivalry and finally enabling cumulative progress, thus
ending the crisis of psychology. You could call ‘general psychology’ the reverse
twin of ‘the crisis of psychology’.
4. If you ‘solve’ the crisis of psychology by stopping to mention it, which

has been the chosen strategy, you ‘solve’ general psychology, too, which,
alas, has also happened.
5. Declaring what psychology is the science of, the domain was conservatively
chosen to be ‘knowing’, but with behaviour included as a species of knowing. A
sharp line was drawn to philosophy. Philosophy has the mandate to question
‘knowing’; psychology as science has not; it must accept ‘knowing’ as a
given and try to explain it as given. (L#53-54). Thus, for psychology,
knowing just doesn’t disappear if explanation is met with failure!

6. Following
Spencer’s instruction (L#57)
and the layout of Aristotle’s
psycho-bio-taxonomy (the
world’s first general
psychology) (L#59), my general
psychology was divided into
four subdomains, representing
four species of knowing in an
evolutionary sequence.
(To be continued).

Letter #169

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY CONCLUDED

1. My general psychology map can be summarized in this atlas.

2. The atlas has three ‘dimensions’.
• The vertical which marks the evolutionary progress from the first life to the
human being and psychology’s four subdomains.
• The horizontal which is the subject’s progression towards its object.
• The third ‘which describes how the psycho-logic comes in from the outside
with the mind and then returns again with the human consciousness and
language.
We shall look briefly at each in turn.

Letter #170

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY CONCLUDED

1. In the first column are shown the four evolutionary stages
described in the letters, basically Aristotle’s and Leontiev’s
four stages (see L#58-59).
2. Though each stage is unique, (and at least the top two
quite accidental developments; so much had to happen for them to occur), each
therefore requiring its own explanation, they also present an orderly progression
in knowing, in column two expressed in terms of dimensionality. When you
move up a dimension, you can get a view of the dimension from which you rose.
3. Particularly important is how the bottom three bring
each their own psychological time dimension into being.
4. Most psychology deals exclusively with the effects of
mind and human consciousness, but for theoretical
psychology and general psychology, the first two stages are
the crucial ones to understand. And here not least to
understand their difference.

Letter #171

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY CONCLUDED
1. The interspace is first
the spatial
separation
between the
animal and its
source of energy
(L#138.6); then,
generalised to
every spatial
separation between the
subject and its
object.

Observe how the logical stages each came to identify a psychological field.
2. The four logical stages are the
same throughout the entire
phylogenetic scale from the
human being to the lowliest
animal separated from its source
of food.
3. It is difficult,
but also very,
very important,
because the deep
secret of the psycho-logic
lies here. As explained in
L#145-46 & 149,
the psycho-logic is
first
an objective
Keplerian relation in
the world between
an organism and its
food. Next, the
psycho-logical
aspects—later
internalized, felt, and named with subjective mental terms like ‘hope’ and
‘uncertainty’—are originally objective relations defined by the behavioural
unfolding of the subject-object relation, see Tolman, L#145.

Letter #172

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY CONCLUDED

1. The last ‘dimension’ is the three ways of the psycho-logic.
2. The tree ways are the three steps in evolution from the psycho-logic as the
original subject-object relation in the world (L#145) to the internalisation of this
relation in the mammalian mind (L#62ff)), and finally to the re-externalisation
of the subject-object relation as language and mind-products with the human
consciousness (L#117ff).
3. True, it cannot; but it is difficult to avoid,
if we are ourselves the subject-pole in the
subject-object
relation. This may
explain why of the
three ways, the mind has almost totally monopolized
our understanding of the psycho-logic, and not only because the mind-model so
perfectly fits the Galilean physics; to place the psycho-logic in the head, behind
the eyes, where we see the world, and a little below, where our inner voice is
heard, simply seems immediately sensible and natural. This being so, mind
becomes a trap for psychology, however, if
it blinds us to how much the psycho-logic
pervades the mindscape of our human
world, strongly emphasised by Mammen
as sought illustrated by me in L#18.
And, even worse, if it makes us fail to
realise that the psycho-logic was first—
and is first—a relation in the world,
which has been the most important point argued in these letters.

Letter #173

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Having now closed the circle of the letter
series, I am reminded of T.S. Eliot’s famous
lines. We are back where we started, and
the whole exercise has not been in vain as I
now feel that I know the place for the first
time. The undefined fog that motivated the
comparison between Mammen’s work and my own and thus this letter series
(L#1), has lifted; the confusion has cleared. At least I think I have a clearer
picture now. To present this picture for discussion, would be the proper way to
conclude the series.
2. I did find it puzzling all along that Mammen since his Opus Magnum in 1983
insisted on reducing the unique human psychology to a narrowly conceived
‘human sense’, the ability to establish historical threads to the past by holding on
to objects, and then, having pushed psychology
through this narrow slit—like the physicists changing
single particles into broad spectrum waves—again
retrieved it in all its majesty. But recalling Descartes,
who retrieved the world in its full flowering after
having squeezed it through the aperture of a single
undeniable axiom, I thought that that was just what mathematicians do and not
something for the uninitiated to question or bother about. Likewise, it did
provide some food for thought that the iron-principle of the
human sense, the choice- category, could suddenly jump
and become an iron-principle of cosmos, and then jump
again and become a principle of the sentient cell membrane.
But since, I had myself provoked the frog to jump in the first
place, I should not complain; besides I certainly welcomed that the principle
could have more than one instantiation as I had my own one in mind.
3. None of this, however, was the cause of the disquiet and confusion. Rather, the
cause was an eerie feeling that though we certainly were on the same team—the
very small team of people interested in general psychology and the basic
ontology of psychology—somehow, we were not on the same side. The hidden
contradiction here made me unsure whether I
had truly grasped the central doctrine of
Mammen’s work, and whether he had grasped
mine? Now, after the long walk-about in the
series, I believe that perhaps we had not. Still,
the forest had been right in front of me from the very start, only the trees had
prevented me from seeing it. Now I think I see it. There is, of course, a story to it.

Letter #174

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. General psychologists both, strong opponents of the ruling Galilean empiricist
paradigm, ardent materialists, good Marxists of the Russian school, and recruits
in Leontiev’s brigade in Vygotsky’s AT army, it was natural for us to join
company; and so we did, becoming close colleagues and
friends. The bond was further strengthened when I
enthusiastically endorsed Mammen’s cutting concepts,
the choice-category and the sense-category, which
backed by his mathematical novelties brilliantly shows
what the Galilean empiricist psychology is
catastrophically missing. Mammen’s concepts simply
seemed to fit my own key concepts perfectly. But in the
general enthusiasm, and basically occupied with each our own work, (as already
admitted, Mammen’s mathematics is way beyond me), we (or, at
least I) didn’t recognize how divergent were the roads we were
travelling.
2. Our shared starting point was Leontiev’s Activity Theory. As told
in Mammen’s and Irina Mironenko’s fine and informative article
on AT and the ontology of psychology—seen from Russia and Denmark, AT had
its own starting point
in Marx’s first
Feuerbach thesis.

3. Oui! So, with
Leontiev in hand,
Mammen had his
model in place—
practical sensuous
human activity—
which also became the general model for the Danish AT movement.
4. I completely agreed with this, of course, but rather than practical human
activity, it was a different aspect of
Leontiev’s theory that had caught
my fancy.
5. It is, indeed!

(To be continued.)

Letter #175

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Of course, my work with
animals and my general
interest in biopsychology
right away made me zoom
in on Leontiev’s
evolutionary psychogenesis, and from here
logically on to Aristotle’s
practically identical biopsychological taxonomy. In fact, Leontiev could be called
the Aristotle in modern psychology, and this is true not only of his psychogenesis
but also of his activity theory. You may not appreciate the importance of this,
because with Aristotle, the hidden figure problem is a serious risk. Since Aristotle
is a philosopher way back from the Iron Ages, and this in many ways
shows, many will be unable to see his true figure stand out from his
historical background of crumbled temples and dilapidated beliefs.
Should you be one of those, the following will help.
2. There are two and only two basic modes in psychology:
The centrifugal serving and the centripetal receiving. The
first is activity, the second
reactivity. The first is subjectobject, the second stimulusresponse. Historically, the first
is headed by Aristotle; the second by Galileo.
3. If Leontiev
was a cross-over,
he was not the
first. Brentano
with the concept
of
intentionality
had famously
sneaked Aristotle
into the
empiricist psychology. But though they both crossed over the line each their own
way, the aim for Brentano, the corrupter, and Leontiev, the escaper, was exactly
the same: To add Aristotle to the Galilean psychology where he was sorely
needed.
4. With the concepts Activity, Subject-Object, and Intentionality in hand, the
obvious question for an evolutionary psychologist now was, of course, how did
the phenomena, to which they referred, enter life’s evolution? That was my task.
(To be continued.)

Letter #176

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. Right, so where in evolution do we find
the first instance of activity, the subjectobject relation, and intentionality? (And,
remember now, they are the same deal.)

2. As already told, I found it in the first organism
that moved under its own power to link up with its
essential life-giving food. And with this placement,
I got the full package. I got physics by way of the
second law of thermodynamics. I got biology and
evolution aplenty. I got the classical
understanding where the subject-object relation is
a unit with the subject and the object mutually
defining each other. I got Brentano’s
‘intentionality’, William James’ ‘mind’ definition,
and their original model, of course, Aristotle’s
‘final cause’ and ‘teleology’ (the object as potentiality; anticipating the object as
reality). And with that, and the concept of the interspace, I also got placed in
nature the division that Galileo and his mechanical physics turned into an
impassable divide, which landed
philosophy with the psycho-physical
problem and poor psychology split at
the crotch. To remedy that should be
the first task of a general psychology,
and I believe it is remedied with the
concepts of the interspace and the
interface (see L#140).
3. If I had got a distinction, all-important for
psychology, Mammen had got one too, the
distinction between the choice-category and
the sense-category. How many all-important
distinctions with one side anchored in sense
could there really be? Right! Albeit in
different guises, the obvious assumption
would be that they are the same distinction.
Anyway, that was my assumption.
4. As already the name reveals, the sense-category is easy. The infinite and
therefore undecidable possibilities of the sense-category fits perfectly with the
inherent ambiguity of sentience. But what about the choice-category? Does my
Aristotelian pillar fit? My claim is that it does, but Mammen had construed his
new ground-breaking category quite differently and he was the owner.
(To be continued.)

Letter #177

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. As told in L#12, Mammen’s mission was and is to do battle with the one-sided
bias towards the instrumental shared by the major domains of psychology, all
basically endorsing the receiving cause-effect paradigm introduced with Galilean
mechanics and subsequently adopted by scientific psychology. His
terrific battle-axe is the category of choice, forged in the
workshop of mathematics by the devilishly deviant weapon
black smith Zermelo casting his magical spell, the axiom of choice.
2. Only those initiated in the black arts can pronounce on the Axiom of Choice,
but from a trusted authority I am informed that it can be rendered like this: If
there is an object, it is possible to pick it unguided by sense, i.e., sense-categorial
determination (in mathematics: definition by rule) (see L#25-26).
3. If you look at the
interspace passage,
the first non-contact
stage obviously
fulfils the ‘unguided
by sense’ criterium;
prior to sense, the
animal is about to
pick its object if
there is one. The
problem, however, is that the owner of ‘the choice-category’ concept places it in
the opposite end. Did I get the choice-categorial completely wrong?
As the first instance delivers the whole category, let’s see how the
choice-categorial in psychology was first conceived by Mammen.
4. Mammen’s first aeroplane has
four parts. The upper two express
his personal mission. The first
explicitly—What does it mean to be a human
being?—was his opening question (see L#11); the second only implicitly, but no
less important for that; I shall comment upon that presently. The lower two
express his scientific project. The first is his translation of Zermelo’s
Axiom of Choice into psychology. The second is the key concept in
his new dual topology: the numerical identity,
which, in contrast to sense that can offer only possibilities,
delivers a particular and definite object.
5. Let’s leave aside here whether hand and glove fits like hand
in glove (Mammen thinks they do; I don’t); what is important
is the glove itself, in particular (sic!), the glove-button, the
object. It is with the object our problem rests.

Letter #178

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. With the object, we are back in the land of
equivocality and ambiguity, as the term is used
with two different meanings.
2. In the first sense, as a thing that can be seen
and touched, the object is a
material entity with time-space
coordinates, and its GPS-existence
means it has numerical identity.
3. In the second
sense, as a target or goal, the object is the object in
the subject-object relation. At the outset, the aimobject is an ideal form and not material like the
thing-object, but it is aiming for and anticipating the thing-object.
You could call it an ideal form reaching out for its matter. Aristotle would.
4. The eventual meeting up between the
aim-object and the thing-object is the
third stage in the interspace passage:
handling. Observe how, as a rule, one
always gets both more and
less than asked for. This is a general principle of knowledge
expansion and personal growth. It follows from the wish meeting
reality, and, as strongly emphasised by Mammen, it is always the
result of the handling of thing-objects, which, as ‘Gegenstands’, always confront.
5. Clearly, the aim-object sense is the foundation of the
Aristotelian teleological paradigm (activity directed toward
future goals, aiming to make actual what at the outset is
only potential); while, of course, the thing-object sense is
the foundation of the Galilean mechanical physics. In other
words, with the two senses, we are back with the
fundamental division in psychology, which above I have
conceived as intentionality versus stimulus-response (see L#174).
6. Mammen has his fundamental division, too, choice-categories versus sensecategories, and since I don’t believe that there can be more than one fundamental
division, it must be the same. As s-r psychology answers to the sense-categorial
in Mammen’s division, intentionality must answer to the choice-categorial.
Obviously, the aim-object in the interspace stage of search fully satisfies the
‘picking an object unguided by sense’-criterion of the Axiom of Choice, but could
one really claim that it satisfies the numerical identity-criterion?
(To be continued.)

Letter #179

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. The lifegiving food-object the animal is searching for, is a real substantial
thing-object with numerical identity and GPS-existence;
nothing less would do. In the tracking stage, search can be
guided by the sense-categorial stimulus-response, but
sense-experience was never its goal, only a tool, and would never
in itself keep the animal alive. This means that the animal’s
activity (subject-object-relation, see #173), defined by
locomotion, i.e., directed motion in space and time, is pointed
towards an object with numerical identity and GPS-existence. The object comes
with GPS-coordinates, only they have not yet been fixed by the subject, that is the
aim of the search, but, nevertheless, the activity itself is all about things with
numerical identity. Besides the obvious ‘unguided by sense’ in search, this has
been my argument for making search choice-categorial, and the first entry of the
choice-categorial in psychology, by that.
2. This, of course, is literally opposite to
Mammen’s understanding, because in his
original conception, to be choice-categorial
does require that the object’s GPScoordinates are fixed, even fixed for good, as
presumably only humans are able to.
3. Possibly, Mammen’s fixed thing-object-theory was predicated by his mission.
Possibly, it was demanded
by inner workings in the
deep of his mathematical
topology of duality. First
and foremost, however, I
believe it has to do with
Mammen’s point of
departure. Where I
started with the aimobject of the subjectrelation, Mammen started
with the thing-object and
its bodily relation to the
agent of activity.
4. Does that mean that Mammen discards the concept of the aim-object and with
that the subject-object relation, the concept of interspace and search,
and thus my theory of intentionality? Yes. And no. And yes.
(To be continued.)

Letter #180

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Yes, in many places Mammen does use the terms
subject and object, occasionally also interspace and
search, even hope is
mentioned; in his and
Mironenko’s article, my theory is explained in fine
detail, even incorporated in part in the authors’
own understanding; and, similarly, my understanding is also generously incorporated in Mammen’s
important A New Logical Foundation for Psychology;
in his 2016 paper on the topological
model in psychology, Mammen
even brings a figure that looks like a
perfect illustration of my sentience
versus intentionality, interface
versus interspace, even the allimportant defining gap is depicted.
SO, WHERE IS THE PROBLEM?
2. Though easily overlooked, (I missed it at first), upon scrutiny, the
problem can be read in the illustration; or, at least, read into it. It has
two parts.
3. First, the blue choice-selection arrow in the figure goes from the object to the
subject, not from the subject to the object, as it would in the subjectobject relation as usually understood! This is not a
theoretical problem, per se, of course, only confusing,
as it means that Mammen’s object is a thing-object and not the aimobject of the traditional subject-object relation, and therefore
neither is his subject a traditional subject. (His adoption at places of the term
agent instead of subject is for that reason quite helpful.)
4. Secondly, if the choice-selection has the thing-object as its point of
departure, there can be no subject-object gap, (hence no interspace
gap, no search, no aim-object), but there is in the figure. If the figure
is not flawed (or misread), to explain this gap is a real theoretical
problem. And if the gap in the figure was not intended to be a gap,
this represents an even greater theoretical problem!
5. We shall presently return to this.
(To be continued.)

Letter #181

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Leontiev’s Activity Theory is the key to Mammen’s understanding of subject
and object. He said so himself in the above
quote with Mironenko (L#172). Let’s match it
with my interspace-passage.

2.

Of the triangle’s
three points, the
world of thingobjects with
numerical identity and GPS-existence is
the easiest as to us it is simply a given.

3. And rightly so! That our
world and the universe are
filled with objects—pianos and planets and such—
is simply something we know, and as we are not
philosophers, to question what we do know, is out
of the question. It doesn’t mean, though, that it is
a free gift. How we come to know still needs to be explained. (To be continued.)

Letter #182

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Knowing is knowing, but not a free gift; so how do we know we are dealing
with thing-objects with numerical identity? Psychology must try to answer that.
2. By seeing, touching, and dragging, of course,
as the dictionary told. (L#176); or—as Marx said,
and Mammen & Mironenko repeated—"the
thing" should be conceived “as sensuous human
activity, practice.”
3. Everybody will agree that this is obvious, of course. Still, it right away lands us
in an interesting place, if it means that it is sensuous activity—vision, touch and
muscle-sense—that delivers us the thing-object with numerical identity.
4. It was the seemingly inevitable conclusion that it does that after his pioneering
studies in the psychology of perception led George Berkeley to his Esse est
Percipi, which precisely means that the real world we know is delivered by and
inseparable from sense-impression.
5. This grates wildly against our unquestionable knowledge—knowledge, not
mere belief—that thing-objects and sense-impressions belong to different sides
[the division pursued by both Mammen and me, needless to
say], but it cannot be refuted like Samuel Johnson famously
did, by kicking a rock. Because how would Johnson know the
rock had been hit and moved except through his senseimpressions?
6. Berkeley was completely right, it is a genuine enigma how
the world in our knowledge can be both real and objective, exist independently of
us, and delivered by sense-impression? Enigmas require radical solutions, and
Berkeley came up with one. David Hume, however, would not accept the Irish
Bishop’s ingenious idea, that it was all in God’s sense-impression (see L#150);
that would only add further mystery to the conundrum. Like Mammen above,
Hume was emphatic that the world of definite objects
could not be delivered by the indefinite
induction of sense. (Or, as we might
now say, the numerical identity and
choice-categorial cannot be delivered by the sensecategorial.) Hume therefore threw up his hands in gentlemanly exasperation and
became a philosophical scepticist—but, of course, only in his study chamber, not
when he caroused with his friend Adam Smith or played backgammon; in his
non-theoretical life he knew and accepted the reality.
7. But what did Mammen say, saddled with the same enigma? Did he throw up
his hands, too; or did he have a solution? Could perhaps the activity part of the
“sensuous activity” do the magic trick, add the furtive numerical identity to the
sense-impression?
(To be continued.)

Letter #183

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. How does activity add the objective features of objects to sense-impression?
The blind man with his stick in L#167 would be an obvious
example; or, even better, Bach-Y-Rhita’s blind man with
a videocam in L#153. He ‘sees’ the world with spatial
dimensions and objects when he is active with his
camera, but not when he is only passively receiving, which must
be perfect examples of Merleau-Ponty’s two bodily relations, the
centrifugal and the centripetal, which Mammen says
illustrates the two arms of his own division.

2. The blind men are fine
examples, but examples are
not explanations, of course, so
how does activity do it?
3. Could, perhaps, activity
‘model’ the dumb sensuous
input into the shape of thing-objects with numerical identity like
children model putty? In Herbert
Spencer Jennings’ drawing from 1906
of one of his amoebae chasing a foodparticle, the food-particle is obviously a
thing-object with numerical identity and—albeit
shifting—GPS-existence, and we see how the little
animal must stretch, and knead, and hold to get a
handle on its food-object; and in this process it
does model the numerical identity of the object.
4. As, as seen in the figure, it is very on-and-off,
the animals’ handling of objects may therefore not yet qualify as certified choicecategorial selection. This may explain why Mammen has chosen to reserve this
feature to humans, (the human sense), who can hold on to
objects and never let go. There is, of course, the immediate
problem with this interpretation that in Mammen’s theory,
rather than keeping sense-impressions and thing-objects
together, the holding enables their separation, as for instance
in Mendel’s pea experiment. But perhaps that is the smallest of our problems?
(To be continued.)

Letter #184

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. If you know the numerical identity of a thing-object by handling or holding it,
how do you know that you are handling or holding it? By touch, muscle-sense,
and proprioception, of course. (As we know from visits to the dentist, if
anesthetized, we lose holding-control and easily
bite our tongue by mistake.) But sense cannot
deliver numerical identity, the choice-categorial
cannot be derived from the sense-categorial, so we
are back at the question: How does activity add the
choice-categorial to the sense-categorial?
2. What distinguishes the Russian AT-people’s
concept of activity from the American
behaviourists’ concept of behaviour is that activity not only achieves an end but
from the beginning is directed towards an end; activity is a subjectobject relation, behaviour is not. As direction towards
an end means anticipation and anticipation means
presupposition, could presupposition explain the choice-categorial
delivery of thing-objects with GPS-existence?
3. Presupposition was, of course, Immanuel Kant’s solution to
Hume’s problem (see L#148). Since sensory induction, and therefore empirical
experience, cannot give us the forms of substance, time, and
space, though they constitute the basic architecture of both
Newton’s universe and the known everyday world, these
forms must be presupposed. They must be in place in the mind before our senses
meet the worldly stuff; they must be a priori.
4. As told (L#145), this has been my solution, too, only adding a Keplerian twist
to Kant’s Copernican Revolution (L#149). Where Kant inserted the worldstructure as an a priori in the mind, I inserted the mind—or rather the psychologic—back in the world as an ‘a priori’ part of the world. Contrary to Berkeley,
Locke, Hume, Kant, and Merleau-Ponty (the reverse
Cartesian), the psycho-logic is not first a bodily relation to the
world; it is a worldly relation in the world. Animal life is
active anticipation—therefore the interspace—and with that a
presupposition of vital thing-objects. In the conceptual
subject-object relation, the object is already a given; but so it
is in real living nature; this is simply the basic definition of life
(L#138). It is by being already in and of the world of
substance, object-things, and temporal-spatial architecture that activity adds the
thing-object structure to ‘knowing’ that sensory experience cannot alone deliver.
Hence my claim that intentionality and search, the aim-object, is the original
psycho-logic, and this again the pure choice-category that adds choice-category
to the mixed axiom-11 handling and holding.
(Continued.)

Letter #185

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Right, Mammen’s
topological battle-axiomatic
has two psychological
interpretations. The
original is Mammen’s own,
of course: The human
sense, where the choicecategory is exclusively
human and tied to the ability of humans to hold on to objects, thereby creating
threads with historical depth, bonds of “solidarity
and love”, the human web of history, culture, and
science, that is without its like in other animals.
2. My interpretation is the claim that intentionality is
the original animal psycho-logic, and because it
satisfies the picking without sensory guidance-criterion, it is also the original
choice-category in psychology. The intentionality as the psycho-logic is the
foundation of my general psychology-building topped up with the upper floors of
mind and human consciousness. In his commentary to Catching Up With
Aristotle, Mammen calls my general psychology “the most ambitious work I have
met in psychology” and commends it with this conclusion:
3. No, no, this not a gauntlet thrown, but
praise for a good beginning; and I fully
concur that it is a beginning laying down
premises. By its very nature, general
psychology is map-drawing, and mapdrawing is a continuing process. I also
agree, of course, that though I think the
work does establish a field in psychology,
and a highly necessary one, it has not
been established as “a scientific discipline,” as this requires “a precise figure on a
sensible ground”, i.e., a relevant mathematical underpinning, presumably. But as
Mammen says, we have one now for the first time: his own! I fully agree! That is
why I have embraced his choice-category/sense-category distinction, called it a
revolution in psychology, and sees it as the underpinning that both
confirms and extends my psycho-logic interpretation. Does Mammen
embrace me back? Will he allow that his C-cat
sword is taken out of the human hand and used
with this extended meaning? To tell the truth, it’s
very ambiguous, but I suppose it comes down to
what he means with the word ‘precursors’.

Letter #186

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. According to the dictionary,
precursor basically means an
originator or previous instance of
something, in this case the duality
of sense-category and choicecategory. This suits me fine since
in my interpretation, intentionality
is the defining mark of the animal psyche,
which I claim is the originator of the choice-categorial.
That the human psyche and hence Mammen’s human
sense is the furthest and highest development of the animal psycho-logic is, of
course, indisputable and follows from the general psychology taxonomy; and
though in my book the mammalian mind has the ability to reminiscence and
connect to the past, the way the human being with its human consciousness does
this is in a class of its own, leaving society and culture to be weaved into a web of
bonds with historical depth as Mammen emphasises. What is uniquely human is
our ability to get ‘outside’ things, to double-reflect, and in my commentary
accompanying Mammen’s ANLFP I have argued that the
concept of ‘double-entry bookkeeping’, which he makes a
condition for the human sense, precisely expresses the doublereflection of the human consciousness (L#70.6).
2. I would be completely satisfied with the above reading, but
Mammen explicitly says that the duality topology is “exclusively valid for the
Human psyche.” In other words, it is not valid for animals and thus not for my a
priori intentionality and search. If we stay with the pictorial analogy above, I
would say, ‘however simple, an aeroplane is an aeroplane,’ while Mammen in his
quote only recognizes a Boeing 747 as eligible as choice-categorial. If we stay with
the Boeing 747 as an indisputable fact and disregard the obscurity of its genesis
(“not central,” he says), this definition of the choice-categorial as a unique
human feature—whether we call it ‘human consciousness’ or ‘double-entry bookkeeping’ with ‘historical depth and profound cultural-historical repercussions’—
may at first seem an elevation of the choice-categorial. In my eyes, however, it
seems an anthropomorphic reduction and thus belittling of an all-important
divide and duality. And, had it not been for the comfort offered by Mammen’s
vacillations—soon insisting on human exclusivity, soon making the choicecategorial a cosmic principle—very regrettable. The latter—pan-psychical—bid is
of course of no more use in my theory than the first claiming human exclusivity,
but at least it recognizes the paramount importance of the duality
Mammen has uncovered and which I should hate to be divorced from.
(To be continued.)

Letter #187

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. As not uncommon in
divorce cases, could it be that
I had fallen victim to my own
inflexibility, rigidly
contrasting two pillars of opposites,
either-or with little eye for compromise
and third ways? Could there not be
something in between, something a bit of both? Did not Mammen with all his
crossing axiom-11 cases—grabbing, holding, keeping—provide the good example,
and did not his and
Mironenko’s “third
stance” (L#181) point
a way out of the divorce court?
2. I don’t know. How you can have something
which is neither a priori nor (the sensuous
and experiential) a posteriori, intentionality
which is not choice-categorial, and choicecategoriality which is neither a priori nor the
sense-categorial a posteriori, that seems to
me an impossible riddle.
3. Then again, what do I know; a legendary
forebear of Mammen’s asked for a solution to
precisely such a riddle and was handsomely
rewarded.
4. If we are to look for something which is not
yet, but on its way to become choicecategorial, it must be found in Mammen’s
speculations on sentience as selection and decision stress (L#163-167). This
must be the animal precursor to the human sense that he mentions in L#186.

Right, but let’s do one round more.

(To be continued.)

Letter #188

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. The possible animal precursor, which is not yet, but on its way to become
choice-categorial must be Mammen’s centripetal and centrifugal cell-membrane.
His case can be put together like this:

2. I am obviously enthusiastic recognizing my own understanding in the
middle animal section. Mammen and I are on the same page. Yes!
I am not so happy that he derives intentionality from sentience and the
interspace from the interface as this contravenes the essence of my understanding. (What could possibly be the dramatic leap that made the
sensuous interface become interspace and cross the void? Some kind
of sonar? Something quantum physical? Entanglement that knows
without touching?) So, we are after all not on the
same page!
3. We are and we are not, and we are not, and we are, and…. HELP!
(to be continued.)

Letter #189

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. If you’ve got the impression that I’ve been going around in circles, it is because
I have; and the backpedalling is not due alone to the peculiar oneletter-a-day format, it is just as much that I am confused. In fact, I
have been working up the decision stress, Mammen describes in
L#163, and the experimental neurosis of Pavlov’s dog, too. Time to
end the double bind, cut through the knot like Alexander, and—rightly or
wrongly—make a decision! Here it goes.
Mammen’s and mine are different
theories. They are not in competition but
about different things or aspects. They
can be right or wrong independently of each other.
They may all be right. They can be illustrated like this.

2. Right, lest it becomes a farce, we should not start all
over again with the decision stress. If we find
disharmonies it should be welcomed as indicators of
true and important dualities and food for further
decisions.
(To be continued.)

Letter #190

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Here is my further decision: Mammen and I are on separate
pages. Where I am on the interspace-page, he is on the
interface-page and may not even have an interspace-page.
2. That Mammen’s understanding is wedded to the interface-paradigm by now
seems pretty clear from the above. In his texts, he frequently talks of interface,
and though he occasionally mentions interspace, we just saw it explained as a
derivation of and extension from the interface. If you are in doubt about his
stance, he declares it himself.

Naturally, I say that my position
could not have been better expressed
and that I just love that power point
talk, but also that it is rare bird and
that the devil rests in the plumage.
Right or wrong, I stand with my
decision, so let me now persist in this
course, which I believe holds the best
promise for further advancement of
our common understanding of these matters.
3. Another way to express that Mammen is interface and I am interspace is to
say that to Mammen psyche is a bodily relation to the world while to me the
psycho-logic is a worldly relation in the world (see L#184). The first is interface
and sentient, while the latter
interspace and
intentional.
The latter is
very simple,
once you have accepted it. The first is wrought with
problems, (if you are not a mechanistic blockhead, that is), the first of which is
that the world cannot be derived from the interface, the second that if you try
anyway you got your hands full.
4. Mammen is not a blockhead; his view can be understood as a battle against
these problems: He writes: “Something is missing! Something which was
excommunicated together with the soul in the European renaissance, when our
bodily contact with the world was reduced to mechanical interaction… [Lest]
the subject’s immediate bodily interface…becomes a prison, some new basic
relations between the subject and its world has to be introduced.”
(To be continued.)

Letter #191

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Turning the bodily interface into a prison, which Mammen says happened in
the European Renaissance (L#190), is, of course, the result of
the Galilean mechanistic paradigm, which Hobbes introduced
into psychology. Once you try to understand the psyche in
physical terms of causal interaction it seems unavoidable. It is
called the psycho-physical problem (L#8ff). The problem is
tied to the interface and basically this: We do know about the world of objects
but can only meet the world through the sentient bodily interface and the bodily
interface can only know sense-impressions, not objects.
2. Traditionally the psycho-physical problem is divided into
two problems. The mind-world problem and the mindbody problem. The first asks how the world can be known by
the mind; the second asks how this mind can be generated
through the body. The first looks for the solution in the world;
the second looks for the solution in the bodily interface. Thus
formulated, Mammen tries to solve the mind-body problem, while I’ve tried to
solve the mind-world problem.
3. Accepting that the interface cannot know objects, which cannot be derived by
induction, my solution is the Kantian/Keplerian—(Aristotelian, too)—to make
this knowledge prior to sense. The living being is per definition presupposing the
food-object, or the subject is presupposing the object as its other-being. I believe
this psycho-logic in principle solves the mind-world problem, but not the
mind-body problem, of course, and I gave up on sentience, as you saw (L#156).
4. Rejecting the notion of a priori knowledge, knowledge prior to senseimpression, Mammen on his side thinks that both problems are solved if the
mind-body problem is solved and looks for a solution in a new understanding of
the interface, a new psychophysics, which
adds active selection to the passive reception,
enabling the interface to reach out into the
world and “beyond the infinite sum of features
or stimuli from the objects to the subject”
establish relations “to the singular object itself
with its significant history.”
5. One may argue that whether active or passive,
the interface remains interface and bound to
sense-impressions, but as activity outreach per definition is presupposing, or
intentional, we get an axiom-11 case with the new properties, Mammen is
investigating, including the possibility of object-knowledge. He may develop it
with different concepts, but these are quite novel and sharp, and—as Magnus
Dahl insisted—it is an important field of investigation in its own right.

Letter #192

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Psychology was held back for half a century when Kant declared
that the study of mind cannot become science because the bottle
cannot itself be bottled (see L#148.2) and neither can psyche be
turned into mathematical law as required by true Galilean science. But as you
probably know, if you know any, hard scientists under their hard exterior yearn
after soul and higher worlds, and the mathematician and physics professor
Gustav Theodor Fechner was no exception. For a long time, he
had wanted to find the gate between Heaven and Earth and lying in
his bed in the morning of October 22, 1850, he found it. Quickly, he
developed his solution in Zend-Avesta: On the Things of Heaven and
the Hereafter and in the following years he worked it
out in scientific detail in his Elements of Psychophysics,
which by showing that psychology could be put in mathematical
formula broke Kant’s spell and—as already told—launched the
new scientific psychology with a vengeance with psycho-physical
laboratories popping up from Leipzig to Copenhagen to Harvard.
2. However, it was a mission only half accomplished as the new scientific
psychology was only developed one-sided from the passive interface, which left
out most of what is important in psychology and led to the schism between
‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ psychology.
3. Turning the interface active, (however that is to be understood), Activity
Theory was precisely an attempt to overcome this schism (see L#181), and now
you no doubt see where I am going. Mammen’s topological dualism is the
mathematics to underpin this new effort! Mammen—in his own admission, a
man on a mission in search of the human soul—is the Fechner to finish what
Fechner started! Easy enough for me to see, but eventually Mammen saw it
himself. In a mail to Valsiner, his editor, he wrote (quoted with permission):

The mail is dated October 22!!! “Funny coincidence”, Mammen writes, “but
perhaps a hint of being on the right way?” Yeah, or proof that there is more
between Heaven and Earth after all. The title was not changed, modesty forbade
it, but to quote myself: “If there be reason and justice in the world, its future
impact should at least equal Fechner’s psychophysics a century and a half ago.”

Letter #193

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. As Fechner was the Galileo of
psychology, one cannot help asking if
Mammen is a Galilean too?
2. Truth be told, with mathematics and
physics as his first vocation, with his
never flagging obsession with mathematics, with his deep fascination in and
knowledge of physical science, easily dwarfing his great interest in psychology,
and with his uncompromising stand on scientific rigor and methodology, he is
the most Galilean person I know. Definitely the most
Galilean in Danish psychology and possibly beyond. He
would have loved so much to be a member of the Jesuitmathematician Marin Mersenne’s famous 17th century
circle of iconic scientists (L#6); talking prime numbers
with the convener; listening to old man Galileo himself;
discussing atomic theory with Gassendi; perhaps giving
math lessons to Hobbes, who needed them, and
construction tips to Toricelli and Huyghens, who didn’t;
discussing soul and analytical geometry with Descartes
and strange theorems with Fermat; playing around with
Pascal’s new calculator and perhaps questioning his
idea of a thinking machine.
3. I did. Oh! Oh! What
a confusion! But perhaps there is a way out of
the embarrassment if we remember from L#22
that there were more than one Galileo.
4. Mammen is not anti-Galileo; he is anti-Galileo 1.0. And the
reason is that the adoption
of Galileo 1.0 as model for
and paradigm in scientific
psychology has reduced
psychology to a one-sided
mechanistic and reactive
discipline. What is
seriously needed, Mammen
argues, is an upgrade to
Galileo 2.0, (see his comparison to the right),
which he believes will retrieve for psychology
what Galileo 1.0 had lost, (see L#24).

Letter #194

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. With the distinction between Galileo 1.0 and Galileo 2.0., the distressing
problem from L#188 can also be solved: How we simultaneously can be on the
same side and not.
2.
Mammen
and I
stand shoulder by
shoulder against Galileo
1.0, but he does it as
Galileo 2.0, while I do it
as an Aristotelian. And
with me as an Aristotelian
and himself as a Galilean,
he at the same time is
confronting me in the
classical clash between
the two historical icons.

3. In a classical paper from 1931 to which
Mammen refers more than once, Kurt Lewin
explains how the Aristotelian mode of thought
regrettably is still entrenched in psychology
and why the Galilean mode continues to be
what the psychological science is in need of.
4. Cut to the bone, Lewin’s problems with the
Aristotelian mode of thought are these three.
It is evaluative and subjective
rather than causal and objective.
It is based on norm rather than
law. It takes its departure in the
history of events rather than in the concrete here-and-now.
5. In the paper, Lewin first contrasts the Aristotelian physics and the Galilean
physics, then shows how the contemporary psychology is under the sway of the
Aristotelian physics when it should be under the sway of the Galilean physics,
which is the true scientific. As Lewin’s characterisations are both correct and
instructive for our purpose, and as his own mode of thought is equally instructive
(and curious to boot), a few samples from the paper will be worth another letter.
(to be continued.)

Letter #195

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Letter #196

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. Lewin’s enthusiastic endorsement of Galilean
homogenization (here
shortened) opens a door to an
issue, which we must take the
time to address: THE
DISAPPEAREANCE OF
HISTORY IN OUR TIME.

2. In the 1870’s, when
psychology was gearing up to
follow Fechner’s lead and become Science, and Marx was wrestling with the
second volume of his Capital, the economical mainstream science dumped the
classical political economy from Smith, Ricardo, and Marx, which did attempt to
understand the economic life in epical terms of societal history, value relations,
and local traditions, in favour of a discipline, which,
applying a simple mathematical algorithm, was able to
reduce economic complexity to supply and
demand, and hence everything to market
and price. Under the name Neoliberalism, it has ruled ever since with
increasing force, penetrating and homogenizing every sphere of human life.
3. The University in Copenhagen fell victim to the onslaught, too. The road from
research to invoice must be short, declared the Minister of Research, so an old
institution of learning with 500 years of autonomy was taken over by the state,
its property confiscated, and the local faculty democracy abolished. Instead was
installed a board of heavyweights from the Danish business community, who set
the course and hired the rector, who hired the deans, who hired the department
heads. Every functional service unit was made into a concern of its own with its
own director. Contracts and bonuses were introduced. Huge pay gaps opened,
for, as a representative from the Ministry of Finance explained to a recalcitrant
group of old department heads, it’s important that leaders now understand on
which side they belong. First among equals is old history and old history is out.
4. It literally was. As it happened in the Department of Economics, it happened
in the Department of Psychology, the teaching of the field’s own
history was abolished; I was the last to teach it. And as it had
happened in Economics, a broad spectrum of interconnected fields
was slowly reduced to one single algorithm-friendly field: Cognitive
Science. Concerns like general psychology no longer had a place.
Humans should be understood as robots and controlled by
quantitative measures and methods. The researchers and teachers now certainly
were; but we were still privileged compared to other victims of Neo-liberalism.
(Continued.)

Letter #197

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. With the doctrine of ‘New Public Management’, the foot
soldiers of the welfare state—schoolteachers, nurses, social
workers, and so on—were particularly hard hit by the Galilean
homogenization and Neo-liberal robotization. In the name of
efficiency and cost-reduction, now quantitatively defined by
spread sheets and

handheld computers, their efforts were
sanitized of their concrete human
meaning, human value, history, and
tradition. Its human soul, if you like,
which adds another dimension to Mammen’s plea for soul. But others were still
much worse off.
2. As Neo-liberalism and its free market homogenized everything to the simple
measure of price, and the result was the loss of local differences
and identities, the alienation Lewin spoke so favourably about
above, and as this lifted small international
elites to the sky and
left everybody else
behind, uprooted
and downtrodden,
their meaning and
self-respect taken away, populations all
over the world reacted with increasingly
violent anger.
3. Such a theory is
Mammen’s own about the
human sense meant to be.
And we understand now
better why he so emphatically has kept insisting
on the grabbing,
holding on to, and
never letting go of the historical threads. Maybe history could be done in
other ways, too, but I agree.

Letter #198

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. In his paper above, Kurt Lewin not only characterizes two different modes of
thought, the Aristotelian and the Galilean, but also two
different modes of being, the living and the non-living or
physical, the intentional and the causal. The living is physical
too, but what life adds to the physical is the psychological.
Now to make psychology scientific, Lewin advocates that the
Galilean mode of thought further supplants the Aristotelian.
2. Right, and no wonder. The Galilean mode of
thought only works well where psychological
phenomena can be reduced to interface relations.
Only here does the mode of thought correspond to the realities under
investigation and one does wonder how much a scientific methodology
can meaningfully diverge from its subject-matter. However, let’s leave
this question to those brave people who don’t think that life is too short
for philosophy of science, and instead follow the track back into the
deep of the universe. The two modes of thoughts are namely also
reflections of the two sides of cosmogenesis.
3. The two sides can be shown like this. You could call them law and history,
two conversations of nature perpendicular to each other.

(To be continued.)

Letter #199

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Right, good point, VERY GOOD POINT! As the most
important of them all, the second law of thermodynamics should of course be counted as a natural law and
it is about precisely uneven distribution. But it is a different
kind of a natural law; unlike the laws of Galileo and Newton it
does not predict and explain the exact trajectory of individual elements of matter
but the direction of an ensemble of elements. As the ensemble races from hot to
cold, individual particles or clusters may momentarily move against the stream,
but on average the ensemble reaches a state of higher entropy. Rather than a
causal law, it is a statistical law, and maybe rule (of thumb?) had been better.
2. That quasi-statistical thinking—the average, the norm—was infesting
modern psychology instead of
true causal explanations was a
major complaint in Lewin’s
Galileo-Aristotle paper, and
precisely the Aristotelian mode
of thought was at
fault with its
constant reference to history, Lewin lamented. One truly wonders.
3. What combination of law and accident created the living being
with its ability to use energy to sustain its neg-entropic integrity and move on its
own to reach new life-giving energy (L#137-38) has yet to be fully understood,
but the living being is obviously a child of the second law of thermodynamics.
And this includes the whole psychological set that Lewin so much
regrets.
4. Had the universe not been created spotty, there would
have been no difference for the second law to set in motion
and iron out and therefore no second law. Neither, of course,
would there have been an interspace separating the living
being from its source of energy; therefore, no living being, no striving subject and
no object strived for, hence no value. And had the universe not been
unpredictably spotty, the interspace would not have been an unpredictable void,
the subject would not have had to take an existential leap into the unknown
where it might or might not meet up with its object; therefore, there would have
been no interspace passage as described in these letters; hence no
psychology. Had it been left to the Galilean mode of thought…
It was not; luckily, we have the Aristotelian mode, which is the mode
of psychology, history, and of the second law, too.
P.S. Though not [wittingly] an Aristotelian, observe that Mammen’s theory
is also basically a recognition that neither law, nor rule, but only concrete history
will keep track of real things in this world.

Letter #200

FINAL DISCUSSION AND

1. If you forgot, let’s repeat a final time
how the hardcore second law of thermodynamics placed the true Aristotelian
subject-object relation and psycho-logic in the real material world.
2. The second law states that complex physical entities with a surfeit of negative
entropy cannot exist for long unless they are supplied with new energy from the
outside. Living beings are such complex entities and must regularly tank up to
survive, which means that the smallest natural unit of life is the organism and its
source of energy, hence the subject-object relation.
3. Plants tank up from the sun, turning sunshine into sugar and sugar into life
activity. Animals need sugar too, but without photosynthesis,
animals must get their sugar from plants. Herbivorous
animals next make carnivorous animals possible—the food
chain, but the ultimate source is the plant, or rather the sun.
4. The living being and its fuel regularly get separated. The plant just has to wait
for the sun to come around again, but the animal must move to get its food, and
once devoured, it must move again. The movement from one food object to the
next is locomotion. Where plants have photosynthesis, animals have locomotion.
5. The animal’s inherent ability to move spontaneously on its own accord (a
quirk of organic chemistry) makes locomotion possible. Thus, life can
be defined as the expenditure of energy to reach new and more energy.
6. If the animal moves on its own accord and food is within reach, it will with
high probability be reached even if the movement is not directed. Thus, operationally defined, the undirected movement in practice becomes directed locomotion. This twist founds the psycho-logic and its associated conceptual vocabulary.
7. As directed towards a goal, locomotion becomes intentionality, which in both
Aristotle’s, James’, and Brentano’s sense defines the psycho-logic. But it is
important to understand that intentionality in its first instance is not something
in the animal’s head, intentionality is a relation in the world and the psycho-logic
an ontological property belonging to the whole setup:
• The animal and its immanent, essential, and ideal connection to its source
of energy.
• The physical existence of possible sources of food in its world.
• The frequent separation between animal and food—called the interspace—
and the animal’s spontaneous locomotion ‘towards’ the food.
• The animal’s high probability of reaching the food.
As locomotion is defined in terms of time and space and substance (the object),
this also becomes the a priori frame of the psycho-logic.

Letter #201

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. In bad detective stories, the mystery is solved when on the
last page the investigator receives a letter telling who done it.
This now seems to be the fate of these letters.

2. Responding to the letters the other
day in a talk at the 30th Danish
Activity Theory Conference in Fjeldsted Forest Inn,
Mammen said:
3. YES! This is the solution to the confusion, mine and his. That which on my
part was only a wobbly decision, a mere hypothesis, and hesitant conjecture
(L#189-90), is hereby confirmed straight from the horse’s mouth. We are on
opposite sides. By beginning with the object, Mammen is by necessity in
interface-mode; beginning with the subject, I am in interspace mode.
4. The perplexity in L#180 caused by the
left figure (shown again by Mammen in
Fjeldsted) is now easily cleared up. What I
could not understand was that the
direction of the selection arrows was
proceeding from the object, while the
subject was hanging in the air, but that is
now simply explained by the fact that to Mammen the object is the basis or
ground while his subject is hanging in the air like a suspended figure.
5. That his subject is hanging in the air sounds like an affront; it is not meant to
be, but I actually think it’s true. Mammen presumes the subject, talks about the
subject, even occasionally uses the term subject-object, but he does not have a
theory about the subject. You cannot reach the subject from the object-side; you
cannot define the subject from the interface, while, in contrast, the interspace
delivers both a subject and an object, albeit an ideal object.
6. After his talk in Fjeldsted, Mammen, speaking to himself, admitted that he
found the concept of ‘the absent object’ baffling. ‘The absent
object’ in my theory of intentionality (L#134-55) is the anticipation of the not yet present physical object; it is the ‘otherbeing’ of the subject, subject and aim-object mutually defining
each other. The subject cannot be separated from its goal, but it
can be separated from the goal’s physical presence, in fact, only this separation
makes it an aim-object. If you start with the physical object, you can never enter
this setup and will never get to the subject of the subject-object relation.
7. This failure doesn’t mean that Mammen’s theory is not about
the subject; it’s all about the subject! It only means that the
subject is Mammen’s ghost.

Letter #202

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Galileans dislike ghosts in their machines and so does
seemingly Mammen. How else explain that when in his
old study letters, I presented the subject line pursued
here, he immediately countered with a version placing
his choice-category deep in cosmos (see L#24)? Or that he repeatedly has
referred the challenging psychological subject features, which so defeat Galileo
1.0, to Galileo 2.0 for a possible solution?

2. Does Mammen truly believe that the subject
of psychology—not its possible components,
but the subject itself—can be found in this
inventory of modern physics? Or does he think
perhaps that the psychological subject can be
reduced to such components? I don’t know
and I am not sure if he knows himself.
3. Does Mammen perhaps think that entanglement, a weird physical phenomenon to which he
frequently refers, holds an answer to my notion of
the interspace between subject and object? In both
cases there is a connection across the void between
entities out of touch. Of course, the entanglement
particles may not be out of touch at all. Matter in motion
creates its own space configuration, we learn, so perhaps
entanglement is only a result of warped space? But even if
truly out of touch, entanglement lacks the sine qua non of
the psycho-logical, the reference to a goal of William
James, the telos of Aristotle, and neither is this defining
aspect to be found in
any of the physical features Mammen lists.
It is not already there.
4. Right, Mammen
would not be our Shakespearean Danish Prince, if he was not
also dithering.

Letter #203

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. And that—freeing the ghost,
delivering the subject—is precisely
what Mammen has done! That is my
claim, whatever he may think himself.
Let me explain.

2. Mammen does approach the
subject, only he does it indirectly. The
argument is this. When the subject in
practice is engaging the object, the object’s attributes are revealed, and these in
turn reveal the subject’s attributes or modes of engagement. Hence the object
first, as his witness and key to the subject.

3. But how did my Greeks happen to enter Mammen’s horse in the first place?
To see that we must continue the story.
(To be continued.)

Letter #204

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Starting with the object, Mammen discovers how its two fundamental aspects
can be described in a formal mathematical way, a topology of duality.

2. Yes, this is where the Greeks entered the horse after
learning from Mammen about the
Axiom of Choice. The perfect fit
between the axiom and my concept of
intentionality made it glaringly
obvious to me that the adoption of the Axiom of Choice* is
the true subject’s entry into Mammen’s object story, and
that Mammen—albeit from the reverse side—with his choice-category has
identified precisely the anticipating subject of the subject-object relation, of
Aristotle’s, James’ and Brentano’s intentionality, and of my interspace. To make
his system comprehensive, to numerical identity and qualitative identity must be
added the subject. To the thing-object and the sense-impression must be added
the goal-object.
3. At least that is my conviction for which I
have argued in the letters. But whether the
Greeks are let out or not, Mammen bringing
his existential subject horse into the city of
rulebound mathematics is a major feat of
Fechnerian significance. Now we only need
to find out precisely why?

Letter #205

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. Importance-wise, it’s no bad analogy, only
Columbus entered just one undiscovered
continent, whereas Mammen has entered
two, claiming (1) the psychological land for
mathematics and (2) the mathematical land
for psychology.

2. Yes, yes, mathematics had already
landed in psychology with Fechner’s
logarithmic law, but truth be told,
that invasion merely scratched the interface
with little to show except perhaps in fields
like Kurt Lewin’s sensory psychology. What
Mammen is doing is a completely different ballgame. With his formal
identification of the subject-object relation, he has brought mathematics right
into the soul of psychology. For this he truly deserves the title Fechner 2.0., and
as Fechner 1.0 caused a revolution in psychology, this upgrade should, too.
3. Yes, yes, the psychological land is neither virgin, nor undiscovered;
natives are living there, (as you can see in the picture above), and the
natives don’t need the formal mathematical language to understand
psychology, they have their own perfect native language—the ordinary
subject-object language—to do that. It is true that mathematics created the
modern world; without there would be neither air travel nor electric blankets,
neither smart phones nor radio therapy; in short, we would be back in the stone
age. But if this is undeniably true, even back in the stone age,
people served with the perfect subject-object language were no
strangers to the full spectrum of human psychology.
4. Be that as it may, the adoption of formal mathematics in the
heart of psychology could still give the field a GREAT lift. Since the great
triumphs of Galileo and his new physics, thanks to mathematics, mathematics
has been the marker to distinguish that which is science from that which is, at
best, mere arts and letters, and psychologists have suffered much humiliation at
the hands of haughty scientists. With Mammen’s mathematical formalization of
the subject-object relation, however, we psychologists can now
entertain a hope to finally gain the long-wanted respect and
respectability that mathematics always bestows on a scientific field.
5. Yes, yes, I know, it’s superficial and shallow, sense-categorial even,
and not about substance. Still, appearance is of obvious importance in
science, so let’s enjoy all the glare and respect Mammen’s discovery will
be able to get us while we wait for its full substantial impact to mature.
(To be continued.)

Letter #206

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. However important Mammen’s landing of mathematics in psychology, the
import of his landing of psychology in mathematics may
be even greater. Obviously, I am not qualified to foresee what
Mammen and his associate, the mathematician Asger Törnqvist,
will uncover when they follow the Ariadne-thread into the maze of professional
mathematics, but a few thoughts are still in place.
2. Some will say that psychology was always in mathematics, and they will be
right, of course. Mathematics is done by mathematicians
and mathematicians are psychological subjects, which the
field recognizes; for instance, in the case of decidability.
Still the wider question remains: What part does the subject play in the
existence of the object?
3. This question has been driving human thought since Antiquity. To Plato
mathematical objects were objective, real, ideal,
immutable, and forever true, to be discovered but with
independent existence, and—with the mathematical
object as model—so were all general concepts. Against
this realism, empiricist scholastics in the Middle Ages
launched nominalism, which held that concepts were just
names given to subjective sense-impressions. In the more
revolutionary 18th century a twist of activism was
introduced when, for instance, Fichte said that the subject
by fiat created the object in order to have something to
struggle with. Hegel reined in the subject’s absolute
freedom by bounding it with the material and intellectual
human history, which Marx
gave a further twist by
making the object the product of human work and
history the collective subject. One of the
circumstances existing already is our language and
with the socializing of the subject-object relation a
throwback to nominalism followed, which claimed
that being a cultural-historical language-game,
reality could be changed by choosing a different
conversation. It entered mathematics under names like
‘constructive mathematics’ and ‘ethno-mathematics’.
4. It is, of course, but is it only that? Though
every variation exists, most mathematicians
have resisted this subjectification of their science
and remain Platonic realists. (Mammen, too, I think.)

Letter #207

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. The sequence of options has, of course, been
the same in mathematics and psychology.

2. Only, in contrast to
mathematics,
psychology has not
been able to resist the
subjectification. For all
kinds of socialcultural-historical
reasons, not least a
ruling ideology of
individual choice and
freedom, different
versions of cultural-historical constructivism
and social constructionism, have come to
dominate the science, and, despite their many valuable points,
they have been an invitation to anti-realism—'there is no
elephant, only a conversation among the blind’—and subjective
idealism—'everybody is entitled to their own opinion.’
3. The difference is easy to understand. Committed to the ironcast and unaccommodating objective necessity of logic, mathematics had little
difficulty keeping subjective freedom from its door, while this guest obviously
was impossible to turn away for a subject-object psychology. What psychology
needed was a way to keep freedom and necessity, the subjective and the
objective, the ideal and the material together in one real worldly union.
4. Of course, this union was precisely what Aristotle
had found. A physician by training, he countered his
teacher Plato’s idealism with a naturalistic
materialism. The forms of Plato were still given, but
now called ‘psyches’, the living being had to fill them
out itself. Beginning with food,
the essential goals of the living
beings, each after its kind, were
given, but it was up to the
individuals to realize them and they might fail. Thus, united in Aristotle’s
subject-object psychology were necessity and freedom,
essentialism and existentialism; and so it became in
many subsequent understandings, including in Soeren
Kierkegaard’s existentialism. (But not in Jean-Paul
Sartre’s, of course; by his time, essentialism and
anything given had become anathema.)

Letter #208

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Providing human history with a teleological aspiration, Hegel with his World
Spirit and Marx with his production and class-struggle were following the Aristotelian model with freedom and determination. Only they were emphasising the
emancipation of human society and consciousness as the overarching goal rather
than Aristotle’s more mundane biological necessities. When Feuerbach said that
“Man ist was man isst,” Marx told him to move on; the world must be changed.
2. The Aristotelian subject-object psychology has been best preserved in modern
psychology by Activity Theory and the Cultural-Historical School, the Russian
descendants of the Marxian tradition. As already told, the two arms were at slight
variance with Leontiev’s AT closer to Aristotle’s fundamental biology, and
therefore to the concept of a general psychology, and Vygotsky’s CHS closer to
Marx’s notion of humankind constructing its own reality out of nature, and
therefore an easier bridge to the current mainstream social constructivist ideas.
3. Adopting Activity Theory, Mammen and Mironenko
emphasised its existential freedom by rejecting both a
priori essentialism and sensory determination. A third
stance, they call it. In my interpretation, however,
rather than a third stance, AT as the subject-object relation is all these things
together as they unfold through the interspace: A priori idealism and sensory
determination, essentialism and existentialism. You shouldn’t cherry-pick; you
need them all.
4. Speaking of interpretations, regarding the difference explored in these letters,
it is worth remembering that Mammen and I came from different corners
with different agendas and wrapped-up theories before we met up.
The high-rise in Mammen City is his formal axiomatic system and as
such a building first becomes valid if an inhabitant from the real world
is able to live there, I guess that Mammen’s primary concern has been
to populate the building. This, of course, the scientists, workers, and
married couples from his psychological theory have managed nicely.
Passing by one day with my little theatre company—
Berkeley who said that our empirical access to the world is
sensory; Hume who said that being inductive, sense can
never deliver a world of time and space; Kant who said that
since we do know a world of time and space this knowledge
must be a priori; and myself who tried to figure out how to
make this possible in the real natural world—Mammen’s building with its
alluring Axiom of Choice front looked like a perfect abode for our travelling
troupe. The only question was whether Mammen’s already installed inhabitants
would make room? These letters have argued that they should, but if turned
away, the troupe would just move on. Still I believe that would be a great shame.

Letter #209

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. A mathematician would say that. Still, being a
firm believer in historical threads myself, I do
believe Mammen and his categories belong
prominently in this tapestry of Western thought.

2. In the Middle Ages, Western thought was ruled by Plato and his ideal
realm. Around year 1200, however, Plato was unseated by his student,
as the Church now wanted natural studies added
to the university curriculum. But as natural
studies, led by Aristotle’s example, began to
flourish, it also prepared his downfall. The
scales were again turned around year 1600, when a gang of
the new physicists mobilized both Plato and his arch-enemy Democritus against
Aristotle and threw him out in the cold.

Thus opened up the schism between Galilean science and psychology, between
the subject-object relation and the rule of law and mathematics, and to fit into
the scientific shoe our field of knowledge had to cut more than a heel and a toe.
3. But now, in the midst of the mathematical kingdom of law and iron-cast
necessity, pops up this unruly axiom and claims a freedom of choice for itself.
Pure existence, laments Penrose. Indeed, but whether it is the unlimited freedom
of Sartre’s existentialism, or the bounded freedom of Kierkegaard’s,
where the answer is given but still must be sought by the individual,
it obviously is the subject of psychology unexpectedly making its
entry. Astutely recognizing this, Mammen is quick to ring it in and
fix it with his choice and sense categories, topology of duality, and axiomatics.
4. Some say a formal axiomatic system is just a skeleton building which anyone
can move into, but I think that the uncanny correspondence between the results
of mathematics and physics suggests a much more intimate and cosmic relation
between inhabitants and abode and gives credence to Galileo’s claim that mathematics is the language in which the universe was written. But if psychology is left
outside mathematics, abandoned in cosmic exile, this leaves mathematics
incomplete! The axiom(s) of choice change that. By incorporating the subjectobject and thus bringing back the lost son, Aristotle, healed is not only a schism
in philosophy and science, but a rupture in the cosmos. This, in my opinion, is
the true and inestimable result of Mammen’s effort to land psychology in
mathematics!

Letter #210

FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. The letters have reached their end. Besides a bit of fun, they have given me an
opportunity to lay out my Aristotelian general psychology, which is it if a general
map of the domain of psychology is wanted at all. Sentience I gave up on from
the start, but I believe the theories of mind and of human society are rock solid;
and if, in contrast, the theories of intentionality and human consciousness may
seem a bit eerie and elusive, you should recall Alfred North Whitehead’s words
that “almost all new ideas have a certain aspect of foolishness when they are first
produced.” Though nice to do, none of all this was the letters’ primary
motivation, however.
2. The primary motivation has been to restore to its rightful place, Aristotle and
his subject-object-psychology, and thus genuine psychology, thereby filling in a
hole in the universe; and to that end, whether our Fechner 2.0 should be called a
nth- dimension Galilean or a closet Aristotelian, in my firm belief,
Mammen’s work is simply the key. The stream of letters has
therefore basically been one long attempt to confirm myself in
this belief and convince Mammen to see his role my way.
3. To wrap it up. There exists a duality in the universe with its sides
first defined by Aristotle and Galileo respectively. In the letters, I
have been fighting out of Aristotle’s corner, while Mammen has been free to
move around, but the bottom line of the list expresses my long-held belief that
Mammen’s two categories precisely identifies the two sides. And further, and
most importantly, that his topology
proves that the duality is not a
dualism, splitting the world in the
traditional manner, but two
interlocking sides making the
universe whole as the home of both
the living and the non-living world.
Common sense always knew it was,
of course, but being confirmed in a
formal way by mathematics still lifts
this knowledge to a higher level of
human understanding. Now we can
know more clearly what it is we
know. Psychology needs that.

Letter #211

ADDENDUM

1. Following the letters, an obvious but also vitally important observation by our
letter-friend Davood Gozli (Dec. 13) has made all the pieces fall into place, which
calls for two additional letters.
2. Indeed, it does; we cannot talk of intentionality
and Aristotelian entelechy without. If we take our
prototypical first instance, the food-object implied
by the subject’s locomotion (L#145), it must not
only be an object, defined by numerical and GPS-existence, it must also be food,
and food is a type of thing. So, Gozli is right; search, the first stage of the
interspace passage and prior to sensory information,
implies both existence and type, which in
Mammen’s axiomatics means both the choicecategorial and the sense-categorial. Eager to
make a priori search choice-categorial and the defining mark of the psychological, I seem to have overlooked that, but for a reason.
3. If the object and choice-categorial GPS-existence is
implied by the subject’s locomotion, by what is the
sense-categorial type implied? In Mammen’s
understanding, it is identified by sense—hence his term
‘sense-categorial’—and it is; but how is it implied in
search prior to sense, as Gozli correctly insist it must
be? There can be only one answer; it is implied by the
nature or type of the subject itself. But talking about the
inherent relation between the living being and its source
of energy (L#138) and the food-object as the subject’s
other-being (L#111 & 191), we already knew this answer; to see the living being
and its food as belonging to each other as keyhole to key was simply the premise
for the theory of intentionality. So, now, thanks to Gozli, we realise what we
already knew, but didn’t really. The key is the sensory stimulus to open the lock
upon sense-categorial interface-contact, but the keyhole was already there before
sense and despite the term, as type it is sense-categorial, too. Though sense
delivers type, type must not be confused with sense. I suppose I missed that.*
4. In the paradigmatic first case, the type is ‘food’; later it
can be all sorts. It may even be unspecified, as exemplified in the story where Pippi Longstocking goes on a
thing-finder-expedition with Tommy and Annika and
reveals the true depth of the keyhole and key relation.
(To be continued.)
*Could type before sense be similar to the determination before rule

that the Axiom of Choice needs according to Törnqvist (L#204)?

Letter #212

(Continued)

ADDENDUM

1. Let’s now return to the interspace sequence with Gozli’s intervention in mind.

2. The revision shows how many more veils there are to remove but doesn’t
invalidate my principal claim that Search is the primordial choicecategorial; and that my paradigmatic case and Mammen’s—Handling
and Holding—are both Axiom 11-cases only spells out the difference
between them more clearly. My paradigm is a priori, before sense:
Mammen’s is a posteriori, after sense. That’s the principled divide.
3. You could say that in my paradigm, the psycho-logical, episteme, is defined as
true belief (in its first instance cross-defined, since it’s only belief because it is
true), while in Mammen’s, it must be true verified belief,
verified by the sense-impression in handling—you only have
an object, if you can hold it in your hand.
4. The call for evidence-based
confirmation, empirical verify-cation, and proof, defines
the scientific field as scientific (but not it’s domain) and
leads us into the textbook of methodology and the land of
philosophy of science. But also into the key question of
classical philosophy, as in the famous ‘after-and-beforesense’ exchange between John Locke and Leibniz.
5. Thanks, it was nice to meet you, too!

